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ETHNOBIOTICA
One of my favorite quasi-ethnobotanical quotes is: "Like the cabbage it so much re-

sembles, the Homo sapiens brain, having arisen within the framework of human culture,

would not be viable outside it" (Geertz 1973:68). Our perception of and interaction with

the physical world is inextricably tied to our biological and cultural natures, and this idea

is central to etlinobiology.

The culture-dependent intelligence of people creates problems unique to our species.

Most animals do not have to worry or even think about how their mere existence changes

their environment. Their populations may remain stable over time or may rise and crash

cyclically (and of course, extinction is always an option). People (as a species), on the other

hand, have chosen a path that has wrought substantial changes on the planet. If ethno-

graphic analogy provides any indication for the past, ancient foragers knew how to pro-

mote the propagation of desirable resources, but their impact on the landscape would not

have been that great. Regardless of theory, the archaeological record shows that the for-

aging lifestyle was indeed sustained for tens of thousands of years. Some of those foragers,

however, became sedentary and started farming. Agriculture allowed populations to con-

centrate, and also to expand. Yes, those early farmers may have pushed foragers to mar-

ginal environments, but from their point of view, the successes of the agricultural way of

outwei

change

times

change

resource use and allocation today that may well affect us tomorrow.

The articles in this issue of the Journal of Ethnobiology at least tangentially touch on the

questions of sustainable resource use in a changing world. D'Andrea and Mitiku discuss

the continuing use of one of the world's first domesticated crops, emmer wheat; Gertsch

et al. (palms) and Silvano and Begossi (fish) give examples of the intersection of folk

knowledge and resource management; and Bandeira et al. and Lyon and Hardesty give

two

systems.

>cuss the many ramifications o

Society of Ethnobiology, which

sity of Washington, Seattle, March 26-29, 2003. The general theme is "Ethnobiology and

Sustainability." Dr. Fikret Berkes, author of Sacred Ecology, professor of Natural Resources

Manitoba

Society

details: ethnobiology.org. You may also contact Eugene Hunn, the meeting's organizer, at

Seattle. WA
98195-3100. Telephone: (206) 543-6825. E-mail: hunn@u.washington.edu.

I hope to see you in Seattle!

^/U^fUy^
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TRADITIONAL EMMER PROCESSING IN
HIGHLAND ETHIOPIA

A. CATHERINE DANDREA- and MITIKU HAILE
" Department of Archaeology, Simon Fraser University,

Burnahy, British Cohwibia, Canada, V5A 1S6

^ Mekelle University, P.O. Box 231, Mekelle, Ethiopia

ABSTRACT.—The cultivation of emmer wheat has all but disappeared in the mod-

The
We

technology

thnoarchaeological study of non-mechanized

small-scale household production. Despite high processing costs, land and water

shortages, and the availability of more productive wheat species, the cultivation

of emmer has persisted in highland Ethiopia. The results of this study draw at-

tention to the role of women and shared labor in the household processing of

hulled wheats and intercropped cereals. Processing techniques observed in Tigrai

are compared to experimental studies, ethnoarchaeological, and historical sources

on emmer processing, and implications for interpretations of the archaeological

record are discussed.

Key words: Tigrai, ethnoarchaeology, intercropping, Triticum dicoccum, emmer

processing, women in agricultural production.

RESUMEN. emmer

mundo

son una de las pocas regiones que quedan donde este cereal aun se cultiva para

el consume humano. Se presentan los resultados de un estudio etnoarqueologico

sobre la tecnologia de procesado no mecanizado de la escanda documentada en

el centro-sur de Tigrai, en Etiopia, centrado en la produccion domestica a pequena

escala. A pesar de los altos costes de procesado, la escasez de terreno y agua, y

la posibilidad de acceso a variedades de trigo mas productivas, el cultivo de es-

canda ha subsistido en las tierras altas de Etiopia. Los resultados de este estudio

llaman la atencion sobre el papel de las mujeres y el trabajo compartido en el

procesado domestico de los trigos con cdscara y los cultivos mixtos de cereales.

Las tecnicas de procesado observadas en Tigrai se comparan con estudios exper-

imentales y fuentes etnoarqueologicas e historicas sobre el procesado de la escan-

da, y se discuten algunas implicaciones para la interpretacion de los restos ar-

queologicos.

RESUME.—La culture du bl^ amidonnier a pratiquement disparu du monde mo-

derne. Les hauts plateaux du nord de 1' Ethiopie representent une des derru^res

regions ou cette cereale est encore cultivee h des fins de consommation humaine.

Dans cet article, les auteurs presentent les resultats d'une etude ethnoarcheolo-

gique menee dans le centre-sud de la region de Tigre, en Ethiopie. Cette etude

documente les techniques de traitement non-mecanise du ble amidonnier, et porte

principalement sur I'unite de production h petite ^chelle des menages. Malgre les
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couts de transformation eleves, le manque de terres et d'eau, et la disponibilite

d'especes de ble a meilleurs rendements, la culture du ble amidonnier continue
dans les hauts plateaux ethiopiens. Les resultats presentes dans cet article attirent

I'attention sur le role des femmes et le partage des taches dans le traitement des
bles decortiqufe et des cereales intercalaires a Techelle des menages. Les obser-
vations effectuees dans la region de Tigre sont comparees a des etudes experi-
mentales, ethnoarcheologiques et a des sources historiques documentant les tech-

amidonnier

donnees archeolo
giques

INTRODUCTION

Emmer wheat {Triticum turgidum ssp. dicoccum (Schrank) Thell.) was a cerea
gral to life in the ancient world. From its early beginnings during the mid
Lth millennium B.C., emmer quickly grew to dominate wheat nroduction ir

spreadin^

such
by free-threshing forms during the Near Eastern Bronze Age, early in the fourth
millennium B.C. (Zohary and Hopf 2000:46-51), and never regained their early
prominence. A minor crop grown today in isolated regions more commonly for
animal than human consumption (Gunda 1983; Nesbitt and Samuel 1996:41-47),
emmer is now mainly of interest to scientists concerned with conservation of

ty

archaeobotanists conducting
sistence, and has been the focus of several investigations relating to processing
technology especially the dehusking of emmer spikelets^ (HiUman 1984a, 1984b;
Nesbitt and Samuel 1996; Samuel 1993, 2000). The first systematic field studies of

Hillman

Liining 1992, 1999; Samuel 1993). A com
i archaeobotanical research on hullpd wl

Meurers

ethnoarchaeolo

examination
parching

Meurers
1999; Murray 2000; Samuel 1993, 2000), ethnoardiaeological studies of emmer
production embedded in a living tradition have the potential to reveal more in
the way of technological and social issues relating to the processing of this cereal.

The mk between food processing/cooking and women's labor has been dem-

between women
Murdock and

Watson
tnd women
mechanized

Interestingly
omin
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FIGURE 1.—The study area.

cereal processing identified from archaeological sites originate from these latter

pounding

ching prior to poundmg, wmnowmg

though it is ill-advised to assume that gender roles in crop production are static

in time and space, given the pattern evident in the ethi-iographic record, the pos-

sibility of using these kinds of remains as material correlates of men's and

women
leoethnobotanical

Watson and Kennedy 1991). Ethnoarchaeolo

has much to contribute to such research, and although the gendered division of

labor in crop processing has been alluded to in some studies (e.g., Reddy 1991:

23), the relative contribution of males and females to these tasks has not been

considered in detail.

m
Mai

autumn
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TABLE 1.—Glossary of local names recorded in study area.

Tigrinya terms* English equivalent (or description)

arras

bnrgtida

dagiisha

ebtik

embasha
ga'at

guchach

i F

gulatn

gurdie

hanfetse

haser

haser nifai

kicha

kinkinai

kitkat

kollo

kurdad
latneda

mahoyo
tnakoster

maresha
tnechelo

menelik

mentertar

mese
metahan
tnihea

mihehai

mashila

mogu
monfit

moftt tara

monfit shVi

monk
mtibukats

saessea

sefi

shahan

emmer wheat
land race of two-row hulled barley

finger millet

chaff associated with the ear, including glumes, lemmas, and paleas.

Although the term ebuk is used by some informants to refer to em-
mer grain hulls, others insist that ebuk includes grain coverings of

only tef, finger millet, and sorghum, while burkatz refers to equiva-

lent features in all other crops

leavened wheaten flatbread made on a ceramic or metal griddle

|>orridge made from various cereals for sick individuals and nursing

mothers

by-product similar to gurdie but contains smaller chaff fragments, bar-

ley grains, and weed seeds such as Auena sterilis (fa'a). Guchach is a

high quality fodder fed to donkeys to keep them quiet while being
loaded

by-product consisting of unthreshed or partially threshed ears, large

straw fragments and stones with many other impurities

processing product or by-product consisting of ears and all impurities

present after threshing, such as stones, weeds, and straw fragments
intercropped wheat and barley

straw

fine straw particles and/or light chaff (glimies, lemmas, paleas)

unleavened wheaten flatbread made only on a ceramic griddle

durum wheat
4

broken grains from pounding, winnowing, sieving (including flour)

grains roasted on a metal griddle

Lolium lemulentum grains

winnowing shovel

a soup made of grains, commonly used as a weaning food
brush
Ethiopian plough
rake

comm
about

wirmow^ing technique using a sefi

wiimowing fork

stone saddle quern

wmnowm
winnowm

winnowing technique
cessmg

sorghum
mortar

sieve

coarse sieve

fine sieve

thick soup made from flour

an up-and-down motion used to toss products and by-products in
household processing

two

land race of bread wheat
winnowing
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TABLE 1.—(continued)

Tigrinya terms* English equivalent (or description)

sua fermented beverage consumed on a daily basis made primarily from

finger millet (also sorghum and barley)

t'af tef

taita fermented pancake bread made from several cereals and baked only

on a ceramic griddle {injcra in Amharic)

tstimdi measure of land equivalent to the area that can be ploughed by one

team of oxen in one day, equivalent to approximately one quarter of

a hectare.

* Terms are specific to the study area. Some words were found to have slightly different meanings in

Aksum and other regions of Tigrai.

ethnoarchaeological

Mekelle

1999). Although the investigation was designed in part to concentrate on indig-

enous African cereals, such as tef {t'af;^ Eragrostis tef (Zucc.) Trotter), finger millet

{dagusha; Ekusine coracnna ssp. coracana (L.) Gaertner), and sorghum {mashila;

Sorghum bicolor (L.) Moench) (DAndrea in prep.), the presence of emmer {arras)

farmers in the region presented an excellent opportunity to document household

emmer processing in a non-mechanized context (Tigrinya terms are defined in

Table 1). With the exception of recently constructed communal mills used to grind

grain into flour, there is no mechanization of farming in tl

interviews

in

work is not meant to be an exhaustive survey of emmer produchon throughout

the Ethiopian highlands, it does represent a solid basis from which to launch a

broader ethnoarchaeological study of this cereal in Ethiopia. Furthermore, al-

though an effort was made to record activities taking place prior to harvest, such

as ploughing and sowing, acquiring these data was not a main priority of this

research. Instead, we emphasize post-harvest activities and technology, which ar-

euablv have the greatest influence on archaeological preservation.

EMMER IN ETHIOPIA

The incredible diversity

Hgators (e.g., Chiovenda 1928; Ciferri and Giglioli 1939a, 1939b; Harlan 1969; Jain

et al. 1975; Phillips 1995:61; Vavilov 1931, 1951). Vavilov (1951) considered Ethi-

center of diversity for tetraploid^ wheats, but it is now regardedprimary
Wet

In

but primarily between 1500 and 3000 m asl (Hailu 1991b:2; Tesfaye and Getachew

60-70

which

durum wheat predominates, and emmer

im

in durum (Hailu and Haile Maria
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includine emmer
Ethiopia, based on their evolution of diverse characteristics and numerous inter-
mediate forms, which are most pronounced in durum (Engels and Hawkes 1991:
26-28; Hailu and Haile Mariam 1990:180; Tesfaye 1991:289-290). Some traits, such
as purple grain color are endemic to Ethiopia (Getachew et al. 1995:387; Hailu
and Haile Mariam 1990:182; Vavilov 1951:177; Zeven 1971). Claims have been
made for the introduction of tetraploid wheats to Ethiopia as early as 5000 years
ago (Engels and Hawkes 1991:28). Archaeobotanical evidence to date, however,
indicates the presence of emmer by pre-Aksumite times, approximately 2500 years'
ago (Bard et al. 1997; Boardman 1999; Phillipson 2000). The importance of this
cereal to the Aksumite empire is evident in its depiction on coins dating from
the late third to early seventh centuries A.D., where ears of emmer are shown to
encircle the heads of kings (Phillipson 1993:354-355). In contrast, hexaploid^
wheats are thought to be relatively recent introductions (Ciferri and Giglioli
1939a:224^225; Engels and Hawkes 1991:28), and several opinions exist as to
sources and timmg (Hailu and Haile Mariam 1990:180-181). Some suggest sev-
enteenth-century Portuguese traders (Chiovenda 1938; Ciferri and Giglioli 1939a:
225), while others propose that Italians were responsible for introductions (Hailu
1991a:75). Recent archaeobotanical finds of bread wheat at Aksum dating to the
Late Aksumite period (mid-sixth to early seventh centuries A.D.) (Boardman
1999:142, 2000:367) suggest that hexaploids may have a longer history in Ethiopia
than was previously thought.

Ethiopia represents one of the few remaining regions where emmer is culti-
vated for human consumption on a modest scale. It is estimated that emmer
conshtutes almost 7% of total wheat production (National Research Council 1996:

1 ; f il^n^
^'""^ ^°'^° suggested by Ciferri and Giglioli (1939b:386) in

the late 1930s. Bale province is reported to be the largest producer of this cereal,
but It is commonly grown in several other areas (Abebe and Giorgis 1991:42).
Agronomic mterest in emmer improvement is overshadowed by the more eco-
nomically significant durum wheat (see Hailu et al. 1991). Several taxonomic treat-

J^^^w^-L!^ _^^ ^^."^,^^11^^^^ ^^^^ed based on feahires such as glume
21; Vavilov 1931). Observations

made
emmers have more,r^^^ 1 1 J, . , , ^

"—^"' ^'^^^"^i ciiiiiicis iiave mure uian rwu

^^S^^l^r^l:^^^!^'!^!^^^ 1931:164-165, 1951:178). Harlan (1969:

an ",

postulates that the disjunct distribution of Indo-Abvssinian emmers
primary distribution." These

emmer
occurring in nearby Yemen. This

TTl^ tT^"?.^ u^
^}^'''' '"'^ ^'8"°" (1939b:385-386) who conclude that

^^^^.^^ ^.^LL4^ wi x^Liuupidii emmer remams
The survival of emmpr rnlHw^Hr^i^ ;»^ ^-u;^ «

into the world economy. This has allowed the preservation
cultural systems with little domination of cash croos in rural

integrat

acement of hulled wheats by free-threshing forms
fourth millennium B.C.; however, this was bv no
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means a uniform process. Evidence indicates that pockets of emmer cultivation

continued along with the growing of free-threshing wheat in Western Europe and

other areas until the first millennivim A.D. The persistence of emmer growing in

some regions such as ancient Egypt has been explained by cultural preference.

The overall decline of hulled wheats relates to a variety of factors, including ag-

ricultural intensification, to which free-threshing wheats responded better, and to

changes in diet with the coming of industrialization and urbanism (Nesbitt and

Samuel 1996:74-89). Interviews with Tigrayan farmers indicate that emmer is de-

clining in importance because of its relatively low productivity and onerous pro-

cessing requirements. It is nevertheless still highly valued for its taste and texture

in certain prepared foods.

EMMER HUSBANDRY IN SOUTH-CENTRAL TIGRAI

We
Mai Kaveh. The area corresponds to a northern

mapped by Ciferri and

arlv for human consumi

and

hulled barley {Hordeuni vulgare ssp. distichum L.), kinkinai or durum and shahan

MacKay). In the villages surrounding

Hana and Mai
The

twice

grain.

Ploughing for emmer and other cereals in the region occurs anytime from

January to July (DAndrea et al. 1999:110). As in other regions of Ethiopia, the

availability of oxen is a main determinant of how much ploughing is accomplished

in a given year. Farmers prefer to plough each field as many as six or seven times,

but two or three is more common (Bauer 1975; DAndrea et al. 1999:110; McCann

1995:78-79). Informants used the maresha plough, which is not capable of deep

ploughing (Goe 1990); thus several passes are preferred.

Emmer is sown broadcast in spikelet form (see Hillman 1984b:116), and farm-

ers consider the idea of sowing clean grain quite humorous. When asked if sowing

clean grain ever takes place, several informants laughed and replied with a rhe-

torical question, along the lines of, "Why would anyone do such a thing?" One

informant responded with the following story:

harvest

harvest

"One spring, a woman who had grown wear

clean grain to her husband to sow in the hop

would produce grain free of hulls. However,

familiar hulled grains, so she had to pound them anyway. In tne end she

decided that sowing hulled emmer actually saved her work, and she was

very pleased with this discovery

Weeding is rare and culling is not practiced. During harvest, plants are nor-

mally cut about 5 cm above the ground surface using a sickle, in a manner similar

i-r. r^fl,oT .*,v,o^fo =,r,rl V.ar1pv Thpv are also harvested bv uprooting using a sickle

//
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(cf. Hillman 1984b:117-118). After harvesting, plants are left to dry in small heaps
in the field. The length of time before threshing varies from immediately to one
or two weeks following harvest, depending upon work schedules and other ob-
ligations of the farmer, rather than on a perceived need to dry the harvest under
normal conditions. There are no ceremonial activities specifically associated with
emmer harvesting or threshing. The drinking of a locally-made fermented bev-
erage known as sua and eating etnbasha bread with butter occurs after the thresh-
ing of any crop. There also is a short prayer recited at the end of threshing for
which many informants requested privacy. If the harvest is small, farmers usually
do not bother with these customs. Harvest usually occurs from October to De-
cember (mainly November), and normally there is no gleaning.

Intercropping is a worldwide feature of traditional agricultural systems. It is

believed to be an ancient practice that confers several advantages to farmers (Innis
1997:1-33). This technique is commonly encountered in Tigrai and adjacent re-
gions (Butler 2000:468-469; D'Andrea et al. 1999:111-112; Holt and Lawrence 1993-
68; Simon 1993:38; Simoons 1960:170-171). Emmer is often intercropped with oth-

mixhires used are diverse, involving two or more crops. The
observed in the study area is three. Varying
' farmers on proportions of different crops sown a
2mmer are similar to those reported for hanfetse

time

inter
croppmg ratio between shahan wheat and emmer varies from 2:1 {shahamemmer
to 1:1. After successive replanting, emmer evenhially dominates, but shahan
wheat has a higher market value, and this is one reason why farmers prefer the
2:1 ratio. Another reason given is that this ratio produces the best-quality flour

Women will either add shahan or remove emmer
in Am

achieve this proportion, then proceed to mill the mixed grains. Flexibility in pro-
portions sown also occurs if there is a shortage of shahan wheat seed for sowingm a given year.

in this manner
emmer. Emmer

from 2:1 (burguda-.emmer) to 1:1. In

such mixtures can include m
emmer

Emmer cultivation is in decline in central Tigrai, and for several reasons has
from many

emmer and durum

families

emmer.

May
ing IS required to dehusk the grain, and informants consider this very labor in-

women
emmer

relief that they are no longer obliged to pound the spikelets (cf. HiUman 1984b:
140) -n^e persistence of emmer growing is most certainly the result of farmers'
appreciation for the foods produced (see below). In addiHon, Ciferri and Giglioli
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(1939b:386) suggest that emmer cultivation has continued in some areas because

it has adapted well to elevations of 2600 m asl and above.

POST-HARVEST TECHNOLOGY

We observed one field threshing episode and three household processing se-

qviences. These data are supplemented by several interviews where verbal ac-

counts and/or demonstrations by informants were provided. The post-harvest

treatment of emmer and other cereals can be divided into two stages based on

location of activity and individuals responsible for the work. Field processing is

supervised by men with the participation of women, and includes threshing and

winnowing. It culminates in the production of haser (straw), semi-clean spikelets,

and gurdie (comprised of incompletely threshed ears and several impurities, such

as stones, weeds, and straw fragments) (Figure 2). These activities usually take

place in harvested fields away from the domestic compound. Women are respon-

sible for household processing, which involves several operations that result in

the production of clean grain and various by-products (Figures 3 and 4). The

circled numbers in these figures represent samples taken from processing stages,

which correspond to those listed in Tables 2 and 3. Although our original intent

was to quantify processing residues to assist in the interpretation of archaeobo-

tanical data, it was not possible to obtain sufficiently large samples for analysis

because agricultural production and processing in this region is typically small

scale. This situation was exacerbated during fieldwork when farmers were expe-

riencing food shortages due to impoverished harvests. Individual sample sizes

ranged from 15.1-32.9 g for field threshing and 1.1-19.0 g for household pro-

cessing. As a result, statistical analysis of processing products and by-products

(Hillman 1984a; Jones 1984; Jones and Halstead 1995) is not attempted here. Res-

idues collected at each stage were identified and listed in Tables 2 and 3^ in order

of decreasing frequency of fragment counts. Although the use of these data in

the direct interpretation of archaeobotanical remains is limited, observed patterns

can be used to suggest possibilities for future quantitative studies. The product/

by-product names and chaff terms used in Tables 2 and 3 originate from infor-

mants whose verbal descriptions corroborate extremely well with elements iden-

tified in the residues.

It is not surprising that minor differences in procedures followed by Tigrayan

informants were observed. It is necessary to comment on the potential significance

of this variation, as well as the degree of generalization possible from these data.

The sequence in Figure 2 represents the only field processing episode observed

in its entirety, but descriptions from other farmers are strongly consistent, indi-

cating that it represents a good approximation of general practice. The household

processing pathway illustrated in Figures 3 and 4 represents a summary of ob-

servations from three main informants, two of whom provided consistent answers

in three separate interviews (two to four hours) separated by several months. In

addition, these two informants and their extended families have grown emmer

throughout their living memory. Samples obtained during the course of one pro-

cessing event are described in Table 3. Although it may be premature to extend

these sequences to all emmer producing regions of Ethiopia, they are certainly
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FIRST THRESHING (3 oxen)

straw turning and removal (meshe)

preliminary winnowing (meshe)

sweeping (makoster)

////////////77. haser (2) ^77r7///////U

FIRST WINNOWING {meshe)

straw removal (meshe)

sweeping (makoster)

haser

V ®
b

SECOND THRESHING (3 oxen)

N
Straw turning and removal (meshe)

sweeping (makoster)

/y//^///////////// haser (4) v//////////zzzz

SECOND WINNOWING (meshe)

straw removal (meshe and hand)

sweeping (makoster)

THIRD WINNOWING (hands or lameda)

Straw removal (hand)

V®
FOURTH WINNOWING (mihea)

raking (mechelo)

haser

haser®

Z> gurdie (& to Figure 4

semi-clean emmer spikelets ® to Figure 4®

To next processing step

Threshing product/byproduct

C> Winnowing product^) product

underscored No further processing

FIGURE 2.—Field processing sequence of emmer, Adi Hana.

representative of Adi Hana and Mai Kayeh. Moreover^ interviews conducted in

nearby villages where emmer growing has been discontinued indicate that these

data may have a broadly regional applicability. At Adi Ainawalid, for example,

elder men and women interviewed about their recollections of emmer processing

provided detailed information that accurately reflect activities of Adi Hana and
Mai Kayeh farmers documented in this study.
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semi-clean spikelets + shahan wheat + burguda barley CD

from threshing floor

c:
j^ semi-dean _. ^ ^. .

v> emmer spikelets ® ^^ to Figure 4

SIEVING & WINNOWING t==C> barley (3) "i ^^^^ processed

(mihed) c=> wheat ® -r -' separately

- -^

f « • •

guchach + grain "^ HAND-SEPARATING

SIEVING {mihea) ^^^^at + barley (3)

guchach

To next processing step

C> Winnowing productlsyproduct

Top of sieve

Through sicv c

Hand-separating product/byproduct

underscored No further processing

FIGURE 3.—Preliminary household processing of a mixed harvest of emmer, shahan wheat

and burguda barley, Adi Hana.

Tools used in processing will be described more fully elsewhere (D'Andrea

rep.), but include a flat winnowing basket with coarse apertures that also acts

(mihea), fine and coarse sieves {monfit), a flat circular winnowing tray

apertures {sefiX wooden mortar {mogu) two

winnowm
im

available grasses and woods, while brushes are fashioned from available dried

shrubbery.

Field Processing.-^One complete threshing of a small emmer harvest was observed

in Adi Hana. The processing steps are summarized in Figure 2, while Table 2

provides a description of residues produced at each stage. The crop was harvested

the previous day from 1/2 tsumdi or 1/8 hectare of land which took the farmer

one day to harvest. It was sown with 70 menelik or approximately 46 liters of

spikelets, which were obtained from the previous year's crop. This harvest pro-

duced an estimated 25 kg of spikelets, and was characterized by the farmer and

other informants as a very poor yield.

Threshing operations are supervised by men, who are assisted by younger

children of both sexes and occasionally by women. Threshing of all crops is ac-

companied by singing threshing songs and energetic exclamations of "hey-ho,

hey-ho hey-ho. .

." This is thought to focus the energy of the farmer and to spur

on the' oxen. Threshing takes place on a flattened circular area, the surface of

which is prepared by sweeping with a makoster. Occasionally, the threshmg floor

mixture

a uniform surface. This is done specifically for tef, which is threshed first; other

crops follow (D'Andrea et al. 1999:112). The harvest is spread evenly on the floor

and first threshing is conducted with three or more oxen (Figure 6). Farmers use

a two-proneed wooden tnese (winnowing fork) to turn the straw as threshmg
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semi-clean

emmer spikelets (i)

(from Fisure 3)

wheat + barley v?)

gurdie @ +^
from threshing floor

SIEVING & WINNOWING {mihea)

HAND-SEPARATING
^^Ski

n

wheat barley

gurdie ^ SIEVING & WINNOWING {mihea)

HAND-SORTING {seji ) ® guchach

V
gulam

I

I

cleaninss

V
stored gurdie

processed identically but separate from

stored spikelets (_@-@)

V
Stuhach^ emmer spikelets ®

HAND-SORTING (sefi)®
t

I

cleanings

To next processing step

^ Winnowing product/byproduct

niM

Top of sieve

Through sieve

Hand-separating products

Hand-sorting product^yproduct

underscored No further processing

Stored spikelets @/@

SUN-DRYING

POUNDING (mogu)

clean emmer grain SIEVING & WINNOWING
(mihea)

spikelets @/@
> ebuk&

FIGURE 4. -Household processing sequence of emmer, Adi Hana. The sieving and win-
nowing step at the bottom of page 190 is repeated at the top of page 191.

rehmmary wmnowmg takes place

two-pronged fork. Several farmers

trampl

IS necessary, and in general emmer is much easier to thresh than other cereals.
However, during the 1997 harvest season, emmer required two or more threshings
because unseasonable rains resulted in high moisture levels in all har\^ested crops.
A similar observation is made by Hillman (1984b;125) concerning the orocessine
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clean emmer grain SIEVING & WINNOWING ^===C> spiT^clcts @/®
{mihea)

kitkat + ebuk + grain

WINNOWING (sefi)

> ebuk®/®

ebuk®

mahoyo soup

GRINDING (metahan)

koUo
To next processing step

O Winnowing product%product SIEVING {monfit) baser nifai + kitkat

Top of sieve

nin.•^ Through sieve
SIEVING (monfit) baser nifaj + kitkat

L

•;> Hand-separating products

Hand-sorting product^yproduct

underscored No further processing clean flour

of glume wheats in Turkey, where one threshing is sufficient except when the

harvest is damp or unripe. First threshing ends with sweeping the threshing floor

and consolidating the harvest using a makoster. First winnowing proceeds with

which

which is piled along the periphery of the threshing

three
winnow'

harvest

returned to the threshing floor for second threshing (if necessary)

turned

the harvest is again consolidated in the center of the floor by sweeping It is

winnowing using a two

nowing fork. Straw is removed by hand, and the harvest is consolidated by sweep-
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\

1

_ i

FIGURE 5.—Wayzaro Halufti Tesfaye pounding

ing with a makoster in preparation for third winnowing. If the harvest is large,

a tatneda (winnowing shovel) is employed at this stage, but in small harvests,
winnowing by hand is practiced. In this activity, two people facing each other
and joining hands beneath the har\^est lift a large portion and let it fall into the
wind (Figure 8). Larger fragments of straw are removed by hand. This winnowing
method has not been previously reported in the literature fe.c. Hillman 1984b;
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FIGURE 6.—First threshing of emmer, Adi Hana.

FIGURE 7.—First winnowing using a meshe, Adi Hana.
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3*^
V

'^ ^ *

1 J

^4

. *^W;^: : *
:- -^

FIGURE 8.—Third winnowing of emmer

Murray 2000; Samuel 1993), and may represent a technique em
winnowm

ketfuls of harvest are lifted and dropped into the wind, with spikelets accumu-
lating at the feet of the winnower (Figure 9). During this activity, dust and small
chaff elements pass through the mihea as well, but the activity is primarily win-
nowing. After each basketful, the surface of the spikelet pile is raked using a
mechelo. This action produces two accumulations which are ba^^ed senaratelv:

by the mechelo.

winnower, and 2urdie which

two

which

mam
as fodder, and has no special uses to distinguish it from wheat and barley straw.

com
Wheat

which
most important domestic

season because dung tends to be more viscous at this time, and the added straw
facihtates drying and improves burning quality. Unlike hidia and other regions
where dung fuel production takes place only during the dry season (Reddy 1999:

year m the Ethiopian highlands

in makine mortar, but can be com
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I

»
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1
^m

-.^

•J

nCURE 9.—Fourth winnowing using a mihea, Ato Abraha Kid
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bined with clay to plaster interior walls of houses, especially in the first layers

applied to new walls.

Household Processing.—The processing of semi-clean spikelets and gurdie takes

place entirely in the household, under the supervision of women with virtually

no involvement by men. When semi-clean spikelets arrive from the threshing

floor, they are cleaned and processed in the following steps with a remarkable

degree of consistency: 1) sieving/winnowing (mihehai), 2) hand-sorting,^ 3) sun-

drying, 4) pounding, 5) sieving/winnowing {mihehai), hand-sorting and repro-

cessing if necessary 6) winnowing (mentertar), 7) grinding (milling) into flour or

whole grains used in food preparation, 8) flour sieving, 9) food preparation from
flour.

In this sequence, slight variation occurred in the order of sieving/winnowing
and hand-sorting in steps 1, 2 and 5. Observed differences depend on several

factors including personal preference, economic conditions, and effectiveness of

the previous processing operation. Personal preference introduces variation and
can be related to skill level as well as available equipment. For example, a mihea
is normally used in the initial stages of household wirmowing, but a sefi can be
substituted if necessary. In terms of economic situation, informants mentioned
that at several stages, products used as fodder can be further processed to extract

more grain, in the case of food shortages. In addition, fine chaff removed at var-

ious stages in household processing is sometimes used as fodder and other times
discarded on compound floors, depending on fodder availabifity. Such fine clean-

ings are not used in making dung cakes for fuel. Finally, success of cleaning in

previous stages can determine the type of operation: in particular, the most com-

winnowm
a reversal in pounding and drying steps, this processing
sonably well with reconstructions of emmer processing from ancient"Egyptian
archaeological and textual data (Samuel 1999:130, 2000:541), and at a general level

with ethnographic studies in Turkey (Hillman 1984b). Further comparisons are
discussed below.

The particular case illustrated in Figures 3 and 4 involved the processing of
a harvest of a mixed crop of emmer, shahan wheat, and burguda barley. Descrip-
tions of residues produced at each processing stage are summarized in Table 3.

These mixtures can be processed together entirely (including grinding to produce
flour), but more commonly grains are separated at an early stage in the process-
ing sequence, as illustrated in Figure 3. The subsequent treatment of emmer spike-
lets depicted in Figure 4 is not affected by the early removal of these other cereals.
The overall character of residues, however, certainly is influenced by the presence
of barley and wheat grains, which would not be expected to occur in large quan-
hties in a monocropped harvest of emmer.

The mixed crop arrives in the household from the threshine floor in two
semi

mixture
is first sieved and winnowed using a mihea. This simultaneous sieving and win-
nowing action has no English term, but is termed mihehai in Tigrinyna (Figure
10). In mthehai, women employ a sideways and circular motion which is designed
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y J ' - -

HGURE —The mihehai technique. Way

to make fine impurities such as small weed seeds and dust tall tiuougn tne mtnea.

As such this tedmique is roughly equivalent to fine sieving where produc^ are

retained by the sieve allowing impurities to pass through (Jones 1984:46). Ma e-

rials are also tossed on the mihea and air is blown from the wmnowers mouth.
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FIGURE 1 1.—Schematic
ehai technique.

which further encourage the separation of components and removal
This

which occurs if the harvest contains

Mihehai is sometimes

When
These

produced: 1) a guchach and grain mixture that falls through the sieve; a"
maining on top and sequentially winnowed are separate accumulations

the mihea through
These

movements of tnihehai very skillfully executed by the winnower, after which
schematic

sam
The guchach and grain passing through is further

this

harvest was relatively impoverished, many

through the mihea. The guchach

Z^,intr„ > u' u'^'^l'
'"'' ^> " '^'"""'" "'h'^^' ^"d burguda barley mixtur.

noweZh^ °^ ,r
,'* i!

hand-separated and combined with previously win

rn7!nH > ^^S-'ch«ch can be further processed by drying, poundmg, and wmnowmg to extract more grain, in situations of extreme food shorta™
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FIGURE 12.—Four components separated using the mihehai technique, Wayzaro Yalemser

Asbaha, Adi Hana. The mihea is partially visible at the top of the photograph, with guchach

+ grain detectable beneath. Emmer spikelets are in the basket to left, while the sefi in the

foreground contains shahan wheat (top right) and btirguda barley (bottom left). The di-

ameter of the sefi is approximately 42 cm. Processing residue contents are described in

samples 2-5 of Table 3.

As illustrated in sample 6 of Table 3, grains of wheat, barley and the weed Avna
sterilis L. are the main components of guchach.

Reports of poor harvests by informants are corroborated by the presence of

large quantities of single-seeded emmer spikelets in residues collected during the

processing episode summarized in Tables 2 and 3 (cf. Willcox 1999:487). A total

of 53% (1521) of completely threshed spikelets (n = 2887) examined in this sample

are single-seeded. In addition, 6% (181) of completely threshed spikelets display

a barrel-type disarticulation pattern where the rachis segment adheres to the imier

side of the spikelet. This is a pattern typically observed in spelt wheat (Zohary

and Hopf 2000:30). The occurrence of this feature in emmer may be related to a

combination of factors including threshing practices and depauperate plant pop-

ulations (Laura Morrison, personal communication, 2000). Farmers attribute these

unusual traits to water deficiencies and other ecological stresses experienced dur-

ing the growing season.

Figure 4 illustrates the processing of spikelets extracted from the mixed crop

and gurdie originating from the threshing floor. This gurdie does not normally

undergo preliminary sorting for wheat and barley grains. Beginning with semi-

winnowed

fractions

and barley grain mixture remaining on the sieve, which is tossed and
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separated and added to the previous wheat and barley (Figure 3); 3) gtirdie is

from

container

further processed by hand-sorting, the cleanings of which are discarded on the

compound floor. At this point, spikelets are stored in the living quarters and

processed in small amounts as needed. Large-scale processing and storage of

m
When reauired, spikelets are sun

parched before pounding. None of the informants knew of anyone who parched

or dried spikelets using an oven, and water is never added before pounding. The

same applies to the processing of hulled barley. Pounding occurs in a wooden
mortar {mogii) with a wooden, stone or metal pounder (Figure 5). When asked if

a stone quern (metahan) is ever used to dehusk emmer, informants unanimously

agreed that this never took place, and even though some farmers used mortars

made of stone, wooden ones are preferred. Farmers maintain that using stone

mortars results in too many broken grains, a problem that is avoided by the use

of a wooden mortar. The action of pounding emmer spikelets in a inogu is very

similar to that reported in an experimental study by Bower (1992:238). Free grains

chaff

movements

chaff elements felume
and spikelet forks): sample 14 produced 30% (n = 31) spikelet forks and 70% (n

= 71) glume bases while sample 28 (gurdie from threshing floor) consisted of 48%
spikelet forks and 52% glume bases.

After pounding, the mixture is sieved and winnowed using a mihea. This

produces four fractions: 1) a kitkat, ehuk, and grain mixture which falls through
the sieve; and remaining on top and tossed into separate baskets using the mih-
ehai technique are 2) clean grain which is ready for grinding into flour (hand-
sorted beforehand, if necessary), 3) ebuk which is tossed off the mihea and used
as fodder or discarded, and 4) unhusked spikelets which are tossed into a separate
basket, later sieved with a monfit or winnowed using a sefi if necessary (with
cleanings discarded), and then reprocessed. It is at this point that the majority of

chaff elements are removed. Ebuk in sam

Similarly

emmer in wooden mortars
1 occurrence of intact spikelet forks (Meurers-Balke and Ltining
The kitkat, ehuk, and grain mixture that falls through the mihea
ig a sefi. This produces three fractions: 1) ebuk which is tossed
ier for chickens; and remaining on top and removed bv hand

that is especially good for making
mahoyo soup or is mixed with other clean grain and ground into flour.

'

grain removed at this point (sample 21) frequently requires hand-sorti
move fine particles. In contrast to the previous stage, the ebuk tossed
sefi (sample 20) contains mainly of light chaff elements with fewer spil<
or glume bases attached.

This winnowing action on the sefi, called mentertar, is accompanie
bukats, a term which refers to the up and down motion of the sefi, em

from
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toss materials while sorting or discarding. In mentertar several fractions are sep-

arated quite deftly. It involves shaking the sefi in a sideways and circular motion,

an operation designed to sort materials and remove impurities. Elements are grad-

ually separated into different components on the sefi and are sequentially tossed

or scooped by hand into various containers. Implements resembling the sefi are

used by Tuareg peoples in Ahaggar, where similar winnowing techniques are

practiced (Cast and Adrian 1965:23-25, 31; Nicolaisen and Nicolaiscn 1997:330).

Mentertar seems comparable to "yandying" practiced by Australian aboriginal

women of the Great Sandy Desert, northwestern Australia. Cane (1989:105-106)

suggests that this technique is a substitute for winnowing and sieving. It is also

similar to "wirmowing by shaking" using a chaata as observed in Andra Pradesh

by Reddy (1991:23; 1997:171-172), who also describes it as a replacement for fine

sieving and an adaptation to processing smaller-grained cereals. Unlike the ex-

amples from Australia and India, mentertar does not appear to be a blanket re-

placement for fine sieving, but instead, it is employed in the latter stages of all

household cereal processing to remove the last impurities. However, in the case

of smaller-grained cereals such as tef and finger millet mentertar does appear to

replace fine sieving, where it is preceded by coarse sieving (in the absence of

mihehai). Thus, emmer represents one of two cereal processing pathways ob-

served in central Tigrai: one for larger-grained cereals (all wheats, barley, and

sorghum) characterized by the use of mihehai followed by mentertar (without

coarse sieving); and another for smaller-grained cereals (tef and finger millet)

which are subjected to coarse sieving followed by mentertar (without mihehai)

(D'Andrea in prep.).

Gurdie brought from the threshing floor is processed independently. If sha-

han wheat or hurguda barley grains are present they are removed by hand, but

this is not usually necessary. This is because gurdie is gathered by raking on the

threshing floor, an action that tends to miss loose grains of wheat and barley.

Gurdie is first sieved and winnowed using a mihea, and this can be accompanied

by the simultaneous removal of large straw pieces and stones by hand. Three

fractions are produced: 1) guchach that falls through the sieve and is used as

fodder; and remaining on top are 2) gulam which is tossed off the miltea and

used as fodder for livestock, and 3) gurdie which remains on top and is collected

by hand. It is then hand-sorted with cleanings discarded and stored in the living

quarters. When required, stored gurdie is processed in small amounts in a manner

similar to but separate from stored spikelets (Figure 4). Informants process gurdie

separately because it contains more impurities. A comparison of equivalent resi-

dues produced during post-pounding processing of semi-clean spikelets versus

gurdie in Table 3 (e.g., compare samples 13 and 27; 14 and 28; 15 and 29; 16 and

30; 17 and 32; 18 and 31), reveals that gurdie at all processing stages does tend

to include more impurities.

In the recent past, grains were ground by hand using a stone saddle quern

(metahan). Communal mills were introduced in the region in the early 1990s, and

are now used by many families for milling grain. Several informants described

the current methods employed in flour milling. After grinding at a communal

mill/ emmer flour is sieved at least twice at home, first using a coarser sieve

{monfit tara) whidi produces haser nifai and kitkat. These by-products are fed
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to chickens. Flour is sieved a second time, preferably using a finer sieve {monfit

shVi), but because this implement is relatively expensive, many women use the

coarser sieve once again. Cleanings from this second sieving are normally dis-

carded and rarely used in making sua. Informants in this region emphasized that

emmer is never used in beer making, only finger millet, sorghum, and barley.

Whole emmer grain is consumed after roasting on a metal griddle to produce

kollo or used in making a weaning food known as ntahoyo (or tnto). Tlie kollo

making process is described in detail elsewhere (Lyons and D'Andrea in prep).

Farmers agree that of all available cereals emmer makes the best quality kollo

because the grains are 'Very tender" and have a "sweeter" taste. To demonstrate

this, informants encouraged the authors to taste kollo made from shahan wheat

and emmer, both of which were roasted on a metal griddle in the traditional

manner. It was immediately apparent to us that emmer kollo is far superior in

taste and is less gritty than kollo made from shahan wheat. The delicate texture

of emmer kollo may be related to thinner pericarps present in hulled wheats (Le

Clerc et al. 1918:216; Nesbitt and Samuel 1996:43). In preparing ntahoyo, whole

grain is soaked, boiled, and forced through a fine metal sieve (formerly made of

basketry). Processed kitkat is well suited to this purpose because it consists of

already broken grain. The strained mass is boiled and fenugreek {Trigonella foen-

um-graecum L.), honey, and milk are added.

Emmer flour is used in making leavened and unleavened staple breads, main-

ly emhasha, kicha, and taita. Embasha made at Easter is traditionally made from

emmer flour. When making taita, emmer flour is never used on its own, but

mixed with barley flour at a ratio of 2:1 (barley:emmer) or with sorghum at a

ratio of 1:1. The flour also is used to make a soup called mouk. Emmer flour is

considered the best to make ga'at porridge, which is eaten mainly by invalids,

nursing mothers (Edwards 1991:53), sick people, and children, because emmer is

considered to be more easily digested than other wheats. Informants generally

describe emmer as a cereal with special properties and medicinal value. Others

report that broken bones heal more quickly with a diet of emmer porridge (Tes-

faye and Getachew 1991:51).

DISCUSSION

The Tigrayan peoples consulted in this study continue to cultivate emmer as

part of a living tradition despite the accessibility of naked wheats. Production is

at the household level, and as such, the information produced herein is comple-
mentary to that provided by Hillman (1984b), who examined larger-scale com-
munal bulk processing in Turkish villages. Moreover, the Tigrayan evidence has
revealed aspects relating to household production that are not otherwise pre-

served in ancient texts (Murray 2000; Samuel 1993) or as archaeobotanical remains
(Hillman 1984a; Jones 1981), and are not directlv measurable in controlled exper-

(Meurers-Balke and Liinin

in rural communities
dehusking and subsequent cleaning

from
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floor. As such, it is clear that the bulk of labor necessary in non-mechanized post-

harvest processing of emmer rests with women.

In the household setting, emmer is considered among the most labor-intensive

cereals to process, and this is often cited as a reason for the gradual disappearance

of this crop. One is immediately impressed by the high degree of skill exhibited

by women who are able to separate as many as four different elements using a

tnihea simultaneously as a sieve and winnowing tray. These processing tech-

niques, and the time women spend in grain cleaning activities have been passed

over in agronomic and ethnographic research (for exceptions, see Cane 1989; Cast

and Adrian 1965; Tewolde 1993), even in investigations that purport to examine

traditional methods (e.g., Asiedu 1989; Bencini 1991; Redhead 1989). These latter

studies are more expHcitly concerned with storage and milling performance of

cereals for the purpose of improvement. Often, these descriptions end with thresh-

ing and the sequence is picked up again with food preparation with mention

made of milling or general cleaning, ignoring the complexity and time consuming

nature of these activities (e.g.. Holm 1956:12).

It has been demonstrated that the recent introduction of the communal mill

has resulted in a marked improvement of women's lives in rural Ethiopia (Te-

wolde 1993:224-225). However, the separation of grain from hulls, necessary in

processing emmer, hulled barley sorghum, and finger millet, continues to claim

a substantial amount of time. The onerous nature of these tasks is further com-

pounded by the operations necessary in hand-separating intercropped grams.

When
such as fetchin

that rural Ethiopian women had barely enough time to sleep (Tewolde 1993:222-

232) Tigrayan informants report that hand-sorting and grindmg on a saddle

quern took up as many as 10-12 hours per day on alternate days. With the intro-

communal
Women

Mutual

Networks" (MSNs). These

proximity and are means by which women help each other

including

networks

millin

MSNs in the study area. The
Work

seasons of failed harvests. It has also allowed them time to make baskets and

other handicrafts for sale ii^ local markets, a pursuit which has contributed to the

.„„.:.: c T^:_.,,.„ ..m;,aprc; to a modem cash-bascd economy. Interestmgly,

mills

shifted

Many of the elder Tigrayan women we interviewed are of two

cemingL discontinuation of labor-intensive activities such as emme

and mming flour on the saddle quern. They certainly do not miss thu

but they do lament the loss of socializing that is an miportant as

worV .L.orf crnnns. As such, the introduction of communal mill
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grayan government is beginning to set in motion a social impact illustrative of

the trend of individualization where actions and decision making by individuals

gradually become independent of community ties, resulting in increased auton-

omy of households (Counihan 1999:35). This phenomenon has been examined
specifically in a context of bread making in an anthropological study carried out

in Sardinia, hi this region, villages scattered in a rugged mountainous landscape
remained isolated from early twentieth-century economic developments taking

most

which

sine and women assisted each <

Tliese activities brought family

World War
the home steadily declined and ultimately disappeared for various reasons, in-

rain mills, and
The use of public bakeries was initi

home
ki a manner

communal mills in Tigrai, bread baking in Sardinia has shifted from the purview
men who operate the bakeries, and in

community

informants
observed

ment to produce breads and all other foods, including grinding stones, ovens,
and mortars (D'Andrea et al. 1999:114-116), or at least they did so in the recent
past (for a contrasting archaeological example, see Samuel 1999:133-141). Apart
from times of food shortages, rural households typically aim to meet all food
consumption requirements with few culinary items purchased from regional mar-
kets (Tewolde 1993:190). Unfortunately there are no archaeological investigations
available on rural domestic architecture in Ethiopia, although it is clear that em-
mer has been cultivated there since pre-Aksumite times (Boardman 1999:143;
Phillipson 2000:469), and reached such prominence as to be illustrated on Aksum-
ite comage (Phillipson 1993:354-355). Given the Tigrayan ethnoarchaeological
data on labor requirements in the household processing of intercropped and
hulled cereals such as emmer, we may speculate that in the absence of state-
supplied rations or food exchange networks, shared female labor in cereal pro-

fundamental necessity of rural life, certainly in

in

family

kings

among
In Aksumite times, this payment

persisted mto the Middle Ages and recent times in the form of dergo. Rural
inhabitants were obliged to offer dergo to the monarch, troops, and ambassadors
travellmg through subjugated lands, as well as to local officials. It consisted of
prepared food, such as taita, wheaten bread, flour, oil, sauces, drinks, small game
and other comestibles, and occasionally clothing, currency and pack animals. In
some cases, the demand for goods could be very great, particularly when required
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(Kobishch

form
which

have been critical.

In marked contrast to household processing, emmer is widely considered

among the least demanding cereals to thresh, as normally only one threshing is

required to adequately break down a harvest into spikelets. The field threshing

of emmer described here differs in some respects from that reported by Hillman

(1984b) and from studies of ancient Egyptian reliefs (Murray 2000:524-526). These

latter investigations have documented the occurrence of coarse sieving on the

threshing floor, where the sieve retains impurities, allowing grains and weed

seeds to pass through for further processing (Jones 1984:45). As stated earlier,

Tigrayan informants insist that emmer is never sieved in this manner during

threshing and coarse sieving is only performed during the processing of tef and

finger millet (D'Andrea in prep.). Hand-winnowing on the threshing floor (Figure

8) has no apparent analogue in the available literature on glume wheat processing.

In Tigrai it is consistently used as a replacement for the winnowing shovel. It

clearly represents a technique used in processing small quantities of all cereals,

and as such, may not be expected to occur in communal processing (Hillman

1984b) or be described in ancient sources (Murray 2000). Another interesting fea-

ture of threshing in Tigrai is the ubiquitous use of the mihea in basket-winnowing

(Figure 9). While baskets or sieves have been mentioned as alternative winnowing

tools employed on threshing floors in Turkey (Hillman 1984b:124) and in ancient

Egypt (Murray 2000:525), the mihea is regularly used in Tigrai as the last win-

nowing implement in the field processing of all cereals, regardless of gram size.

A comparable method has been observed in rural regions of southern India near

Madurai, where a funnel-shaped container with no apertures is used after thresh-

ing (Richard Shutler Jr., personal communication, 2001). A similar basket-win-

nowing technique, referred to as "wind-winnowing," is documented in Andra

Pradesh by Reddy (1991:23, 25, 1997:170). The Tuareg also employ a basket-wm-

nowing technique in processing cereals on the threshing floor (Nicolaisen and

Nicolaisen 1997-274). One could speculate that these basket-wmnowmg tech-

niques reflect an adaptation to processing millets and similar smaller-seeded ce-

reals, in mudi the same way as tnentertar is well suited to the household pro-

cessing of tef and finger millet. Unlike the Near East and Europe, the cultivation

of millets and small-grained cereals are major components of agricultural systems

in tropical regions of Africa and South Asia. In many ways Tigrayan practice

appears to represent an amalgamation of Near Eastern and tropical African/

South Asian crop processing traditions (D'Andrea in prep.).

Although small sample sizes preclude the possibility of quantitatively char-

acterizing processing residues, several patterns observed at different stages sug-

gest that such approaches may be possible in future studies. Comments on residue

. . 11. A^'.r^ t^rmrimic; ^pctions and these could be tested with
composition have been made m previous seccioii^c^iiu

^ , i A-(f^.

larger and more consistent sample sizes. In add.tion, mformants dear yd, er-

enHate fodder types, and local terminology used in all cases ,s cons.stent mclud-

ing ebuk (mainly empty glumes with heavy chaff elements) wh.ch is fed to ch ck-

enl IcfcSf (mostl/g'ralns of barley and A.m sierills) for donkeys and other
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livestock, and gulam (a mixture of several impurities with no dominants) fed to

livestock. The storage of these fodders has some potential to be visible archaeo-

logically. These elements along with gtirdie and spikelets from the threshing floor

are stored inside main residential buildings while straw from the threshing floor

is kept in a fenced courtyard adjacent to buildings (D'Andrea et al. 1999:114-115).

Fodders are not normally subjected to processing in addition to that described

above, except for extra hand-sorting to remove grains of Loliuni temulentum L.

(kurdad). Farmers indicated that these seeds are toxic and produce hallucinogenic

effects if grazed by cattle or if ground into flour and consumed by humans in

breads. This effect is produced by a fungal infestation (ergot), common in seeds

of L. temulentum, which has a narcotic effect on humans and livestock (Phillips

1995:18).

Our fieldwork has addressed several questions relating to processing tech-

nology and storage of emmer in households, information which has relevance to

archaeobotanical interpretations of ancient processing. Emmer dehusking meth-

ods have been a major concern of archaeobotanists and agricultural historians,

where the role of stone querns versus wooden mortars is at issue. Although de-

husking can be accomplished by rotary querns (Beranova 1989:322-323; Nesbitt

et al. 1996:236), this technology, which developed in Roman times (Moritz 1979:

9), does not seem to have diffused to Ethiopia. Classical sources such as Pliny

indicate that wooden mortars are the instrument of choice in emmer dehusking
because they are less damaging to the grain (Pliny xviii, 112; Moritz 1979:22-28).

Meurers-Balke and Liining (1999:244) conclude that although stone saddle querns

can be used to dehusk emmer, especially if spikelets are heated to low tempera-

tures, the number of cracked grains produced is exceedingly high. They also find

that wooden mortars, in particular a solid mortar made out of a tree trunk (iden-

tical to the mogu), is a more effective instrument of pounding (Meurers-Balke and
Liining 1999:241-249). Similar conclusions have been reached by other workers
(Harlan 1967:199; Hillman 1984b:130). Vavilov (1931:8-9, Figures 2 and 3) main-
tains that the normal way of dehusking emmer in Ethiopia is through the use of

a tall wooden mortar and a wooden pestle, while grinding grain into flour is

accomplished using a stone quern. Such observations are consistent with our eth-

noarchaeological study. According to informants, grinding stones are never used
to dehusk emmer, because they cause excessive damage to grains. Dehusking
invariably occurs in a wooden mortar where the hand-held implement is either

metal or wood. In Tigrai, grinding stones are used mainly in milling flour and
to remove hulls in grass pea {Latk/rus sativus L.) processing (Butler et al. 1999:

129). Distinctly smaller grinding stones are used to pulverize various spices used
as flavorings.

Pre-h-eahnent of emmer prior to pounding by parching/drying (Nesbitt and
Samuel 1996:46) or wetting also has been widely discussed, both of which are
described by Pliny (xvii, 7-8, 97-98). Another Classical writer, Varro (1.63), men-
tions the parching of spikelets. Parching prior to pounding has been described
for rural Turkey (Hillman 1984b:129). Nesbitt and Samuel (1996:43-46) point out,
however, that heating may have had other purposes, such as drying an unripe
harvest. Meurers-Balke and Liining (1999:252) conclude that parching is unnec-
essary m dehusking emmer while Harlan (1967:199) finds that roasting does not
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appreciably improve pounding: comparable results are achieved by pounding un-

healed spikelets for a longer period of time. These latter observations are echoed

by Adi Hana and Mai Kayeh informants. In this region, parching is never used,

but spikelets are dried in the sun for as long as two days prior to pounding. Sun

drying is believed to make pounding more effective. Tn contrast to experiments

where moistened spikelets are pounded effectively in shallow mortars (Hillman

1984b:135-136; Nesbitt and Samuel 1996:52; Samuel 1993:280, 2000:560), water

does not appear to be necessary when tall wooden mortars are used (Harlan

1967:199; Nesbitt and Samuel 1996:53). Adi Hana and Mai Kayeh informants

maintain that spikelets are never moistened when pounded in a wooden mortar.

This has resulted in a sequence of processing steps that differ from the processing

model developed by Samuel (2000:541) based on several lines of evidence from

ancient Egypt. In the Egyptian model, the wetting of spikelets requires a post-

pounding drying stage, while drying in Tigrai precedes pounding.

archaeobotanists

man
form

observed

small
Th

was commonly used in ancient Egypt (Nesbitt and Samuel 1996:51-52; Samuel

The

al workers (Meurers-Balke and Luning 1999:241; Murray 20

528) and by Classical writers (Varro 1.63, 1.69). In Adi Hana and May

emmer
in

are dehusked in preparation for selling at local markets. In this case bulk storage

is in grain form (cf. Hillman 1984b:126). Meurers-Balke and Luning (1999:250)

state that as long as stored glume wheats are dried before storage, another drymg

immediately before dehuskmg is not r

r, Mai Kayeh and Adi Hana informants

The

This

stored in households and processed as needed while much larger mortars are

used in bulk processing (Hillman 1984b:130) finds support in this study, as rnogu

around 20 cm. In a manner

(mentioned

area for processing spices.

The Issue of flour sieving is discussed by Samuel (1993:281-282) who con-

cludes through experimentation that emmer flour produced on a saddle quern is

sufficiently fine as to not require sieving, despite the fact that this activity is

depicted in Egyptian reliefs. Although Tigrayan informants report that communal

mills have introduced more impurities to all flours thereby creatmg the need for

unanimous

lilled by stone querns. They do recognize, \

impurities when milled on a saddle quern

made
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quantities of bran when milled.

(both tetraploids) produce significantly

CONCLUSION

Although Ethiopia is well known as a remarkable reservoir of agrobiodivers-

ity, genetic resources have been eroding because of civil unrest, poverty, land

shortages, environmental degradation, and the replacement of indigenous land

races with introduced cultivars (Edwards 1991; Engels and Hawkes 1991; Melaku

1991). The decline in emmer cultivation is clearly part of this overall pattern.

Despite these regrettable circumstances and the high processing costs for women
in the household, emmer cultivation has persisted in Tigrai, apparently because

foods produced from this cereal are highly appreciated. This ethnoarchaeological

study of household emmer processing has revealed several technological and so-

cial aspects relating to this disappearing crop. It has outlined field winnowing
practices that differ from those observed in the Near East and Europe, which may
indicate a tropical African and/or South Asian influence in agricultural technol-

ogy. Several conclusions relating to emmer processing based on experimental rep-

lications (Meurers-Balke and Liining 1999; Samuel 1993) find general agreement

in this study, in particular, dehusking, storage, and other processing issues, all of

which are relevant to the interpretation of the archaeobotanical record. Finally,

although the working conditions of women in Tigrai have certainly improved
with the introduction of communal mills, the onerous tasks of pounding, cleaning,

and separating intercropped and hulled cereals remain a reality of life. As a

result, rural support networks in existence before the establishment of communal
mills, although somewhat diminished, still operate with some regularity today.

Given the constraints imposed by the nature of these cereals, it is possible that

shared female labor in cereal processing was a widespread phenomenon of Ti-

grayan village life in the recent past, and in all probability, in ancient times as

well

NOTES

1 The terms "hulled" or "glume wheat" include several species and ploidy levels of Triticim

such as emmer, einkorn {Triticum monococcum L.) and spelt (I aestivum ssp. spelta (L.)

Thell.). The ears of these whpat<; l-irp;:il: Anwm I'nfr. cr^'i'l-Ql«tc -.A^, <^U^r,^U;,,„ -^^A ^.--Ir-lih'r.nal

The

such

MacKey)
33-53)

r

^Spikelets are segments of ears made up of grain that is tightly surrounded by light

(glumes) and heavy (spikelet forks, glume bases, rachis segments) chaff components (see
Charles (1984) for a description). Emmer spikelets are typically two-grained, but single-
and triple-grained forms are also known to occur (Percival 1921:191).

3 Tigrinya names are included where available. However, there is considerable variation in
English transliteraHon of Tigrinya terms, and those presented here are close approxima-
tions.
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All informants named in this study have given permission to be so identified.

Tetraploid wheats (genomic designation AABB or AAGG) have a chromosome number of

2n such as emmer, and free-threshing

and Polish wheat {T tiirgidiim conv. pohnicum (L.) MacKey) (Zohary and Hopf 2000:28).

^ Hexaploid wheats (AABBDD) have a chromosome complement of 2u = 42, and include

free-threshing types such as bread wheat and hulled forms such as spelt (Zohary and Hopf

2000:28).

^In Tables 2 and 3, "wheat" refers to bread wheat, and remains of crops are listed as

common names. Crops not mentioned in the text are lentil {Lens ctiUnaris Medik.), chickpea

{Cicer arietinum L.), and flax {Linum usitatissimim L.)- These and other crop contaminants

were introduced in the field or on the threshing floor.

8 Hand-sorting refers to removal of impurities, while hand-separation implies the separa-

tion of products, especially of grains in mixed harvests.

^ The following information on food preparation was described by informants and not

directly observed.

1" Although sieving tef flour that has been milled on a saddle quern is considered unnec-

essary, Tigrayan informants recall that they used to sieve it regardless, to be certain that

all impurities are removed.
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ABSTRACT—Palms plav an

terial culture of virtually all indigenous societies in the Amazon. They are widely

distributed throughout the forests of southernmost Venezuela, where they are rep-

resented by over 60 species from 21 different genera. The present work focuses

on the importance of palms among the Yanomami Amerindians of the upper

Orinoco reeion. The material presented in this article is derived from ethnobo-

between

ethnobotanical

our aim to present a comprehensive account of the recognition, ethno

econormc

southern Yanomami groups in Venezuela, giving also some reference to compa-

rable data obtained from Yanomami groups in Brazil. Furthermore, observed dif-

ferences in the use of palms because of acculturation and the resulting changing

cultural context are described and discussed. The indigenous names and the eco-

nomic significance of 37 palm species from 16 different genera are presented.

Key words: Yanomami, palms, Arecaceae, Venezuela, Amazonas, ethnobotany.

RESUMEN.—Es bien conocido que las palmas juegan un importante papel en las

actividades de subsistencia y en la cultura material de una gran cantidad de

sociedades indfgenas en la region amazonica. Las palmas se tienen una amplia

distribucion en los bosques del extremo sur de Venezuela, donde estan represen-

tadas por mas de 60 especies, agrupadas en 21 generos. EI presente trabajo se

centra en la importancia de las palmas entre los Yanomami de la region del Alto

Orinoco. El material expuesto en este articulo se deriva del trabajo etnobotanico

realizado en diferentes poblados Yanomami entre 1997 y 1999, asi como de una

completa revision de la bibliografia etnografica y etnobotSnica mas relevante.

Nuestro obiectivo es presentar un informe global sobre el reconocimiento, etno-

taxonomia y uso, asi como la importancia economica y simbolica de las palmas

entre los Yanomami en Venezuela, incluyendo algunas referencas a datos com-

parables procedentes de la informacion ya recabada entre grupos Yanomam, del

BrasU. Ademas, se describen y discuten diferencias observadas en cuanto al uso

de las palmas, debidas a la aculturaci6n y sus consecuentes cambios. Se presentan

im

padas en 16 generos.

RESUME. im
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ture materielle de pratiquement toutes les populations indigenes de I'Amazonie.

On en trouve beaucoup dans toutes les forets du sud du Venezuela ou ils comptent

plus de 60 especes et de 21 genres. Cette etude examine I'imporlance des palmiers

chez les indiens Yanomami, amerindiens de la region du Haut Orenoque. Nos
informations viennent de deux sources: les donees recueillies lors d'activites eth-

r T

nobotaniques sur le terrain effectuees entres 1997 et 2002 dans plusieurs villages

yanomami, et une revue exhaustive de la litterature ethnobotanique et ethno-

un
palmiers

mami du sud du Venezuela. Nous expiiquons egalement leur importance sym-
bolique et ^conomique et nous faisons quelques references aux donnees compa-
rables recueillies parmi les groupes yanomami du Bresil. De plus, cet article decrit

les differentes utilisations de palmiers qui resultent de I'acculturation et la mod-
ification du contexte culturel qui s'ensuit. Pour terminer, nous expiiquons

I'importance &onomique de 37 especes de palmiers (16 differents genres), et nous
listons leurs noms indigenes.

INTRODUCTION

1 aims are an important economic resource m the Estado Amazonas (Amazon
State) of Venezuela (see Guanchez and Romero 1998; Narvaez and Stauffer 1999;

Narvaez et al. 2000). The Arecaceae remain among the most significant plant
families with respect to cultural importance and economic value among all ethnic
groups of the Amazon (Balick and Beck 1990; Kahn and de Granville 1992). This
is also true for the Yanomami communities in Venezuela. Despite numerous pub-
lications about this ethnic group, a comprehensive ethnobotanical study about the

use and significance of palms among the Yanomami is lacking. Contrary to earlier

observations (Anderson 1978), the Yanomami in Venezuela use palms extensively;

families
more im

among the Yanomami

Mont

istence to material culture, medicines, and rihaals

ethnographic investigations among the Yanomami, such as th

I), Zerries and Schuster (1964, 1974), Polvkrates (1967), Knobloch

names of palms in the Yanomami language. Between
Schuster carried out thp fircf r>n.r^t^y^Ur^^^:.r^ ^j.i

the Yanomami in Venezuela and published several names and uses of palms
ries and Schuster 1974), but no botanical specimens were collected. This :

ethnograph

Becher
Chagn^

names and uses of twenty palm species among a particular Yanomami commu-
nity, the Xirianateri (Shirianatheri) of the Toototobi area in Brazil and he collected

each palm

from the
(iy«U) provided new ethnobotanical data about the Yanomami of the Ocamo
gion m Venezuela, including information about 16 palm species. More recer
Milhken and Albert (1999) published their comprehensive ethnobotanical w
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derived from two Yanomami communities of the Demini region in Brazil, includ-

ing botanical and ethnographic information for about 17 palm species. At present,

a detailed comparative study about palms among the Yanomami is lacking.

During the first author's visits to the Yanomami villages around Ocamo, Pla-
I

'

tanal, as well as Hasupiwei, Irokai and Mokaritha in the Sierra Unturan, it became

evident that palms are a significant economic and cultural resource. We were

therefore prompted to study the significance of palms from a comparative point

of view. In this paper we present new information about the ethnotnxonomy and

use of palms in Yanomami culture.

METHODOLOGY

Most of the information for this study was collected during two ]

s of fieldwork bv the first author in July-October 1998 and January

Ma
Mokaritha

Yanomami
Mavaca

and biapa m 1992 and Ucamo and urmoco m v^vi anu ^yw. mc ^uiiicm ui nuo

article was finally discussed again in the villages Shotemi, Hokotopiwei, Has-

Ashitowe in January-March
Mokaritha

Determinations of the palms were made in situ by two informants. Palm material

was further taken to the village and consensus on the information given by our

main informants was agreed upon by at least four male and two female repre-

sentatives of the community. Plant material always consisted of leaf material and

the infructescence. Use reports were gathered in the villages. Unclear use reports

were not considered for this study. Data obtained during trekking was corrobo-

rated by at least three informants. Collections and pictures of the most useful

palms were made in the Sierra Unhir^n and lower Sierra Parima. Voucher speci-

mens were prepared as described previously (Stauffer 2000) and deposited at VEN

and partly also at MYE The second author further collected botanical specimens

as well as ethnobotanical information in the Mavaca

MYF TVAR PORT, MER, GUYN and CAR

bariai (Stauffer 2000).

The artificial scale of importance used for this study (see Table 1) is based on

the use reports collected in the different villages. Each use report contains infor-

mation about the specific use of a palm species, including mformation about the

THE YANOMAMI IN VENEZUELA

The Amazonasine /\mazonas Dtdit: m vcn^i^"^- —r—
t yico/ ^i: ;f :c

pp. O..Lo-Casi,u..eZ^-^^-"S^"^'^ited by indigenous people is further protectea oy idw 5
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66 65

The villages where the ethnobotanical

64'

3

2

1

FIGURE 1.—Area of fieldwork ^ ^ ..

Aratha; 2) Ocamo; 3) Platanal (Mahekotoj; 4) Hasupiwei; 5) Irokai; 6) Mokaritha;V) Hok-
otopi'wei; 8) Shotemi; 9) Ashitowe. Hatched area shows where most of the palms were
recorded.

Asuntos Indigenas (D.A.I). The total population of Amazonas State exceeds
'•

inhabitants, 50% of whom are local Amerindians (indtgenas). The Ameri
belong to thirteen ethnic groups, the biggest of which is represented by tl

omami (also Yanomamo, Waika, Guaharibo or Shiriana). Of a total indi
population estimated at around 17,000 people, the Venezuelan Yanomami
sent number about 11,000 (Gertsch 2002). The ethnic group Yanomami is cu
subdivided into four linguistic groups (Migliazza 1972): the Sanima, the 1

The Sanima
m Ven-

Parima
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and around the Apiau and Mucajai rivers; the Yanomam live in the watershed of

the Catrimani and Demini rivers, as well as in the Venezuelan-Brazilian Sierra

Parima. The YanomamL which is the group investigated here, inhabit the upper

Mavaca, and Siapa, the western

Parima

and Sierra Tapirapeco being the most isolated. It is generally accepted that the

ethnic epicenter is the Sierra Parima
ethn

term Yanomami

Settlement.—The Yanomami live in communities of 20 to 200 individuals in pro-

visional shelters (yahi) or circular communal houses {shapono or yano). Eacli

which represents a common

community
thatchedllVillg died 1& llLdlCiiCLi vviLii j^«xxAi x^tAvv,^ w*x.^ .^ ^^

roundhouse with just one fence-like wall at the back. The shapono is divided into

sections, each representing a social nucleus, usually a family or a clan. Location

and size of a Yanomami community strongly depends on economic alliances with

other communities. There are many examples where communities split up be-

cause of political conflicts or even warfare between clans or families (Chagnon

1997- Ferguson 1995). Probably more than half of the approximately 110 com-

munities in Venezuela are still semi-nomadic and move their village every three

to seven years. The groups then move between 5 and 80 km further on (Lizot

1971) and so create a new territory. This migration activity is an important custom

in the sustainable use of the resources. Generally between February and April

and between August and October the Yanomami community goes for long treks

{wayumil and it is common to find that whole viUages are abandoned for two

or three months.

Subsistence.-The Yanomanu are not only hunters and gatherers, but also shifting

cultivators (Lizot 1978). About 60% of their food originates from cultivated plante^

Each settlement has one or more garden areas {Mkan) out^de the .hy"o.^
garden is split up into sections, each area being kept by a different ^m 'y or daa

Shifting cultivation is a key factor in subsistence activities. «hich a e segmentod

into gender specific roles. Among the most important crops arc ^""Pf'^J
L. (kiata and tate). Bactris gasipaes Kunth (ra.Ua ke

f

'>' N'^-;^"™ '*^ ""
^-^f^

nal), Xanmsoma spp (e.g., ohina). mmhot escuM, Crantz., and Z^J^^Jr
WoJ). in addition [o^he ^^^^^;:;,^X^Z^,;X<^
wild plant products, such as the fruits of ClMmtrop^s spp. (w y ;-

..rcris. Hur^b.& Bonpl. (hawari kohi), and M.cramJra spp (momo t.J..) The tra

southern Yanom
The

;egments

O..T*re. the whole community my ^P'---- L^^

zz^ti^j^zn.rrr -^= -^^i- p-
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FIGURE 2.—Communal roundhouse with palm-thatched
spp.) in Hasupiwei.

products is an important tradition for subsistence during the treks. During mi-

which

com

HOW PALMS ARE CLASSIFIED

The Denominator Si as Generic Label
fi

—^We could not find a family
the Arecaceae among the Yanomami communities

? to our informants, palms can always be put i

ory si. The nominal classifier si, however, designates not just palms, 1

Musaceae, Strelitziaceae, as well as members from
other monocots

In addition, some Cecropiaceae and Mimosaceae
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sL The literal meaning of si is 'big surface', and it also means skin, bark, and
covering. The word si (sikt or sipe for plural) stands for a category and is put

after the name (e.g., waitna (ke) si, a Euterpe species). According to our infor-

mants, palms can always be put into the category si. Even though the Yanomami
cannot tell exactly why the nominal classifier si is added to some plant species

and not others, they say that it has to do with leaf form, not size. Thus leaf

morphology appears to be the main criterion for the class si. We conclude that

especially plants with overall palm-like leaf arrangement (e.g., Ci/neriiim sagitta-

turn (Aubl.) P. Beauv., Musa spp., Calathea spp., Cecropia spp. and Pheuakospernnim

guyannense (L.C. Richard) Endlich. ex Miquel) are put into this category. The more

significant palm species, such as Bactris gasipaes Kunth and Attalea maripa (Aubl.)

Mart, are not always accompanied by the nominal classifier when named as one

plant. When several palms are referred to, the plural sikt or sipe seems to be

required; hence, two or more Bactris gasipaes palms are called rasha sikt and their

infructescences are called k'ekt, which stands for a homogenous clustered object

made up of individual units. With respect to the Musaceae and related plants,

the Yanomami point out the similarity in leaf morphology with palms. We further

assume that the nominal classifier si describes the way palm leaves grow, out
r

from a central trunk.

S-pines as Characteristic Classifiers.—The spiny palms with lesser economic impor-

tance are also given the classifier mi'si, which might either be an abbreviation for

m'tsikt (spines) or a fused term derived from m'lsiki and si, such as hoashi misi

(Bactris hidentuh) and mtstki'ri (Desmoncus polyacanthos)

.

Leaves as Use-based Classifiers.—Palms whose leaves are used regularly are often

hettaki

Henaki could be seen as a use-based category, with species from different families.

Some species of the genus Geonoma are called and recognized by their leaves, for

example, tharai henaki [Geonoma haculifera (Poit.) Kunth). The Yanomami would

therefore talk about the "tharai leaves" rather then the tharai palm. The same is

certain oalms that produce edible fruits, such as eteweshi {Mauritiafl

L.f.).

bruits and Hearts as Use-hased Classifiers.—Unless specified, Yanomami colloquial

speech does not distinguish palm fruit from the whole plant. There are, however,

few exceptions where there are words denoting particular fruits. For example, the

endocarp of the fruit of Mauritia flexuosa is called kohomo. They can provide

detailed descriptions of palm fruits (keki), especially when a large palm infruc-

tescence has been located and is being reported to the others For example, almost

which
Palm

Some Evidence for a Female Attribute to Palms.^A linguistic variant ot some plant

labels assigns gender, usually female, to the plant name; the suffix -ma or -na

indicates female. Several such palm names include komishtma rem korntsht, ya-

watoama from vawatoa. vahana from paha and konoporitna from konopo.
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PALM LABELS SHARED BY DIFFERENT LlNGUlbliC bUB«oKUur^

During our ethnobotanical study we found that even very distant Yanomami

communities use the same labels for economically important plants, but used

different names for many other plants. Although we cannot provide a glotto-

chronological analysis, cultivated species, certain wild taxa with high cultural

significance, and palms more often have a phonetically similar label in the dif-

ferent language subgroups (Sanima, Ni'nam, Yanomam and Yanomami) that oth-

erwise show significant linguistic variations.

The ivarapa tree (Burseraceae), for example, is called ivarapa kohi in all lan-

guage subgroups. The same is true for several palm species, such as Bactris gnsrpaes

{msha), Euterpe oleracea {ivaima) and Socratea exorrhizn {manaka). It is interesting

to note that the indigenous name manaka (not to be confused with the Spanish

name for Euterpe spp.) is also used for S. exorrhiza by the neighboring Carib tribes,

such as the Mayongong (Henderson 1995).

We calculated the percentage of shared palm names relative to the number

of palm species named by two distant Yanomami groups. Comparative phonetic

data from distant villages in Venezuela, such as Aratha of the upper Ocamo and

Mokaritha of the Sierra Unturan, showed a high number of shared palm names

(>85%) among fifteen palm species. This is quite remarkable because these two

communities are separated by over 150 km air distance and they probably have

not been in contact with each other for a long time. Comparing phonetic data on

palm labels obtained by other investigators, we again found a very high number

of shared palm names: 18 out of 19 names were identical with the distant Yano-

mami groups south to the Serra da Neblinha region in Brazil (Knobloch 1970;

Polykrates 1967). On the other hand, few equal palm names (5 out of 20 names)

were found with the Shirianatheri in Brazil, where Anderson carried out his re-

search (Anderson 1978). Comparing the data recently published by Milliken and

Albert (1999), we again found little agreement in palm names: only 4 out of 17

names were shared among the ones that were recorded in the Demini region.

There are, however, some names that have a common root. For example, the name
of the small palm Iriartella setigera is yoroama si among the Venezuelan com-

munities of the South and it is called horoma si among the adjacent Brazilian

communities. Palm names reported by Anderson and MilHken are almost iden-

tical (15 out of 17 names), which is not surprising when taking into account the

short distance between their study areas. Looking at migration patterns (Chagnon

1997; Valero 1984), it becomes obvious that the distant groups to the south of the

Sierra Tapirapeco are related with the Shamatari groups in Venezuela, whereas

the communities studied by Anderson and Milliken are probably more related to

the eastern Yanomami groups. The conserved ethnotaxonomy for palms might

reveal a common, maybe not too distant origin of certain Yanomami groups.

The question concerning why there is a certain amount of concordance of

plant names between very distant groups is an interesting one. It is not clear how
the names for pakns originated and what the ages of the different names are.

Palms are frequently used among the Yanomami and they sometimes serve as

sources for names given to humans. Once a person dies, the name becomes taboo

and cannot be spoken out anymore. There are cases where related objects had to
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There

ethnotaxonomy

PALMS IN MYTHOLOGY, CHANTS, AND RITUALS

Yanomami m
im

amon
tial amount of folklore about the origin of this palm. According to a talc told by

Wawanaueteri (Zerries and Schuster

first owner of the rasha palm (B. gasipaes). He fell in love with the daughter of

J n \ J 1-^^^r.c^^^^^A v, ; t-r. c oi f (Vi\T mal-incr Vii*; Ipcrs verv thini into a deer.

The

thought they were cultivating rasha. It was Koimawe, who had transformed him-

self into deer, who tried to convince the deer people to cultivate proper rasha

Becher

bird to plant rasha palms. According to Knobloch (1970), the Yanomami had a

tale that said that it was the cultural hero Omawe who taught the Yanomami to

cultivate rasha palms. Helena Valero (1984) relates that the Yanomami she lived

with knew a tale about the origin of the rasha palm. According to them, the bird

When

turned into

him. These are exainples showing that the ancient people {no patapt) who later

transformed themselves
relationship betvv=

some

mals.

The

like tkiy Yanomami from earlier times. When asked aboi

of the amahiri our informants told us that they eat rasha

Recognition of a palm species is not always straightforward,^

mythological tale which is known among the Imgmstic groups

Yanomam in southern Venezuela and Brazil, respectively (Wilbert

1990; Zerries and Schuster 1974): The hekura (spirit) Hayariwe, a

Yanomami. sent his daughter Hayarioma to collect the tasty yelk

When
mistaken

which
found

epena

himselfstormed tumselt into a ueei.
. u ^ c^^ncr Jc "mm ava koa

Schuster 1974). When the Yanomami in Mokaritha

cuttin
tipe)bird, whose alter ego or soul ^«o

'l-^Z'omen grow smaller and produce fruits

believe that the rasha palms planted by women gruw
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Becher

in Brazil use the wood of B. gasipaes to make amulets. These rectangular amulets

iporehewe) are handed over to the young men after an initiation ritual by the

chief. Because such amulets made of palm wood are not knowm to most of the

feature

Yanomami.

In his work Pore/Perimbo, Becher (1974) al

he women. If a woman's wish for a child

in

This package is then laid down at a rasha palm together will:

Since such rituals are not known to the Yanomami women in

Iwork and have not been reported by others, we assume that they might

\ adopted from neighboring tribes. To our knowledge, the practice of

ifices is not generally known among the Yanomami.

Many culturally important plants have animal spirits ihea), which hav

of armouncing the presence of the plant. These spirits are strongly assoc

1 certain animals, most often little birds (Zerries and Schuster 1974). In

A^ei the animal spirit of the rasha palm is said to be a wasp called h

e whereas the spirit animal of the manaka palm is the humming bird 3

The
which are summoned

The
palm. The

material for ornamental

The adornments derived from

ed with the hektira spirits because they are also used in the puberty

ritual of the eirls and the hekura aDoarentlv like hoko sikt. Women

bound around the arm. Interestingly

palm

adornments not necessarily made of the hoko palm

al communication).^

palm leaves of O. bacaha, which are used by the Yanomami

entations (vraiai) before the feasts (Mattei-Muller, person-

known among the Yanomami are usually anthropomorphic and some

a kind of crown of light (similar to our halo). During the chanting

shaman

made
worn, which the shaman associated with luminous radiance. The

women
harvesting or hunting feasts are often associated with oalms
the leaf of the manaka palm is big" and "how beautiful are the young leaves of

m
m

mountains

Palms are also employed in sorcery. There is a magical Cyperus species called

taka keki) which appears to be associated with the palm manaka ke si {So-

m exorrhiza). Manaka kekt is emploved bv men to harm women by making
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FIGURE 3.

Oenocarpiis bacaba.

-Yanomami woman with ear ornaments {hoko siki) made of fresh leaflets of

them sterile, weak, and very thin [manakape). This

women. The

palms manaka (S. exorrhiza) or tharai {Geonoma deversa)

omen. The mixture
fertility

used in sorcery.

According to Yanomami mymu^jy, •^..- , . ^ ^^„,„_, ,„
once prepared a poisorjous arrow pomt HeJt splante^^^

,

^ ^^.^

^V^
^^^^^ ^^^^

(Wilbert

palm
arrow poisons in particular (see secHon about IrmrtcHa).

PALMS AS ANTHROPONYMS AND THEIR ROLE IN THE NAMING

GEOGRAPHIC

The Yanomami
m

express ideas about uieu c..v..^.»-.^

, ror Example- *e names of plants and a^rrn

^
;ach other and with their Seomorpholog.ca e„

among
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secret and not spoken out in presence of the person. We assvime that this name

taboo is associated with a threat of incest because it obliges the inhabitants of a

village to call each other by their grade of relation or by a nickname.

The real names are often derived from plants, and frequently from palms. A
few examples of man's names derived from palms are: Rashawe {Bactris gasipaes),

Yeisiwe {Oenocarpus sp.), and Hayakawe (Euterpe sp.). Among the women the fol-

lowing names were found: Taraiyoma {Geonojna sp.), Rashayoma {Bactris gasipaes),

Waima {Euterpe sp.) and Hokosikiyoma {Oenocarpus bacaba). A child's name, which

is usually given in the third year, may be associated with the place where his or

her placenta was hidden after its birth,^ For example, if a child's placenta is hidden

in the canopy of a palm, that might be reason enough to call the child after that

palm.

Villages may be named after a plant species (or category) that grows abun-

dantly nearby. Certain villages are given the names of palms: Yeitheri {Attalea

butyracea), Rashawetheri and Rashakamitheri {Bactris gasipaes) and Konoporipi-

weitheri {Iriartea deltoidea). The reason for naming a village after a plant species

(or a category) usually relates to the abundance of the given plant. Similarly, rivers

are sometimes named after palms, such as the Yeisipiwei {yei = Attalea butyracea).

The abundant presence of Astrocaryum chambira and A. gynacanthum in the Rio

Mavaca area is indicated by the fact that the southern Yanomami (Shamatari
groups) call this river Pahana u, which literally means A. chambira- or A. gyna-

canthum-river.

MANAGEMENT OF PALMS

between communities.

the sustainability of
^

management of palm

'/

harvest

points out that most
the Yano-

ms
The

XV...V... w. .xic liiiiULLesLtiice or £.. gasipaes {rasha), tor example, is complicatea
because the palm is big and the stem is densely spiny. In order to climb up this

palm the men employ two kinds of x-shaped scaffolds {karaki), each one made
of two stems bound together in the middle. This technique is not easy and many
young Yanomami men from villages close to the missions of Ocamo, Mavaca, and
Platanal have not mastered it. We observed that instead of climbing the trees, they
throw objects at the fruits to make them fall.

We never observed the destruction of a Mauritia flexuosa [eteweshi) palm be-
cause the fruits are collected from the ground or the infructescence is harvested
by climbmg up the palm. M. flexuosa grows in swamps often in dense stands. The

M.fle

some M.
fl^

The

such as Hi/ospathe
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and Bactris simplicijrons is occasional. These fruits are collected without destroying

the palms, mostly by the women and children, who eat them raw.
m

Destructive Uses of Palm Trees.—It further seems that normally Attalca species are

We
starch

stems

In contrast to Attaka, the species of Euterpe and Astrocaryum are often cut

down. In the case of Astrocaryum, the fruits are difficult to harvest and the heart

can be eaten when the palm is destroyed.

To make a good bow, the men with superior status in the community cut the

young B. gasipaes down to use its wood. Because this palm is cultivated for food,

we think only high-status individuals who have big garden plots with many

palms can afford it. The men with lower status have to find alternative palm

wood or obtain it by trade. Once the palm is cut down, the rotting trunk produces

an additional protein source, in the form of beetle larvae.

When other food is lacking, the Yanomami do not hesitate to cut down palms

to eat the hearts and to generate a food source for larvae. Vinci (1961) wrote that

there were almost no palms around the Shiriana village because the community

had cut them all down to eat the hearts. To fell palms in order to harvest hearts

and to provide fodder for Coleoptera larvae (e.g., Rhynchophorus palmarum) is a

common and important habit among the Yanomami men. This method also has

been described among other ethnic groups in the Amazon (Gumilla 1791; Levi-

Strauss 1950). The attraction of Coleoptera larvae in rotting palm wood among

the Yanomami- has been described by Chagnon (1968). We observed that the con-

sumption of grubs and beetles obtained from different rotting palms can make

up an important part of the overall protein intake. These larvae might contain

about 60% protein, 5% unsaturated fatty acids, as well as important nutnhonal

factors like thiamine, zinc, copper, calcium and riboflavin (Duke and Vasquez

1994). We recorded ten palm species with edible beetle larvae that had been at-

tracted to the rotting wood. Tn the case of Oenocarpus, Bactris and Euterpe s^^cxes

in rotting palm wood. The

larvae

is

imnediately

tually

We
ifrons leaves for thatchinointUULl Wrib leaver lUX UICILLJIII15 t±i^ ^^--

. . ^ ^^^ w-^^.iJrorl

ogy of these palms. Since .s many as hundred thousands of leaves -'^ re^mred

to thatch a house (MilUken and Albert 1997; Zerries and Schuster 1974 *e de

structive collection could eradicate whole populations. From what we ouW ob

children

erally avoid stem collection. It seems that popu ations nugx
. _p

from extPn.ivP rollprtine. The leaves of miydma {Bactris simphai

durability. These leaves are even -etlmes tal^ o. tl.^

houses to be reused in the construction

living area does not supply these palms
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DYNAMICS OF PALM USE AND IMPACT OF ACCULTURATION

The fact that most Yanomami groups are semi-nomadic and move
more sustainable

chance
tion seems to be partly adapted to regional variations of the flora and different

exam
ics of plant use among the Yanomami. He describes how the Waputhawetheri did
not find enough Geonoma spp. to thatch the house, so that they finally decided to

use Attalcn spp. Because the huge leaves of Attalea maripa and A. hutymceae were
too heavy for the traditional construction the Waputawetheri were obliged to

change the architecture of the roof. In the end, thev built a communal house with
similar

same phenomenon
built roundhouse, with a diameter of about 85 m, was large enough to provide a
landing facility for helicopters. Due to the size of this village there were not
enough Geonoma spp. for roofing and they decided to employ Attalea hutyracea
leaves. In the Sierra Parima, the traditional roundhouses are protected by outer

cannot be sustainably harvested
(Smole

tmg It destoys the tree. Fuerst (1967) described the use of S. exorrhiza planks in
the construction of walls at Toototobi. Peters (1998) reports the use of slats from
palms (probably S. exorrhiza) to make a five-foot vertical wall around the perim-
eter of the communal house. We observed the use of slats for palisades only in
the villages close to the Salesian mission stations Ocamo, Mavaca, and Platanal.
Ihese slats, mamly obtained from S. exorrhiza, were used to make houses whose
torm differed from traditional Yanomami dwellings. The increase of individual
private property has imposed the demand for closed dwellings with doors that
can be locked. In fact, this is now a very strong factor in the motivation to change
traditional architecture.

Acculturation has already induced many changes in the use of palms and
will fmally result in a changing cultural context of many species. Many palms
are now either overexploited because some Yanomami groups have become sed-
entary or not exploited anymore because new materials from the mission stations

Pv^r^nl ^r^^-
^^ introduction of zinc and plastic for roofing purposes is an

example of the latter. Because the management of wild plant resources within the

possibility that more palms
Tinkers

...Mu.uy ui paim usage as such is complex and
mvestigation. ^

Eduction of machetes and axes. Many palms that are

machetes and axes were not cut at all in the past.'' The

LIST OF PALMS, CULTURAL IMPORTANCE, AND USES

man!?n\m\rr'''-r
'" *^" P"^^ '^'^'^ ^i^^^^^^d in this article. The Yano-mami names are written according to the standard linguistic form used in Ven-
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TABLE L—Palms recorded among the YanomamV in Venezuela.

Genus/species (coll no.)

Yanomami'

name Synonym Area
Cultural

significance

kontishi'ma

thaitai

Attalea hulyracea (FS 815)

Astrocaryum aculeatum (JGP 4)

Astrocaryum chambira (JGPl)
Astrocaryum gynacanthiim (JG 133)

Astrocaryum jauari (FS 347)

Asterogyne sp. (JGP 11)

Attalea maripa (FS 809)

Bactris aff. balanophora (FS 421)

Bactris gasipaes (FS 814)

Bactris maraja (FS 484, JGP 10)

Bactris simplicifrons (FS 686)
Bactris bidentula (JGP 2; JGP 12)

Bactris sp. 2 (JG179)
Bactris sp. 3 (JG 203)
Desmoncus polyacanthos (FS 669)

Desmonciis sp. (JGP5)
Euterpe catinga (FS 715)
Euterpe oleracea (JGP 3)

Euterpe precatoria (FS 797)
Geonoma baculifera (FS 802)
Geonoma deversa (JG 103)
Geonoma maxima (FS 659)
Geonofua sp. (JG176)
Hyospatiie elegans (JG 88)
Iriartea deltoidea (FS 676)
Iriartella seligera (FS 710)
Leopoldinia piassaba (FS 511)
Manicaria saccifera (FS 355)
Mauritia carana (FS 384)
Mauritia flexuosa (FS 304)
Mauritiella aculeata (FS 590)
Mauritiella aruiata (JGP 7)

Mauritiella sp. (JGP 8)

Oawcarpus bacaba (FS 707)
Oenocarpiis bataua (FS 353)
Oenocarpus sp. (JGP 6)

Socrgfm exorrhiza (FS 821)

Coll. no. (collection number): JGP numbers are based on photographs/drawings and do not represent

herbarium specimens, whereas JG and FS are herbarium specimens. Area of report: O (Ocamo/

Manaviche), P (Platanal/ river upwards), U (Sierra Unturan). Tlie cultural significance is an artificial

scale constructed from the relative frequency and number of economic and mythological uses of the

species: 1 is a palm that is used very occasionally for no more than one use; 2 is a palm not ver>^

frequently found or used with more than one use; 3 is a palm frequently found and employed with

at least two uses; 4 is a palm with at least three uses and a very high frequency of usage.

yet

akiato

pdha
moshihawe
moshoha
shoko

kareshi

yohoma
rasha

komorawe
miyoma
hoashi mi'si

shitipa

hosheki'

mtstktrt

tnashihire

hayakawe
waitna

waima
komishi

tharai

thomithomi

komishi

tnaharaw'e

konopo
yoroama
raea

yawatoa
moyenaritni

eteweshi

torea

kohere

marueti

hoko
L

hapnia

sharape

manaka

QP,U
QP
QP,U

moshohaive O, P, U
moshoko O, P

QP
O, pu
P
QP, u
P, u

mi'stki'ri Q P
hoashi mosi O

QP,U
P,U

mistkirima O, P, U
P, U
QP
QPU
pu
QP
P,U
QP
o
u
QPU
QPU
P, U
QU
pu
QP,U
P
P
P
QP,U

komishi'tna

konopor

kohare

hapruawe Q P, U
P,U
QP,U

4

3

3

3

3

1

4

2-3

4

3

4

2

1
4

2

1

2

3

4
4

4

4
2

4
2
3

3

2

3

4
4

3

2
2
4

r

4
3

4

ezuela (Mattei-MuUer, personal communication).^ In addition, the table contains

data about the area of field observations (origin of reports), as well as an artificial

scale of the overall importance of the species.

The following generic list provides information about the context of use of

the palm genera. Methods of preparation of palm species and meanings of names
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are explained. The information presented, if not stated otherwise, has been col-

lected during our fieldwork.

Asterogyne (Uses: construction-leaves). The leaves of an unidentified Asterogyne

species {shoko kesi) were used for the fabrication of a whistle to attract birds.
L

1

Astrocaryum (Uses: food-heart, fruits; construction-wood, fruit, leaves, thorns).

Provisional shelters (yano) built during treks are sometimes covered with the

spiny A. aculeatum G. Mey (akiato ke si) leaves for protection from enemies, evil

spirits, and wild animals. The spines also are used to remove skin parasites.

Although the heart can be eaten, it is not favored. The fruits are only occasionally

eaten. The fruits of A. chambira Burret {paha ke si) are eaten raw. The endosperm
of ripening fruits is consumed as a liquid when young or later as a nut. The
fibrous stem wood of this species is sometimes used by the men for the fabrication

of the fighting club Qtimo), the usage of which has been described elsewhere
(Chagnon 1968). Because A. chambira is common in primary forests, its wood is

Oenocarpus sp., is most

'W. The DericarD of the
is used by children to make spinning tops, which
palm. The women make toys for little children from

upper Rio Mavaca and Sier

along the Rio Ocamo.
The fruits of A. gynacanthum Mart, {moshihawe ke si) are eaten roasted and

the slightly sweet heart is eaten cooked like a vegetable (Figure 4). The somewhat
smaller orange-reddish fruits are prepared for food like A. chambira. We collected
a voucher specimen in the Sierra Unturan, where this species is frequent.

The palm heart of A. jauari {moshoa ke si) is edible, the spines are removed
from the wood so that it can be used in the construction of the houses (yahi).

Attalea {Uses: food-fruits; seed, larvae; construction-leaves, spathes). The endo-
carp of the fruit of A. butyraceae (Mutis ex L.f.) Wess. Boer (yei ke si) is eaten in
great amounts (see Figure 5). The seed also is opened and the inner part is eaten.
The leaves are sometimes used in the roundhouse to make provisional walls be-
tween the compartments. The leaves are more and more used to thatch the com-
munal houses due to overexploitation of the leaves of Geonoma spp. normally used.
With the young leaves of A. butyraceae the ceremonial crowns (watoshe) of new
Shamans are fabricated. The rachises of the leaves are used to make httle arrows
{karesht mastkt) for the boys. A. butyraceae also serves for the construction of the
cot on spmd e {rtihti masi) and provides little sticks to perforate the earlobes of
children. Edible beetle larvae {oou oki) live in its rotting wood.
_

ihe mesocarp of ripe fruits of A. maripa (Aubl.) Mart, (kareshi ke si) is eatenm great amounts between July and October and is therefore an important food
source during the rainy season. The faUen fruits are collected and the kernels are

small

The

gainst
sometimes, the leaves are used to thatch the roofs of smaller
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-Ji ^ .^v. -f. 1-4

ai^Bamsmsamavusmais am K£Acy- ' £j_ _-->bVL -^ rj _

FIGURE 4.—Infructescence c

cooked before consumption.

gynacanthu

The

serve in the makine of spindles for cotton {ruhu mast) and

iting the earlobes of children. The

each

larvae; construction-wood, leaves, fruits). The

mesocarp of the fruit of Bactris aff. halanophon

women
small

ha
The spiny-trunked palm

s m many cases lost the capacity

The fruits
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FIGURE 5.—Yanomami' woman preparing tobacco leaves, the fruits of Attalea sp. on the

floor sen^e as occasional snack.

Yanomami communities (Figure 6). The mesocarp is consumed because it has a

pleasant taste and possesses a high nutritional value. According to Popenoe and

2
contam

The nutritional value is more than twice that of

{Musa spp.). This species does not appea
m clearings throughout the Yanomami

Schuster itions

in the older Dart of the earden, which

Each Dalm
January until March most

communities t^

-^p o-upfits. This
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FIGURE 6.-Infructescence of Badris gasipaes {rasha) ready for transportation.

funerary

alliances between communities. Although rasna rruub pciy a ^^ o

reahu, it is not true that reahu is the feast of the rasha fruits as proposed earlier

(Eibl-Eibesfeldt 1972).

We could distine

which has ereenish-yellow epicarps. This

tivated form can also be eaten raw oecau^e n xia^ c. ...^^ .
_jj;^u (:r,,;fc.

t«p««piWmr with yellow fruits; 3) rasha v,aUewaUHm.,
-*f* ff

'* ^™'^

and i) rasha ahu mope, an apocarpic form with 8reen-redd,sh fru.ls. EaA palm

produces two main harvestsfthe main one during December to March and an

other smaller one in August. When the pa

infructescences anymore, they are cut. The

The women make adornments for their ear

them into fine strips. The men make thei

themthem, the wood of B. gasipaes is best suitea rui mc ^-x
althoueh the

The poisonous arrow points {husu ke name) are made ^^
'^^^""^^^^^^^

preferred wood seems^o be iror^lriartella seUger.
^^Z^^^Zl^^^:'k

husil usually made out of an old bow as a tool for garden worK

*. In the oL

The trunk
ifrons Mart

kinds

communal

ifrons leaves. The leaves of tniyoma sometimes
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FIGURE 7. ultivated Bactris gasipaes palm of a garden plot in Irokai.

Zulhonst'
^,^^"\^^,^Stauffer and Briceno 2000). The palm grows in large

fhTs e rT In.
"""^2?'^^'^ P^r^ - -in forests and is frequent to the south of

ma'i^yTy wre^'an^^el^^^^^^^^^^ 7 °^^^^^^^^"^ ^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^ ^^'^^
fK. ..L/Jt ? ^'''^, children. In order to store the fresh snuff mass made of

make a kind of funnel for the

men use miuoma leaves. The

. It

mMve^ of B T ^""""^ °""" *^^P "P *e placenta of a new bom child

*e pas' I mf;rf^'f'""' ^ °'-'*" '° '"^ke a package, which is hidden. Intne past (he ittle fruits were used to make collars

docarp is eaterraw"'''/,?"''™
'''*""''" <'""'=^'" 't^' ""^O '>'«= edible, the en-

ho'T '!iff,"
"" ^"-^ *e wood is sometimes used to make the YanomamI

penis of the capuchin
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The palm

beetle larvae.

Shitipa ke si (unidentified) is a common Badris species without particular

The Yanomami
m

informants in Ocamo
provide fodder for edible beetle larvae. Another unidentified species is hosheki)

which produces fruits that are eaten raw. The fruits of B. marajn Mart, (komorawe)

are suitable for eating, although they are not particularly tasty.

Desmoncus (Uses: food-fruits). According to the women, the fruits of an uniden-

tified Desmoncus species {mashihire ke si) are edible, though not very tasty. These

"^^ Mokaritha.

in the forests. No uses are recorded for D. polmcanthos Mart

iktrt ke st).

Euterpe (Uses: food-fruits, heart, larvae; construction-leaves). E. catinga Wallace

{hayakawe) is somewhat smaller and not as common as E. precatoria Mart, (ivaima

ke si). The heart, leaves and fruits of both palms are used in the same way. The

fruits are soaked in water and then extracted to prepare an aromatic and sweet

purple drink. Some Yanomami groups of the upper Orinoquito use the pigment

obtained from the purple fruits to make face and body paint. The heart of this

palm is appreciated because it is sweetish and soft when cooked. The leaves are

used in the construction of the communal house at the end of the roof that faces

the open space in the middle. The leaflets hang down from the end of the roof

to ensure that no rain enters the inside of the roof. During the reahu feast the

The

fodder for edible beetle larvae.

Because E. oleracea Mart. (

zuelan Amazon, we assume tl

some
each one

palm

it along the middle c

eastern Sierra Parima

construction-leaves). Tlie

Ufcra (Poit.) Kunth
the upper Orinoco, especially to the north, along the Orinoquito, Ma

Ocam
. The leaves are considered laeai lui y^^ayi^^^^i, ^r -"- r

them in the fire. Komishi leaves resist the heat of the d.ar oa

are therefore often used to prepare food. The leaves aiso ditr uxie

the roof of the traditional communal house. In addition, these ^^^-^ ^^j/ ^'^

make a fum.el to separate the bone powder from the bone Pf-_-^'^^±]^^\'^^'

The

since the Yanomami funerary ritual demands the ash« (inc ud

> be eaten by the relatives. This Ceonomn species ,s a typical

3r thatching or weaving).
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deversa

the

the communal houses. The palm is more abundant

m the coals. During long walks, the fruits are occasionally eaten by women
children.

The

deversa. The name
which

Hyospathe (Uses: food-fruits, heart; construction-leaves). The fruits of H. elegans
Mart, (maharawe) are eaten raw, especially by the women and children. The small

m is known
Mokaritha

When
thatch

Rio Ejercito.

This palm is quite abundant towards the Sierra Unturan
erra Parima, and accordine to our informants, also alons

and
medicine-leaves)

hammocks out of the
^..^ucuu^um. iney tooK a long stilt root, cleaned the spines from it, and beat it
with a stone until the fibers came out. TTie fibers were left attached at the ends
to provide a hammock. (They do not weave the fibers together; therefore, it is
sometimes easy to fall through the fibers!) The spathe, which can be found on the
ground, IS used to make small bags, which are called skin of the konovo {kono-
posi) or karaha. These bags are used by the men to store feathers, monkey skins
and other ornamental utensils {paushi). In the myth of the big deluge {motu pata),
the Yanomami tried to save their lives by hanging their hammocks in the konopo

^^I'l^^ir''''^
sprouting leaves are used against the bites of the poisonous

ant shtho {Euponera sp.). The sprouts are squeezed and put onto the spot that

^
(Uses: construction-wood, leaves). The wood of the small palm
Mart

)
H. Wendl. {yoroama ke si) is used to make the Doisonoi

name
'^
uy uiar Diowguns are not used among the central Yanomami. A

informants, the wood of I. setigera is particularly suited to make
In

the Y;,nnm.^- tu r
^ Diowgun [yoroamo) and it is possible that

hte rrs"^ I!" ^itL^it! rr™.™°^ f- 'hat purpose' Boys make
from the leaf rachis

'2°Sce?rS:,^t°''f
"''• conslruc«on-leaves). The fruits of UofoUmia pias-

s«to Wallace (raea ke s.) are sometimes eaten raw. esoeri^llv wh,„ nth.r fond is

Ocamo
thatch the non-traditional houses. The fibers of the stem
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be used for the fabrication of the ceremonial crown (watoshe) for the initiation of

a new shaman.

Manicaria (Uses: food-fruits, larvae; construction-leaves). The immature seeds of

Manicaria saccifera Gaertn. (yawatoa ke si) are eaten raw. T

stems

larvae

Mavaca the resident groups of that area more often use the fruits as food. The

rotting wood provides fodder for edible beetle larvae.

Mauritia (Uses: food-fruits, larvae; construction-leaves). The mesocarp of the fruit

of Mauritia carana Wallace {moyenanmi ke si) is edible and different in taste from

M. flexuosa L.f. {eteweshi ke si). The pulp of the fruit is reddish and less sour than

eteweshi. The rotting wood provides fodder for edible beetle larvae.

The mesocarp of the ripe (okoroshi) fruits of M. flexuosa is eaten raw. The

infructescence is cut and left in the water for some days before collection. The

M.fl

m
consumed. Edible beetle larvae also live in the rotting wood of this starchy

The

are used for weaving simple baskets {yorehi type) that are employed to store food

which

The women use the young leaves to make ear omaments {hoko siki).

MauritieUa fUses: food-fruits; construction-wood, leaves). The fruits oi Mauritiella

(Mart

make
ornaments

fruits of M. aculeata (Kunth) Burret {torea ke si) are edible. With the woo

palm the men fabricate a certain type of arrow point (athart) to hunt bi

nd monkeys. The young leaves are seldom used to make ear omaments

The

fruits of Oenocarpus bacaba Mart, {hoko ke masi) are important in the Yanomami

diet, especially because they fruit primarily during the rainyf.^^°":
J;°"^J^l^^

r .< 1 i^„_.u :. ^Uf.ir^orl whirh s diluted m water to pre-
thick broth is obtained, which

drink. The stemsf<^ic d urmK. ine stems or ^. uuluuu ax^. ^^
, r ^ ,. ^( Ur^^^rc TU(^

house and its wood is occasionally employed in the fabncat.on of b°«^ The

young leaves are torn into fine strips by won^en and g.rls to ™ke earlobe o^

^_ °
. ... ..A- Tu„,„ „f„i.mpnts are worn during the ini-

which are called hoko siki. These

„.. ,..,„ „, ,., women Hoko siki literally means hoko palms and denotes all

the omam:;:;rdrout of palm leaves,f^^^^^^^ t::^.

for privacv in the communal house In the rotting wood live beetle larvae (pot,

It) which are eaten.

The infructescence of O. bataua Mart

the men. The fruits are cooked in w
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FIGURE 8.

hammocks.
Stilt root of Socmtea exorrhiza {manaka), formerly used m the fabrication of

mesocarp is prepared as a drmk. The ripe mesocarp is also macerated
water for one or two hours. The resulting soup is consumed raw or cook.

I.?!l^,i^?_"^^^.*'^."^'''^!
provisional shelters within the communal house

s purpose the leaves are woven together. The

hot

(shuhem

The
used to fan the coals

XI.: u^cu lur rransportation. The split petioles are used for weaving simple baskets
that are employed (lined with leaves) to store food and to detoxify the cooked

which are soaked in, ™..^.,^^.^ ^y^j_j^ wiucn are soaKed m water tor several days.
An unidentified species (sharape) also produces edible fruits. According to
mformants it is similar t^ n u^i^,.^ i.... .
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i^r^-^ _-^^P"y^-^ -

IE 9.—Girl ii

roundhouse

young leaves). The

(Mart.) H. Wendl

communal house. The mythological un

has already been described above lT.e ^^^meV^^^^^^ and pointed
fabrication of bows. Accordmg

'^'^'^''''}^ll'^^^^^ the inflorescence is

pieces of the stem as wooden rods m duels, ^he
'Pf7^°' '"^ • • , jy,^ fruits

sown together at the ends and used to P--ut
-^^^ .TgatCin"^^^

are put into the bae-like press and squeezed until the juice g
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The spathe is further

hammock (Figures 8 and 9) The young
attached

used against the bites of the poisonous ant, shiho {Euponera sp.). The sprouts are

entes 1979).

The spiny

p.), which

DISCUSSION

Yanomami

We think

limited
work. Anderson has correctly pointed out, however, that regional differences in

m
ms

While it is true that some Yanomami dwell in
mean

palms and their uses. The Yanomami are a forest people and make use (

of the plant species available. Given the abundance of palms in the area, th
family provides an ideal resource for a semi-nomadic people. The impor
palms as food is already shown by the fact that most palms produce edib
or hearts. In addition, the starchy wood of more than ten palms serves as
for beetle larvae, which are eaten in great amounts bv all the Yanomami

Yanomami eenerallv em

magic and medicine.
material

NOTES

I^VEN: Herbario Nacional de Venezuela; NY: Herbarium of the New York Botanical Garden,

Washington DC; MYF: Herbario V.M. CK

MARNR
T V7 r \Vt^

—^^^xiiLdx^ uei ivmi^\K, i^to. Ayacucho; FORT: Herbario de la UNhL-LbZ Guanare; MER: Herbario de la Facultad de Ciencias Forestales (ULA), Merida; GUYN:
Herbano del Jardin Botanico de Ciudad Bolivar, Ciudad Bolfvar; CAR: Herbario de la Fun-
dacion La Salle de Ciencias Naturales, Caracas.

Wnezuela.'^'"'"^^"'''*"
Mattei-Muller, Apartado 17277, Parque Central, Caracas 1015.A,

^ Taped interview with Helena Valero in her home near Ocamo, August, 28,1998.

* Taped interview with Helena Valero in her home near Ocamo, August, 28,1998.
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TZOTZIL MA\A ETHNOECOLOGY: LANDSCAPE
PERCEPTION AND MANAGEMENT AS A BASIS FOR

COFFEE AGROFOREST DESIGN
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ABSTRACT.-In Los Altos de Chiapas and other regions of Mexico, indigenous

producers maintain multilayered, rustic coffee agroforests (RCAs). F^^"^^^ on

Polho (municipaUty of San Pedro Chenalho), a Tzotzil Maya community, mdige-

nous ecological knowledge and landscape categorization relevant to the design

and establishment of RCAs were identified. The methodology involved: 1) true

tured interviews with 50 coffee growers encompassmg ecological knowledge

(soils, microclimate, vegetational units, and succession) and ^^^^8™*
^f ^J

of RC^s; 2) collection of vouchers of vascular plants havmg ^^nobotanical m

portance; and 3) identification of plants within one hectare of an RCA. As a resu

of their multiple-use strategy of nahiral resource management, ^-^^^^^^'''"^^^

perceive several vegetational units, soils, and microclimatic

^^f^^^^^^^'^'^
ecological knowledge is critical to the design and estabhshment of an RC^ es

pecially regarding ecological succession. Two common routes

^^J^^ ^^*f/^'^^

ment were^observed: 1) from other cultivated fieldsf
edommant so-^^^^^^^

secondary vegetation. Coffee growers' activities such as
P^^'^f^^X^^ofl

native trees, cultivation of crops and nitrogen-fixing trees, and elimination of p.

oneer species seem analogous to processes of ecological succession.

ethnoecology

landscape management.

RESUMEN._En la region Los Altos de Chiapas y en otras pa^es de Mexico los

productores indfgenas mantienen sistemas ag-foresta -
-^^^^^^^^^^^

nidad Tzotzil Maya, fue estudiaao ------;
construccion de los SAR.

gorizaci6n del paisaje que es relevante en el diseno y
^^^^^^^ ^^ ^.^^

La metodologia incluyo: 1) entrevistas estructuradas
^^^^J^, ^e vegetacion y

sobre su conocimiento e^^l^gi^^^
j^f

^^'

^'''rcolect'a y herborizaciondeplantas
sucesion), y la historia de manejo de los S^K. f^^^" >

^ , l^^t^s en un
vasculares V la informacion etnobotanica; y 3)

identificacion P
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hectarea de SCA. Como resultando de las estrategias de uso para el manejo de

los recursos naturales, los informantes Tzotziles perciben diversas iinidades de

vegetacion, suelos, y condiciones microclimaticas. El conocimiento ecologico de

los Tzotziles es critico para la construccion de los SAR, siendo el conocimiento

ecologico de la sucesion lo mds importante. Fueron observadas dos rutas para el

establecimiento de los SAR: 1) desde otro terreno cultivado (la condicion domi-

nante); 2) desde la vegetacion secundaria. Las actividades que realiza el productor

de cafe (proteccion/promocion de arboles nativos, el cultivo de especies domes-

ticadas y fijadoras de H 1^ eliminacion de especies colonizadoras y pioneras)

parecen ser analogas al proceso de sucesion ecologica.

RESUME.—Dans certaines regions du Mexique comme les hauls plateaux du
Chiapas, les producteurs indigenes pratiquent un systeme d'agroforesterie natu-

relle et strati fiee de cafe—agroforets naturelles de cafe (ANC). Cet article examine

les connaissances ecologiques et les methodes indigenes de classification du cadre

naturel utilisees par une communaute maya tzotztil de la region de Polho (mun-
icipalite de San Pedro Chenalho) pour la conception et la creation d'agroforets

naturelles de cafe. La methodologie de ce projet etait la suivante: 1) interviews

structurees de 50 producteurs de cafe portant sur les connaissances ecologiques

(sols, microclimats, unites de vegetation, et succession) et I'historique de
I'etablissement des agroforets naturelles de cafe; 2) collecte d'exemplaires de plan-

tes vasculaires importantes d'un point de vue ethnobotanique; et 3) identification

des plantes recens^es dans un hectare d'agroforet naturelle de cafe. Farce qu'ils

exploitent les ressources naturelles de multiples fagons, les producteurs tzotzil

interviewes definissent plusieurs categories de paysage (unites de vegetation),

sols, et microclimats. Le savoir ecologique des Tzotzil est essentiel a la conception
et a Tetablissement d'une agroforet naturelle de cafe, particulierement en ce qui

concerne la succession ecologique. On a observe deux demarches courantes pour
la creation d'une agroforet naturelle de cafe: 1) a partir d'autres champs cultives

(source principale); 2) a partir de vegetation secondaire. Les activites des prod-
ucteurs de cafe, comme la protection/amelioration des arbres indigenes, les cul-

ture vivrieres, les cultures d'arbres fixateurs d'azote, et I'elimination d'especes
pionnieres, semblent correspondre au orocessus dp s;nrrpc;cinn prnlop^inup.

INTRODUCTION

In the coffee-growing regions of Latin America, forest exploitation ranges
n little disturbed natural forests to agroindustrial, monospecific plantations.
veen these two extremes are the rustic coffee agroforests under indigenous
lagement. In Mexico, the coffee crop is dominated by traditional small-scale
vers both in terms of the number of cultivators and the total amount of land
ited in coffee (Moguel and Toledo 1999), As in other regions of Latin America

maintain multilayered,

id sustainable economic
m coffee

the floor of mature and/

domesticated

ty

knowledge is critical for the construction of
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FIGURE 1—Location map of Polho, Chiapas.

these rustic coffee agroforests, this paper is devoted ^^f^P^^^^^byj "f ^^^^y

how indigenous pr«lucers employ their perception of soils,

f'"'"'f'^^S^'^''™

masses, plant species and ecological processes, in order to create and manipulate

these coffee gardens.

Tke Study Sfe-The study area is located in ^-^L- AltosdeW Region

between 19°59'49" and 19°59'44" N latitude, and 92 33 41 ^"'J ^2 3" ^^
""

gitude (Figure 1). It lies within the municipality of San P^j^" «™;^^^^^
„,„„ :, „!.,.. l.:..„j f Tzotzil, Chmalho 'water well This study area en

-...,,„... .„.,.. .,„ .. ..,. total 130 km^ (about 13%) »'
*^
"^»

P^,',*^,;]

Chenalho, Five subareas with contrasting environmental »"'^.hons were s^^c^ed

for this studv. These include all of the land associated w;lh the studied comrnu^

from

nity, Polho, as well as a sm
munities of Tzajalukum, Actt

teklum, and Yebelioi.^

In the northern sector of the mumcipamy u. --. '

abundant summer
the dimate is of the type (A)C(m)-sub-warm-humid w^th ab^^^^^^^^

rams, as defined by the K5ppen classification sm^^^^^^^
by ^araa^^^^

(SEGOB 1988). The average temperature - th^^-^
^^^ ^^, ^500 mm. Geomor-

fron^ 18 to ITC, and the annual ramfall is between ^^
^ ^ ^ f^ljcd

Phologically, the study area is

^^^^^t^J^^^X^m. In th'e struc-

age.
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r

Predominant soils in the area, particularly in subareas 1, 2, 4, and 5, are orthic

and chromic luvisols (INEGI 1991). Such soils have a characteristic B horizon of

clay, are shallow, and exhibit low fertility. Rendzina soils are the dominant type

in subarea 5. The area is devoid of navigable rivers and the vegetation types

present are coniferous forests (subarea 3) together with fragments of cloud forests

(in subareas 1, 2, 4, and 5), which have been deeply altered by centuries of slash-

and-burn agriculture.

The estimated total population of Polho is 399 people in 78 households (INE-

GI 1991). Between the 1970s and the 1990s, Chenalho's population more than

doubled, from 13,522 to 30,680 (INEGI 1991). The houses are built with local

materials, such as clay and wood, and are hay-thatched, although in recent years

the building patterns have changed and concrete houses with metallic or card-

board roofs are being adopted. In the 1990s, the people of Polho proclaimed

themselves a Zapatista Autonomous Municipality as a result of a confrontation

between them and Chenalho municipal authorities, who have a close relationship

with local rulers {caciques). This close relationship has perpetuated the long history

of exploitation of the local people. Moreover, the emergence of paramilitary forces

since 1996 and the more active presence of the Mexican army in the region have

been additional sources of insecurity and social conflict.

Landscapes patchy mosaic
which the main crop is maizeV home

for shaded coffee, a few specialized shaded coffee plantings, potreros (grazing

grasslands), banana and sugarcane plantings, fallow fields, and forests in various

stages of ecological succession. The dominant floristic elements of these forests

separate them into two tvoes of secondarv vpp^ptatinn: 1^ thp ar.ahuaks. in which

which
which

eludes subareas 4 and 5 to the south and subarea 3 to the west. The
The

temperate
conserved woodland, and 30 ha of altered woodland (F. Bandeira et al. in press).

These two fragments of forest, which were located in the more elevated and pro-

tected areas, crowned the landscape until 1997, when they were largely cut down
by the Mexican army, and to a lesser extent, by 2500 newcomers who had been
displaced from their original communities (Union Majamut, personal communi-
cation, 2000) as a result of the 'Zapatista' conflict in the region (Collier et al. 1994).

massacre

site.

commun

Majomiit: an Indigenous Cofft The
com

J

from the munici

-—jt-«iiiicz>, ^cupie live m several aispersea
which are the basic units of the community; each one of
1 20 and 200 households (Majomut 1983). The main modes

settlements
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are a Mesoamerican communal property regime (the prevailing

ejido (an institutional land tenure system created by the Mexican

ginning of the twentieth century to distribute land to rural cor

common

change hands in two

father to son. Less commonly, the use of communally owned land is allocated by

The

extreme

Even though the land is communal property each coffee tree has an owner.

Production is organized by family: the coffee crop is sold and the products of the

home consumption. These

community

in this aerie

chili

These
plemented by gathering tolerated weedy species considered edible—i// a'// ft'S

milpas-a common feature of Mesoamerican agriculture-are based on slashing

mature

by relatively long fallow periods for restoring soil fertility and or reducing pop-

ulations of unusable weedy plants, pests, and plant pathogens In contrast, coffee

growine is much more recent. Coffee was introduced into the region less than

i to the Maya sohres, permanent gara

climbers, epiphytes and annuals, which

a household, and whose produce is either tor nome consuuipu...
'"r:':\^C^

market. It was the grandparents -d paren. of the curren^^^

from the coffee /f , r- ^
. i \ r\^\

hPv were employed as \orm\eros (day laborers) Only

twentieth

!m

region during the last four decades.
. , , i

_ _

TKe co«le growers of Poiha ^^}^:'^^Vrt^X^^
This research

Tzotzil cosmology (Jacorzynskl and Lopez-neruduucz. -.. ^ ,

botany (Breedlo^J1 La^ghlin 1993), and ^^^1^^"^:^^:;:^^
pological, historical, and socioeconomic topics (Collier iVVU, Laug

Wasserstrom

METHODS

rve\f. December 1996 (15 days) and March

general survey of the area was carriea oui m axx w.
..- c st^dy. vVe

Majomut, with the purpose of selecting one of these ^mmuf-J"
,„J .,,„

each commumty

esearch

more detailed studyElected tor more detaiiea suiuy, u«..^ o -
^ f ^^e community

phic heterogeneity), geopolitical status (its rdevance
^_^^ ^^
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mut), its diversity of production (productive and landscape managing strategies

observed), and the apparent physiognomic diversity of its coffee agroforests.

We conducted an environmental inventory of the Tzotzil territory accompa-

nied by local farmers and reviewed the extant literature. Also, a photographic

record was made of the landscape and of the several land uses in the eight local

geographical demarcations, or harrios, of Polho: Majomut 1, Majomut 2, X'oyep 1,

Xoyep 2, Polho Centro (Central Polho) Canolal, Majunpenpetik 1, and Majunpen-

petik 2.

Detailed Survey.—The specific methods employed in the detailed survey of the

coffee agroforests of Polho and of the ecological knowledge of its designers and

actors were the following:

June and }

struc

knowled
mana

ecological succession, and of the vegetation types), pedology (classification of

soil types), and climatology, following the system of Toledo (1990). Addition-

allv, the surveved producers were nuestionpd about thoir nrartices of manaee-

ment of the coffee agroforests and of soil conservation, as well as at

ethnoecological data, such as the number, surface and location of tl

agement units. These interviews were carried out in the plots of each

surveyed, either in Spanish or in Tzotzil, with the aid of a bilingu

from Majomut or an organic coffee promoter.^

Voucher specimens were made of all trees, shrubs, vines and herbs

on a one-hectare plot of coffee agroforest in Polho. Each specimen w,

panied by its corresponding Tzotzil and Spanish names, use, and p.

The specimens were identified by the staff of the Herbarium of the ]

Sciences, UNAM (FCME), where they are housed.

such as past uses and time

history of mana

coordinates

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Tzotzil Ef/i;70(?co/o^.—Ethnoecology was defined by Tok
tidisciplinary theoretical and methodological approach

a mul-

knowledg
terms of images and symbols, use and/or manage-~, ... *^..^^^ v/x xAxid^co aiisji syiiiuuib, use ana/ or iiiaiicigt; iiaiLiAw* *-

sources" (see also Toledo 1999). This study reveals, describes and analyzes the

ethnoecology of Tzotzil coffee producers of Polho: their systems of management

Their ethnoecology incorporates

knowledg'

duced and reproduced through several generations.

from a wisdom

some

ms in
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TABLE L—Ethnopedological categories recognized by Tzotzil informants in Polho, Chia

pas

Texture

ik ' 'black'

Color cham-Lum 'clayey soil' chab-Lum 'silty soil'

ik'al cham-Lum ik'al chab-lum

'clayey black soil' 'silty black soil'

k'anal cham-Lum k'anal chab-Lum

'yellow clayey soil' 'yellow silty soil'
k'an 'yellow'

tzoj 'red' tzajal cham-Lum tzajal chab-Lum

'red clayey soil' 'red silty soil'

(unproductive land) (unproductive

know^led

climate,

as part of the floristic structure of coffee agroforests.

Ethnopedology/.—Soils are fundamental

which Tzotzil farmers re
ethnopedol

ogical knowledge may be transmitted across generations as well as across space

The first step involves describing and analyzing local ethnopedology so that the

patterns of management of soils may be better understood.
, ,„,,

The Tzotzil informants recognized distinctive soil categories based on exture

and color, indicating that they observe, manage, and identify the
^f^J^p^'

of the soil. This result confirms previous shidies of Tzotzil e^^^^^Pf
f.f̂ ^^^^^^

vantes-Trejo 1995; Pool-Novelo et al. 1992), and it demonstrates that the pedd^^^

ical classification elaborated by the Tzotzil is comparable to other etl^oped^^^^^^^^

ical systems worldwide that are based on the same criteria (Barrera-Bassols and

^"'^fprLry lexeme for soil is Lum. The -cognized subclasses^o^^^^^^^^^^

named by a secondary productive lexeme, which is ^^^^'^^y'"^'^^^^^^

followed by a lexeme for texture, both of which are P^-f ^^^^"j P^'^.

lexeme Lul Thus, Tzotzil ethnopedology has a hierarchical^^^
-^^^^^^^^^

eral rank containing two inferior -ks, essenh^ly
^^^^^^^^^

neric rank has different textures, suggestmg
^^^^^/f

*

"^^^^f °^^^orted by Pool

-

humidity. The specific rank deals with color and fertih^^^^^^^^

:rT?c^zn'etlL-
Novelo et al. (1990), texture is the most relevant ^^^^^^^"7" r, according to

pedology, followed by color. In total six soil types were recorded, accordmg

fKr^ T^^„i.„M .1 i_i f n^lUA rTaVilp 1"). ....thnopedology of Polho
texture

5es ot sous are recugm^'^.^ --^^ -- x
^^tc^crnr\p<:.

Ity" icHa,-U..y r^ey correspond to he so. a-egones

izotzilofSanJuanChamuia enamuid;. i^^^.y^^^--- .

.^ in the Los Altos
soils- (c„c-L,l), respective, T^ese soils -

-^^^^^^^^
Chiapas reg on (Cervantes-Trqo 1995). This aitterencc

, j |

(jc

to dialectal differences between the two communities. Cervant«
^

re,

J
found in Chamula one additional soil texture "^go-T

"''"^f.
""

Lt v
soils" (m'al-Lum). which
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visited in Polho. In this community, red, clayey soils are predominant, perhaps

corresponding to the orthic luvisols previously reported to exist in the area (INE-

GI 1991). According to Pool-Novelo et al. (1990), the classifications of soil based

on texture have a trend to designate different management conditions presented

by these soils. These authors emphasize a relation between texture and humidity

which together seem to define the timing

ctivities, the deeree of difficulty of such ad

harvests

such as the specific characteristics

technology that must be em

informants of Polho recoenize

1990).

studied

The black color of the soils in the coffee agroforests is perhaps due to a high

which is derived from the decomposition of the

such

which

Cervantes

types of soil: chacxik
The gray soils develop from local soil management

Ity, or medium, soil" a character

zine sheeo within karstic zones
cuftivation helps give the soil a gray color (Cervantes-Trejo 1995). In contrast, the

gray" soil is absent in Polho.

em

The ethnotaxonomy of soils of the Tzotzil, both in Polho and in the other

Maya communities of the Los Altos de Chiapas region, suggests a relationship
between soil color and soil fertility (Pool-Novlo 1992; Cervantes-Trejo 1995). The
Tzotzil lexemes used to name the color of soils, ik' 'black', k'an 'yellow', and tzoj

'red', are associated fundamentally with a decreasing level of fertility. Among the

Tzotzil taxa of silty texture soils, chab-Lum, the lexemes for color describe the

degree of erosion of the black, top horizon of the soil, which when well developed
IS classified as ik'al chah-Lum. As this top horizon's organic matter is washed
away by the rain, however, new color lexemes are assigned by Tzotzil informants
in accordance with the ethnopedological system. Through a process of surface
erosion due to surface water run-off, these "silty black soils" are susceptible to

bemg converted into k'anal cuc-lum "yellow silty, or medium, soil," or further
to tzajal cuc-Lutn "red silty, or medium, soil." The perception of these processes
associated with the dynamics of soil fertility is mirrored in the Tzotzil system for

classification of soils and provides the framework for a connection of traditional
techniques of soil management and soil conservation (Cervantes-Trejo 1995).

techniques for soil conservation practiced in Polho and in other communities
or tne coffee growmg areas of the region range from the traditional activities of
tarming families such as tilling, addition of organic fertilizers (crop remains, ma-
nure, the hulls and flesh of coffee berries), the introduced techniques of "organic"
agnculture, and the past traditional practices that were resuscitated by agricul-

^Ifilt'?^ fi^^'*"^''
°^ Majomut. These practices include: terrace building and

installation of hvmg fences or stones. All these techniques have been applied
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sm
innovative technolo

control of pests and diseases, and cultivation (control of shade) has been diffused

technical staff of Majomut

subsequently adopted in coffee agroforests. This process of innovation has taken

place through the participation of local people, and the valorization of both the

traditional knowledge and the resources available in the region's ecosystems. For

com
includin

ing near the coffee aeroforests. Likewise, for living fences use has been made of

rum
gardens of Tzotzil households.

etlinopedology

such
thnope

dological differences observed. The geographic areas where Polho and Chamula

are located present different climatic, geological and physiographic charactens ics

two communities

s

1 management techniques that change soil fertility, for ms

produced only in Chamula. These differences are perceivi

encode them accordingly. Therefore, while the systems fo,

structurally and taxonomically equivalent between the two

1 . '^.r.^A c«ri irlpnHfipd do exhibit some differen

Tzotzil Conceptualization of Their Territory. -The Polho region presents a com..u..-

able heterogeneity in its physiography and vegetation types. Moreover the ds-

tribution of foresi fragments and of surface water in the area are not horn^e-

neous. All these factors contribute to a high diversity o environmental condign

and, consequently, a mosaic of suitable areas for ^&^'^^'^'''
'''T'tel^^^^^^

informants^ This knowledge is essential for coffee production, because h, c^op

has ecophysiological constraints that limit the environmental range where it may

be successfully grown and become productive (Willson IVVVJ.

The TzotJl of Polho conceptualize the -viromnental comp^^^^^^^^^^

ritory using the same categorieLs ^t^e;Maya Tzot.^^^^^^^^^^

region. They recognize and name two different ^"dscapes in he

J^
osil 'warm farmland' and sikil osil 'cold farmland. An addiona

gnized

(Maffi

ethnoecolo (M

According to Luiza Maffi

simply designate physiographic^features onhe land such^as^

mate

monly known as the Mesoamerican hot/cold die

refer more sDecificallv to the differential fertility
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TABLE 2.^E)istribution of the Tzotzil categories of the conceptualization of their territory

in Polho, Chiapas.

Tzotzil term

kisin osil

'warm farmland'

Sub-area

Average elevation

(range)

m asl

(meters above
sea level) Land use/cover

1

2

sikil osil

'cold farmland'
3

Unnamed
'temperate farmland'

4

5

1250 (1017-1500) coffee fields, secondary vegetation

1150 (867-1584) with tropical floristic elements

(acahtmles),

com fields

sugarcane and banana planting

1600 (1418-1920) com fields

secondary vegetation with conifers

coniferous forests

1400 (1339-1680) corn fields

1400 (1320-1540) secondary vegetation with conifers

and some coffee fields

i

land, by analogy with the concepts of the healthy vs. the diseased human
body. The hot country and cold country categories should therefore be
understood as ethnoecological concepts that inherently imply human re-

lationship with the land." (Maffi 1999:41)

Within the context of coffee production, the territorial distinction made by
the Tzotzil m the region allows them to order their space in terms of ecogeog-
raphy and productivity. The ecological characteristics of any given area will de-

termine what specialized crops may be grown there, together with maize, beans,
squashes, chilies and other basic staples that historically characterize the diet of

ttie Maya^ Specialized crops such as coffee, citrus, bananas and other tropical
truits, and sugarcane are only cultivated in the kisin osil (Maffi 1999:45), although
some producers may establish fields within the sikil osil, either as an experiment
or because they do not have available fields in the "hot country." Also, this ter-

identification
ty, which in part is determined bv the different climatic

iltural

characteristics of these two named zones (Maffi

.h.
,^' ^,'°g^°8r^Phical and landscape heterogeneity.

should differentiate zones with optimal conditLs wi

gnized

into

each available plot. The optimal

ere cotlee wouia ut n^-^-'

account when they decide

nrnriii^f^^
"^ ^' avctiidDie piot. ine optima

have anr '^^T '° '°^^^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^^^^^ 1 ^^d 2 (Figure 1

^^:ir '^'^^8^ ^l^^^^on of 1150-1250 masL and v.hJar.hual,s

for coffee

found to be more densely distributed, toeether with maize,

hot

banana. Tliese subareas were unambig
'untry

masl, is perceived to be large y

] rnnifprniiQ forest maintenance.

' between

more het«
a
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they harbor portions of "hot/' "cold," and "temperate" land (Table 2). Subareas

and 5 are used mai
dary

ble 2). In general, the potential coffee growing areas in Polho exhibit considerable

and include elevations between

mm
defined dry season; and the zones where the average yearly temperature is 18°C.

Only a minor extension of the communal territory of Polho is unfavorable for

coffee cultivation. These lands correspond to subarea 3 and the southern parts of

subareas 4 and 5 that are above 1600 masl (Figure 1). These marginal lands are

reserved partly for forestry activities (gathering of firewood and medicinal plants)

and partly for conservation purposes (communal forest reser\'es). These forest

areas, together with their water sources, are considered sacred by the Tzotzil of

Polho, and special ceremonies take place there.

Tzotzil Categories of Ecological Succession.—Although the Tzotzil informants do not

have a specific name for ecological succession, they recognize and identify stages

of ecological succession bv means of floristic and structural features mtnnsic to

n, such as vertical structure,

in a site. These indicators of i

such

chili, and peanut (Gonzalez-Espinosa et al. 1994). In

nt QtacTPQ nf erolodcal succession in the patches o

riculture

into descanso 'fallow' (Figure 2).

The lands where erasses and other annual or perennial

named
ting/harvestin>jujiea arter a rew cycles or pianiuig/iiaivccn^i^, — -

a decrease in soil ferHlity. The sites where the remains of previous crops (i.e

rastrojo, Spanish for maize sialics) are sKll noHceable and where
^""''JPf

°«

such as k'ail (Thilonia rotundiflom) are abundant, are fre<p.ent >" *!^f<^^,°™"

and are named k'ajbenaHik or telal kajbe by Tzotzil i"f°™!'"''-
^''

f.'",'^",^

of the nomenclature among informants is derived
''"""^-^''^''flZTZok

Tzotzil. In these two former cases the verHcal structure of the vegetafon ,s simple,

lacks a tree slrahim, and their cultivation ceased
'f

s *»" ft™
>'f';? '?°^.^.,,|v

Succession stages that are more complex, both flonstically
ffJ™«:

than those mentioned above are given the following names in

"'?^^"^J""^;3:
unmaltik, from unen 'tender', which refers to age and bole

^'^'"^'[^Ij;''^^^
toyolaltik, from toyo 'tall', a mid-successional stage with '^"^^ f'™^^^^"/,f,„

fmam, the mature or primaiy forests *at have nearfy -". ^^^ordrng to

local people. It may be safe to assume that *<'
.'^f*"/'.,„: fi„ii(,„ used

ecological succession of the Totzi! in Polho is equivalent to *« clas"n "^^d

h the Los Altos de Chiapas region, based the «»f^~j'rjjX"med
chronological sequence of changes, whose ^^'^^''^J'^^J^'J^Mk; mid-suc-
ft- <•' khik, shrubland, k'aibcnaUik, early successional forest, unmaiu

maturejrest, ToyoaiuK} anu, uiat^x. .^^^^ . . recognize sev

intermediate successional stage, toyoXalUk, local people
g
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tz'i' teltik

ka 'jbenaltik

i

unenaltik

;

toyolaUik

toyolaUojtik; pino: Pinus spp

toyolaltzoztetic: liquidambar: L macrophylla

toyolalbottik; corcho; Croton draco,

Heliocarpus spp.)

^ toyolaltulantik; encino: Quercus spp.

abmaltik
r

FIGURE 2.—Tzotzil words for the stages of ecological succession in Polho, Chiapas

eral plant communities of comparable age, which may be distinguished by i

dominance or abundance of a given species of tree, whose name is included
the name for the successional stage. Li such manner, mid-successional fore

(toyolaJtik) may be further classified as: toyolaltojtik, dominated bv pines iti

2).

. abundant; toyolalbotik, dom
dominated bv oaks (ttdan) (1

Ultimately, indigenous cultivators use ecological succession as a way to re-

store soil fertility after a number of cycles of cultivation (Alcorn 1993). As one

nutnents

in a sustainable system (Uhl and Jordan

ariety

influence

establishment, i.e., the bala

, family and paid labor), of technolo

smV Such

which
such

of the field, the size and age structure of the household, the head of household's
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4

financial resources, and other environmental components (topography and soil

fertility). In theory, the cost of establishing a coffee agroforest will be greater if it

is started in an early successional stage (fz^ i' leltik and k'ajbenaltik) than if it

begins in a more advanced stage {unenaltik, toyolaltik or abmaltik), other factors

mentioned being similar and constant.

Because of the increase in population pressure and the land scarcity in the

Los Altos de Chiapas region, the time during which fields are left to fallow has

been shortened in recent years (Parra-Vazquez 1993a, 1993b). This intensification

of land use causes a reduction in the number of fields (close to 5) and in the

surface area for cultivation available per household (average of 2 ha). Hence, it

has an adverse effect on agricultural productivity. Given this unfavorable scenario,

the establishment of coffee agroforest systems and the utilizafion of ecologically

sensitive "organic" techniques for coffee production appear to act as stabilizing

factors, both for the economy of households and for the environmental sustain-

ability of the zone.

Multiple-use Management oftlw Ecosystem and tlie Landscape by the Tzofz//.—Multiple-

use strategies, as theorized by Toledo (1992), are based on the utilization of tem-

poral and spatial diversity of resources and ecological processes. Tzotzil in Polho

maintain several types of land use and land cover (LU/LC) in order to take ad-

vantage of the varied natural resources characteristic of the ecosystem (Figure 3).

This "multiple-use" strategy appears to be similar to those used for the manage-

ment of natural resources by other traditional communities in the highlands and

lowlands of the intertropical zone (Denevan et al. 1984; Dufour 1990; Marten 1986;

Noble and Dirzo 1997; Posey and Balee 1989; Toledo 1990; Toledo et al. 1994).

In terms
LU/LC

These are: rain-fed fields (for maize and beans); rustic coffee agrotorests; tields

in fallow; secondary vegetation in different successional stages; and to a lesser

extent, grasslands for cattle, banana and sugarcane plantations. Only six (12%) of

these producers maintained merely one type of LU/LC, i.e., are specialized; in

those cases they produced only coffee in their own fields, and they shared the

crop production and harvest, mainly maize, from fields belonging to close family

members, especially their parents. Of the producers surveyed, 70% maintam three

to five management units; these households, who practice diverse land manage-

ment strategies, may be most able to balance productive diversity and energetic

efficiency. Under the prevailing demographic, ecological and nutritional condi-

tions, diversification is optimal.
T-^O IAilO/\

Of the 278 fields mentioned by the 50 inter^dewed producers, 128 (46 /o) are

devoted to the cultivation of coffee, 83 (30%) to rain-fed agriculture (maize and

beans), 61 (22%) to ecological succession (fallow and secondary forest), and only

6 (2%) are used for other crops or productive activities including pmeapple, ba-

nana, sugarcane and grazing land (Figure 5). In terms of total surface area, ram-

fed agricultiire is dominant, occupying over 50% of the territory (Bandeira et al.

""^^s" result reveals two fundamental characteristics of traditional resource

management and the microeconomic system studied: 1) the Tzotzil manage their
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FIGUPiE 3.—Land use and land cover categories recognized and named by the Tzotzil in

Polho, Chiapas (Photograph by EP. Bandeira). 1) chobtik, cornfield; 2) tz^ V leltik, land

dominated by grasses and other annual or perennial herbaceous species; 3) k'ajhenaltik or

te'lal kdjhe, sites cleared the previous year v^here the shrub k'ail {Thitonia rotundiflora)

seen in the first plane—is abundant; 5) k'ajvetik/imenaltik, early successional forest with

a canopy of Inga spp. where coffee is grown/secondary shrubland.

maize

economy of the peasants of Polho

a market product. The dynamics of th<

cesses that are associated with it—i.e.. maize cultivation; man

? establishment of coffee

abandonment
'ms

estation)

itself.

mics

Two aspects of the spatial pattern of distribution of the fields per household

are important. First, the fields mentioned by the producers are not located within

the same barrio and are not contiguous; that is, they are dispersed throughout

the community's territory. Second, some of the dispersed fields lie outside the

territorial limits of the community, within neighboring communities such as Tza-

jalukun, Yashgemel, Yabteklum and Yibeljoj, or even further away. Such a dis-

persed pattem of distribution of productive lands obUees some producers to walk

reach

this

The
marriage and of inheritance
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31

FIGURE 6.

ho, Chiapas.

A schematizaHon of the vegetation profile of a one-hectare coffee field in Pol-

rtSrcTnt'ss"''
'° *' '""" ""^ dennographic processes historically involved

marSrr'esirf!r''"V"' Tu'"'^ '''^^"'^'"S *"= sociocultural factors. The post-

^thta the baTrios^fr^ °^,^ ^'°'"" '^ P^«"'«^' ^"'l 'here is strict endogamy

S*"m6 the rfHe '='T"'°
(Laughlin 1993). According to Laughlin (Wel), i^

parToHhl 1,^H KT ""'" *' P"™*^' l^""^^ -hen marrying and only inherit

pLtl house and
^"^'"^ '" ''°"'*°'''- ^^ ^""g-^on remains in the

marTv luehtersi T? "''""' ^''^ °^ *<= f^^er's taheritance. When they

made rfspot^^fwe r H I
^"' °' *"' f^*^''>^ '^"d- f™ -hich the husband is

most oHhe D oH.i f'^"'^"^'^ '''' i" °*er words, eminently partible. Thus,

to w ff Bu^ whl '"'^TT^'l had inherited some land from the father of

™mmmL tl MdVt H^ J"""''
P"^"^"^ "'" ^^^ide in a different barrio or

A"S sdIi "
t! . ^ '°™ "S™«^^"' '^i^'^" 'way from their houses.

:, r^l ,,?f^"!.P'"""I ^^"^ h«=" describe for other Tzotzil communities, such

observed dispersion of agricultural

inheritance

.andfd^uf"r;^r J-^-^^:^:^::^^^.^ .„ .rested

some members of the communities

some

^ytr^S"
'"'

'° "'^""°" '"" '^"-^ ^"^"'^""^
common

Coffee Agrofc The floristic survey made

Polho. Figure 6 represen s .Trh
' I

^^'""'^ °^ '""''^ ^°^^^^ production in
g represents a schematization of the vegetation profile of the sur-
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some

ems
name, their use(s), and

These rustic coffee agroforests are composed of a mixture of arboreal, shrub-

by, and herbaceous plant species, which are used as source of medicine, food,

firewood, ceremonial effects, live fences, ornament, and other goods for the house-

hold. Some of these plant species belong to the original secondary vegetation; of

these, most are fast growing pioneers species having short to medium life cycles,

and a few are slow growing tolerant species having long life cycles. In addition,

roforests acquire many plant s

most frequent oriein of such

from

ernmental as is the case of the

cipres {Cupressus sp.).

A total of 42 species in 35 genera and 23 families were recorded in the sur-

which

shrubs

management
al. (1998), these species are cultivated, tolerated and promoted, and their geo-

graphic orieins are Mesoamerica, Europe, elsewhere in America and Asia. The

May

former

mana
to pre-Hispamc times. / tj j u

This floristic survey-although not performed in other similar fields-and the

field visits accompanied by the owners to 52 fields of coffee agroforests m Polho,

seem to disagree with Quezada's (1995) statement regarding the impact that was

brought about by the transfer by INMECAFE of technological packages mspired

in the "green revolution," which during the 1970s and 1980s resulted in the m-

tensification of the rustic polycultural systems over 30% of the shaded coffee pro-

duction areas of Mexico (Nestel 1995), including other indigenous zones, such as

the Sierra Norte de Puebla region (Beaucage 1997), a process that seems to have

been absent in Polho.

....c.„, ., . .,„. only 7 of the 52 visited coffee fields (13%) had a monospe^

cific shade canopy-i.e., fields where a single tree speces prov.des the shade

needed for the gmwth of coffee, mostly those belonging to the genus H^J^^^o ^
, . . J ^( H*rrfc nr mnrp WOOuV

remaming stratum composed of two

species.

Quezada

plained by the low number of fields visited by *is author (n =
J 5)

compared to

the those recorded i« the present shady (n = 52) This ^if^^
^

" ^^P'^f
^f^

and the fact that the earlier author did not specify the ^P^''^' "''^'^,;',,'^^^
study sites, allows us to suggest that his condus.ons may not b generaHy^^^^^^

involved

the
necessary to sur

n a hptter under
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standing of the floristic con\position and structure of the tree canopy used as

Polho. However, two
This

\e programs aimed

INMECAFE in the

which

"modernization" of coffee production systems in Polho is the preference by local

coffee producers for unimproved coffee variants they inherited from their pro-

genitors: the tipica or criolla {Cojfea arabica van arabica) and the bourbon {Coffca

arabica var. bourbon). This resistance of local coffee producers to the adoption of

"technology packages" that promote the elimination of shade for coffee, the uti-

lization of industrial inputs such as fertilizers and agrochemicals, and the adop-

tion of high-yielding varieties—which hampered the production of coffee in Mex-

ico during the 1970s and 1980s—largely shielded the area from its effects. Instead,

such modernizing efforts were more successful in zones where private property

prevailed and coffee production was in the hands of specialized middlemen or

major entrepreneurs with substantial capital (Nolasco 1985).
I

Tlie Tzotzil Management of Ecological Succession: tlw Design and Construction of Coffee

Agroforests.—As has been reported for other areas (Perfecto et al. 1996; Rice 199/),

Polho rustic coffee agroforests are most commonly established on previously cul-

tivated fields and to a lesser extent on secondary growth vegetation. This is dem-

onstrated by the management history of 52 coffee-growing parcels m Polho: 33

(63%) were established on fields formerly used for other crops such ^chohttk

'corn fields', vale'tik 'sugarcane fields', or h^boltik 'banana fields
,
18 (35 /o) were

established on secondary growth {acahualesl and 1 (2%) was established on mixed

in
nnual

arcane and bananas) wV diversified shaded -f -growmg sy. em^^^^^^^^^

inhabitants

typ

The s mat are ut;vci«.']-'tvA ^j — -— r

clearing of the understory of a patch

tenance of the tree and shrub strata by means of cutavafon,
^fj^']'''^"^"^^'

and rejection of individuals and populations of plant species based on theu- em

icallr perceived worth for the P^ducHve ^y^'*™;
establishment of

Our preliminary observations of TzotzU practices ror ' „

rustic pofycultural Systems suggest that ^^.^^J^^^^^o
agroforests-and perhaps in other coffee P'^'^^''']^'^^^^^ ,Hp floristic struc-
as well—is the outcome of a complex process of managemen

ture. Bv exertinc some control over species composition, tree density

two
ystems

cycle

formerly garcane
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When
ly directed and controlled way, aims at obtaining a desired floristic composition

or, in cases when trees are already growing on a plot, at the use and modification

of the existing floristic structure.

In

miloas or other annual crops, which

dominant situation in Polho (Figure 8). In such cases, some of the events that will

decide which floristic structure will result in the rustic coffee agroforcsts seem

partially random—colonization and seed immigration—and may either be taken

advantage of or remain unperceived by the farmers. Alternati\^ely, the process

may be managed directly by the farmer. These latter volitional factors imply the

management of individuals, plants, and populations by means of cultivation of

domesticated species; promotion of fast-growing, nitrogen-fixing wood and fruit-

producing wild species, which is accomplished by the dispersion into the new

coffee agroforests of seeds and propagules from other local ecosystems, such as

milpas, fields in fallow, secondary and mature vegetation; tolerance and protection

of species considered to be useful that were previously present m the new field;

some

oneer species.

Through these management achvities, tne

which is analogous to that of natural

resemble
determined

such as: facilitation and inhibitionecological processes, sucn as: meiuLauuii duv. ^ .

^.u^^a

gration of seeds ("seed-rain") and other propagules, competition and others

7. , ^ , - J; .. ... .. -^j „„ u.r i^r;,1 formprs for establishing and
(McCook

maintainin;

have ample

advantage.

The adoption of coffee by Maya
ms known

the Spanish Conquest. Present-day May.

knowledge of plants and ecological proces

such aeroforestsfrom

m
(Gomez-Pompa 1987). This

"i».*-x|^xciiiLc:»a Willi i.cn^aw ^v_iv»xah^^ ^ ^^^^^ — - f

utilization in present-day rustic coffee agroforests.

The successful establishment of a coffee FO^-. ^
-

^j^j,

edge of the biology of certain key species, such as those ot me g ^

genus has many species in Mexico. Most are

^^^f~^,t^g^dS^ and
cultivated have a dense, widespread canopy,

^^^JJ^^^J^' ^^^eover, are able

shedding large amounts of leaf biomass. Many M^^^^^;^^^ J„,edium
to fix nitrogen in the soil. Species of Inga grow m the/^^"'

^^t^i;;^^ es of sec-

and tall evergreen tropical forests and - P-e^ s^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

^^ ^^^^^ ^, ,,^,,

Such several

functions
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4de shade to coffee shrubs dui

in the field have not vet com
ipment; 2) they provide organic matter to the soil in form

same

and mulch from
checking the growth of invasive species that enter into competitior

? shrubs and other useful saplings. Because of these characteristics

well as of other trees

as

to be biological models, or "archetypes" of shade trees

•ing the initial stage of their establishment, and are am
who recognize and protect the saplings of Inga spp.-
—cultivating and promoting them by dispersing their seeds

witlim the fields. Acting in such manner, farmers probably accelerate, foment, and
direct, in part, the ecological succession of the managed vegetation patches. All
this is accomplished by means of the management techniques described above,
which induce processes that, at different rates, are also occurring in natural eco-
logical succession, such as: the increase in survival rates of desired species, the
decrease of the population numbers of invasive herbaceous species (grasses and
sedges), the increase of organic matter content of the soil and the improvement
of its physical structure, the favoring of the establishment of plants with strict

plantin

which
perching

, me perception, naming
the DrOCeSS nf PmlncrJ^al .

this ethnic
ages natural resources, in particular with respect to coffee production systems.
I he design and establishment by Tzotzil farmers in Polho of a rustic coffee agro-
forest, which requires the use of adequate production and natural resource con-
servation technologies, is a process that has its ultimate foundations in the knowl-
edge owned by the cultivators about the local diversity of plants and of their uses,
ttie ecological processes that are potentially useful (ecological succession), and the
natural resources (soils) and environmental factors (climate, topography) that may
impose conshaints on the production system. A large part of this knowledge is

transmitted from fathers to sons and is exchanged among near and allied relatives
ot large kmdred. Additional information is acquired in practice during the process
of managernent itself, or is supplied by the technical staff of Majomut through
training and technology transfer programs.

NOTES

' Because of the dispersed distribution pattern of fields, the boundaries of each community
are a most mipossible to define; as a consequence, study subareas were defined following

IJclTni'^'^'^^''

coffee promoter" originated from the process of merging with the European

rX nf r '
"u''

^'^^"^"* "^'^ S^^^^^d certificaHon hy Norland. The organic
coffee promoter .s a member of the community or barrio who is elected in a cooperative
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meeting. His functions are to promote and diffuse technical information concerning the

methods of organic cultivation among members of Majomut. The teclmical staff of Majo-

mut, composed of agronomy technicians and engineers, is in charge of delivering training

courses and of supervising the promoters' work.
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ABSTRACT-The Antanosy of southeastern Madagascar rely on forest products

to meet their daily subsistence needs; the forest itself provides land for agricul-

tural expansion (Lyon 1999). An informal local land tenure system regulates the

collection and ownership of forest products. Local forest management is critical

to the management and conservation of the forest. Although the P^^ti^^lar ^^-

source concerned determines the restrictions placed on land use, system exist

^
regulate most aspects of forest use. Th-/!-rchJnvesti^^^^^

community
tanosy use amas to Lidiuy aii»a ^^x^..^^, ^™..^

—

including particular aspects of land tenure. Such agreements ^^^^ *« S
^^^^ ^^

community control over^heir own use of forest P-^-^^^"* ^^
"^'.^^^^^^^^^^^^

for construction purposes, uncultivated fruit, and water d-tnbution for n^^^^^^^^^

dy irrigation. This paper explains the Antanosy tenure system for forest use

the implications for community-based conservation projects.

Antanosy, community

RESUMEN.-LOS Antanosi del sudeste de Madagascar
^^P^^^^^^^'J^^^^^^

forestales para cubrir sus necesidades cotidianas de subsist^na ^
^o^-^

mas proporciona terreno para la
-P^^^/J^f^f,^,^^^^^^^ de los prod-

formal focal de uso del territono regula la

^^^f^^'^^ la eestfon y conservacion

uctos forestales. El manejo foresta local - cnhco^^^^^^^^^
^^^ ^^^^^.^.

del bosque. Aunque cada producto forestal ^" P^/^^^^^'^i^^i,^ la mayoria

clones impuestas al uso del terreno, existen sistemas ^^ ^e^uiac P
particu ares

de los asp'ectos del uso ^^\^oX-^T^^inTiT^^^^^^ - '^ ^
del manejo del bosque y el uso local de

"^^
^'"^

^^^.^ ^1^^^^,^^ responsabili-

munidadV Los Antanosi utihaan
:unos

dades individuales y comumtarias y di^ux.^. "^..^
„„ control sobre su propia

tipo de acuerdos existen para conferir a ^^"^^^
Iderrtalada pa^ construc-

explotacfon de los productos forestales tales como
.^^ .^^ jg ^ampos de

cion, frutos silvestres, y distribucion
^^^^f""

Pf ^^^^iade los Antanosi para

arroz inundados. Este articufo explica el sistema ue
^ conservad6n

la expfotacfon del bosque y sus implicaciones para proyecfos

basados en la comunidad

RESUME A Q,H Est de Madagascar tirent la plus grandepartie

Les Antanosy du Sud Est ae ivwu 5
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de leur subsistance quotidienne de la foret qui fournit egalement la terre pour
I'expansion agricole (Lyon 1999). Un regime foncier local officieux regit la cueil-

lette et la propriete des produits de la foret. La gestion forestiere locale est essen-

tielle a ramenagement et h la conservation de la foret. Bien que les ressources

particulieres determinent les restrictions imposees sur Tutilisation des terres, des
systemes eri place regissent la majorite des aspects de I'exploitation de la foret.

Ce projet a etudie des aspects particuliers de Sexploitation de la foret et

definir

Antanosy

munautaires et certains aspects du regime foncier. De tels accords permettent k
la communaute de controler leur propre exploitation des produits forestiers,

comme la coupure des arbres pour le bois de construction, la cueillette des fruits

sauvagcs, et la distribution de I'eau pour Tirrigation du riz paddy. Cet article

explique le systeme foncier des Antanosy pour I'exploitation de la foret et ses

consequences pour les projets communitaires de conservation.

I

INTRODUCTION

community-based, informal
social relationships between people and their property at a level of land manage-
ment that often overrides government control of the area (Lynch and Alcorn 1994).
Indigenous cultures often establish tenure systems to regulate natural resource
use and prevent overuse of a resource by any one person, and satisfy human
needs (Glaesl 2000). Tenure can determine who is allowed to use a particular
resource and the circumstances surrounding that use. It is through these relation-
ships that land-use rules are developed (Lynch and Alcorn 1994).

itanamg relationships among members of an indigo
design of successful conservation or develonmpnt

anners

management systems. Integrated conservation and development

community

exam
Intended to unite a village or set of villaees at a communi

The point here is not so much
conflicting

have been managed at a family level, but that a thorough investigation of the

systems

em in terms
it is used to manage the collection and ownership of forest products. Given this
indigenously designed and managed svstem

conservation svstem aroimd a local mana
plan will forest resource conservation plans be successful.

METHODS

•The eastern region of Madag,

This

much
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mos

and Thornback 1990). Field research was conducted from 1995-1998 in the Tsi-

toneambarika classified forest. Parcel I (24°50' S, 46°53' E), a government estab-

mixed
Mada

The forest is actua

more southern Parcel I and Parcel II. Parcel I was created in 1965 with 9,530 ha

reserved to act as a buffer for the larger and more unique area of the now named

Andohahela National Park. In 1970, the Malagasy Ministry of the Environment

enlarged the reserve by establishing Parcel II which included another 38,930 ha

to the north, as they felt that Parcel I was not an adequate buffer for the large

and heavily visited forests of Andohahela (Direction des Eaux et Forets and Con-

servation International 1993). The region where this research was conducted was

under local jurisdiction by the people belonging to the Fokontany of Tamboro. (A

fokontany is the lowest ranking administrative level recognized by the Malagasy

government and is usually made up of several villages or approximately 1,000

people.) The Fokontanv of Tamboro consists of seven villages that rely almost

ambarika

tween

from the forested region of Tsitongambarika.
,u ..

The Antanosy constitute the majority of the inhabitants of the southeastern

region of Madagascar, which encompasses the Tsitonganrbarika Classified Forest^

Today, hke other ethnic groups of the south, they are thought to be among the

couniry's poorest people living on what they find in the forest or ekmg out a

meager existence with irrigated paddy rice (Oryza satm L.) (Figure 1) and cattle

(Bos m^,™^). -^ ^^^^ ^^^^^^ Madagascar to the

area^p;~tdyl50-200 years 'ago (Mi"f^'f f
<

^l- "'tL^tr^t^rtm
through

Madagas

™.fTlZrsrSe:r(GTodma; and Patterson ^'^^^Un^JJ^l^^^^Z
land to the Antanosy region. -"^^ People of the dyna^ ded^^^^^^^^

princes and kings upon their arrival and came with
^'^V^"'^™ , g ,

Jhe French eained a foothold in Madagascar durmg their voyages to the E J

Indies

The Merina Madaine Merma people of the tiign piareau u.

-J

^

^^-^ nineteenth-cen
and stayed in the Antanosy region for several ye^J^i'"""^

^ expansion period (Goodman -a la..^^^^ ^^ ^.^^^^^ .^ approximately 4

The region encompassed by the ^oKonwi y
villages that make

from east to west and 2 km from north to sou h The seven ^l^g^
.^

km
running

Most villagers UJ

-Vi^i'r sKTrirulturat

Dauphi
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FIGURE 1.

by Linda Lyon.

—Irrigated paddy rice near the Fokontany of Tamboro, Madagascar. Photograph

Popiihlion Census. ieldwork a meeting was held with vil

interviews. It was exolained to them

academic
in Tamboro

survey, villagers knew
Corp

become a friend to many village women through
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gardening cooperative she helped them organize. The second author was intro-

Tamboro communi

research

final manu
This

frame for subsequent data collection. A total of 304 households were found within

Tamboro in August, 1995. An acceptable sample size was calculated from the total

number of households m Tamboro using the formula described by Krejcie and

Morgan (1970), and 170 interviews were conducted.

The household (also referred to as a family in this study) is based on paternal

kin relationships of marriage, relatives sharing the sa

The

economic

family's agricultural production. This

hamlets are found within each

Intervims.—Interview questions were open-ended, allowing informants an op-

develop their responses into a conversation. The queshonnaire
portimity

throuehout the project, as notes from mterviews

new themes or ideas developed. New questions were penoaicaiiy aaaeu ^ lupi^:,

were identified, and other questions were removed from the questionnaire when

they generated a uniform response.

Interviews were conducted from September through mid-November, 1995.

Interview times were varied throughout the week and the questions asked did

not pertain solely to the current season. Interviews varied in length from forty-

five minutes to two hours depending on the detail of the
^^^P^^^f^; /"*"^^,fj

participants consisted of anyone over the age of fifteen who was part of the hoi^e-

hold unit and willing to respond to questions during ^he tmie of the nte v lew.

No one declined to be interviewed. Although most inten^iews took p ace m vU^

lagers' homes, separate interviews with women were
f'"^^*^"^^^^^"/"!"^f^'

time or place less subject to domination or interruptions by men. ^ ^er mteme^^^

included key informants such as village elders, traditional healers, and choo

teachers. These informants were helpful in clarifying villagers ^'1'^!''^^^^.^

ticular questions and they usually had insightful viewpoints due m part to

longevity in the region and participation ^ viUage affairs^^^^^^
,HHitiona1 data

Three vears of narticipant observation

inforrnation generated in interviews .
Observations ac

tudy, during and after interviews. Throughout

time

harvesting rice and maniocmioL, cuiic.....5 "„;.,',
,i„j, in day-to-day activities gave

within Tamboro. Her mc usion
^^JY ^^.^uction that

her insight into local uses of natural resources and agricuitura p

may not have been gained through interviews alone.

« Viv villaeers was not quantified.

Coding and Analyzing Dfl^a.-Natural resource use Dyvig
Such data would have been relevant to our objectives l^ut were be^^^^ F^

this
. was detmea oy s^a—/

; hni^phold
Interview results were organized by household
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interviewee

Information

during interviews was added to field notes shortly afterward. Grounded Theory

(Glaser 1978), a type of qualitative analysis, was used to analyze the data collected

from the interviews. The grounding of a theory is achieved when Questions are

com
other interviews until there is no doubt about the accuracy of the theory created

by the responses. At this point responses are then saturated as described by Glaser

and Strauss (1967) and Glaser (1978). Categories of data are then created and
analyzed to explore relationships.

RESULTS

Dims and tJie Antanosy Land Tenure System.—In Madagascar, all villagers living in

a fokontany are under the jurisdiction of a local government. Communities create

and enforce dinas, which are written rules that govern how people live within the

community. Dinas codify local traditions or establish formal rules for new cir-

cumstances, commonly concerning social interactions, collective actions such as

school repairs, and certain uses of land. It is believed by Madagascar historians

that the dina's land tenure provisions are similar to the traditional tenure systems
established by the Antanosy before French colonization when villagers were
forced to accept foreign ideas of land distribution and use. A dina is usually
written by the president of a fokontany, and approved by the
the votes of lineage heads.

communi

Mala

Within

natural
es. In 1995, a dina limiting the area of forest that could be used for forest product
extraction, agricultural fields and grazing was created by the Fokontany of Tam-
boro. This dina was created with input from local Forest Service officials to aid
i-U^ - '11 • _ 1 . -i . .. . ^ J _ .

Service

Madagascar's remainin

inhab

Tamboro. Previously family members simply chose
ad claimed the land by miasa-tany (turning the soil

3le land is under ownershin bv f;5milv (yronns. and

family

Malagasy

— —
J ^^-^ ^-^ ^--^ mm^ k^ *

Any person who attempts to occupy another person's land is in violation of

must
National Malagasy Forest Service. The same penalties apply to people who try to

farm areas of the forest designated by the dina as non-cultivated. Although farm-
ers are fmed and must relinquish the land, the forest is not necessarily protected,
because burning has most likely already occurred bv the time the community

So
m
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While a dina may include rules concerning some natural resources, it does

not govern all of them or all their uses (Durbin 1990). In certain situations for

example, villagers make their own decisions about natural resource management,

including decisions such as how and when to plant what their fields. These less

formal land use rules play an important role in management of the forest near

Tamboro, including organization of agricultural fields and water rights. They are

ommunicated
enforced

in Mala

for their violation.

Normally individuals or family groups own ditches or canals between

chaimeled during the colonial period. The canals

the

another's agricultural

the violation affects the commumty

the buildine of an unauthorized canal,

community as a whole and used for projects such as repairing the school.

People in all seven villages

^ ^ _,^ ,,__ ^^^ of the forest on at least a weekly, if not daily, basis to

collect forest products either for individual family use or for sale at the local

market. The proximity of a hamlet to the forest influences the frequency with

which the forest is visited. Most villagers living within half a kilometer of the

between

make

t it twice a day. By comparison, villagers living two

miffht visit it everv two days. Both men and women
type

;riculture; he

Proximity

relationsliip

living closer to the forest showed more interest in how it was
^^^^11711

from
ation of the previously mentioned dina, wherein people trom me uu« .„j,"

closest to the forest were more involved than people from other villages

Neither formal nor informal land rights restrict ^ousmg ^*'-
^f^^ '""f^P

pear to be fairly flexible; consistent with the patrilocality of the society, most sons

build their own house within the same hamlet as their parents.

forest Products Important to Tamboro.- Five use "^g^f f™'7i![Tj;;totret
where people were asked to list the forest products that *'^y 2' ^^;;„^^""^^!
their everyday survival requirements: firewood,

""=''"*"d i^er ^of' ^nt' s^e-
dicinal pLts! and wild fo'ods. Within these categories hej^^-^^^"J^P^ '.-

cies used by villagers varied. For example, of *^ 355 spe
^.^ ^^^^ ^^^

lagers, 37% are used for medicinal purposes, whereas only J

"sed for ceremonial purposes (Figure 2). Tliese data "dicf tha^^tee "
^^^^

m
The low number

I ^T f thTent reT^^^^^ populace, and may put stress

meet the needs of the entire locai y
^ ^^

!..:.«. p„rtbpr research, however, on the rate or
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9% 3% 5%

17%

11%

bza:

37%

FIGURE 2.—Diversity of plant species used by villagers.

Artisanal Crafts

CH Ceremonial

Construction Wood

(Houses)

Construction Wood (Tools)

Medicinal Plants

* Firewood

Wild Foods

density of a given species would be necessary before this could be verified. Al-

though traditional tenure and land use systems regulate forest production ex-

traction and use, in the face of Madagascar's increasing population this system

may not be adequate to protect particular species from being over-harvested.

Firewood. Men collect firewood near where they live. Thus, men from the

four villages closest to the forest collect most of their firewood there, while men
from the other villages collect wood alongside abandoned rice paddies. Villagers

explained that this is a matter of convenience, but hamlet location itself is strongly

influenced by tenure and kinship. People do not search for particular woods;
rather fuel choice depends on what grows in the collection area. Within that con-

straint, voasary {Citrus depressa Bory.), kininy {Eucalyptus citrodera Hook.) and von-

taky {Strycnos spinosa Lam.) are the preferred firewood species due to their hot

flame and long burning time, but many other tree species are also used. Even
though trees or branches are sometimes cut green, the fact that a broad range of

species is acceptable for firewood might prevent a fuel shortage. Villagers ex-

plained that no species used for firewood is harder to find now than in the past,

which suggests that there has not been serious pressure on the forest due to

demands for firewood.

Construction materials. Villagers prefer cement houses due to their resistance

to the elements, but more often have wood and ravenaJa {Rcwenala niadagascariensis

Adans.) thatch houses. We have seen houses made of wattle and daub; although
they are inexpensive to build, they are less common because they are more dif-

ficult to maintain.

Almost all construction materials are collected by young men from the forest

and land tenure does not appear to influence collection except in areas where gov-

ernment restrictions within the classified forest apply. Men from all villages make
use of all areas of the forest to find building materials. Planks for doors and win-
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ire made from large, durable wood species such

Most people use the hardwoods magnary {Dali

and resistance

Ravenala

thatch, and the stems are used as sheathing for the walls. Cord for the roof thatch

is peeled bark or lianas of species such as taikafotsy {Gravia sp.).

Of all the forest products extracted from the watershed, only those species

used for construction wood are reported to be harder to find than they were 10

years ago. These results indicate a degree of scarcity because of local pressure for

construction wood. People feel that large ravenala trees are still available in the

forest, but had become scarcer. Consequently, the availability of cash had become

a limiting factor in construction, as most people had to buy the leaves and stems

of ravenala at the local market rather than collect their own supply. Ravenala

market bv men
materials

Men

in their fields. Several varieties of wood are used to create handles

"king

farming and building. Voandelaky {Melia

very

Medicinal

dicinal plants extensively (Randrianarisoa 1996). Younger men and women are

familiar

normally be found growing wild near villages or in the forest. No villagers re-

ported planting specifically for medicinal uses. Most people know of at least a

few Plant remedies for common ailments such as diarrhea, fever eye mfections

the

illness

s know the most remedies made with plants, but their occu

them more exclusive collection rights. Members of particular

families were aware of more remedies than

Men do more coUecHon of forest plants sud, as Asptamm

but overaU women do more collection and preparaHon of
^''^'^f'^'^"{'.

Traditional healers and vil.age. r^^orted no decrease mm .ana pl^^^^

This stability

remedies

harvesting. Stability could also be due to substitution. Most

preferred for pa

Western medicines are also used. Some w.
^^'^^

... .. ^oot^lp fppl Western

more
frequently than traditional medicine

research
requentiy than traditional meaicme, pe....^.

..Tf^, using medicinal plants as
IS currently underway to determine the potential for usmg me f

•ndicator for forest product scarcity.
harvesting of fruit. Normally,

Wild foods. Informal land tenure rules
f«-_^i

^he harv^^^^
^^^^ .^

to the owner of the land. This is, ^^^7'.^"^ s Rai^ (M
native and cultivated fruit trees—litchi (litchi sinen.ib
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Te 3), and coffee {Coffea sp.)—usually have strict access rights and only the

y owning the land under the tree is allowed to harvest the fruit. The fruit

? litchi trees is of such high value that the family may have a guardian watch

them durine harvest season. There were no banana or litchi trees erowine

family

accom

money or equivalent compensa

fruit trees cultivated around the villaee include

ifera L.), papaya (Carka papaya

Mill.). Although these trees are not as valuable as litchi

re still economically important to lower income families

)lement their income.

Less valuable fruit trees, including oranges {Citrus sinensis Osbeck), lemons

{Citrus Union L.Burm), mandarins {Citrus reticulata Blanco), guava {Psidium sp.),

mangoes {Mangifera indica L.), tamarind {Tauiarindus indica L.), and jack fruit {Ar-

itegrifolia Li.), are cultivated and can be found growing
Most

family

common property

known or they may have propagated naturally

DISCUSSION

The traditional land tenure system plays a role in the use of most
rces by the Antanosy at this time. Although the rigidity of land ten
epend on the resource (i.e., water, fruit, land), land tenure controls ;

)rest use. Dinas are used by the Antanosy to manage particular aspecl

•urce use within the constraints of the local tenure system. The 1995
gned to conserve a Dartimlar ar^a nf f^^p. ^A^^forcTio^ ^r^ r^r-r^fo^t yUa

In

thus
This

that it is possible for the Antanosy to collaborate

management decisions pertaining to land tenure.

?d conservation projects designed by researchers

incorporate the traditional tenure systems practice

tion efforts. Such projects frequently fall short of i

> and conservation issues (Stevens 1997). This is bee

account only formal or government systems
use, which might conflict with traditional management systems. Exploring com-
munities' existing land use systems can help identify critical issues and reveal

how local tenure systems can support conservation goals.
Gi\'en the rapid rate of environmental destruction in Madagascar, urgent at-

tention is being given to conser\^ing the country's remaining natural resources.

The information developed in this study suggests an important key to curtailing

Madagascar's loss of the rain forest. Local, traditional systems of land tenure and
resource allocation may exist that can be an obstacle or an asset to development
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FIGURE 3.-Man from the Fokontany of Tamborowith harvested forest foods [Musa sp.

Manihot

esearch

working on community-based consen-ation projects in Madagascar ^"^ "
"f- "J".

Hons should understand, and when possible work withm, f""rt.onmg tenu e and

i-„ 1 / . .r.. i..„^ ^^.^ ciirrP'^s of conseH^ation proects.
:ems to enhance the long-term

NOTES

Informal land tenure is defined as bundles of ^ividuf;«hf *J^^
™;" IX

and ownership of particular resources. Within the -'"™'
"-^.nrnd buT-ndhiduals

group of individuals or a fanuly group may own
I'^^^'i:^^-^^^^,,, „ecs on the

not within these groups may have ownership of a ?=«"""
.^^^^ ^ formal

land). It is also important to note that often informal land
'™'"?"f;^\h^ .^yiiK, and

Oegal) land tenure system or might override such a system dependmg on ^

enforcement of the formal system.
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ABSTRACT.—The impounded

established small scale fishery. The aims of this work are to verify the knowledge

of Piracicaba River fishermen about fish biology and behavior, and to compare

.,.._ , T_j^. .„ ...-^^..^f;. i^f^rr^^^ti^n Wp interviewed 22 fishermen with ques-
knowledee to scientific information. We

tionnaires

knowled

duction and migratory patterns. Fishermen know better the common and com-

mercially valuable fishes than the rare ones. Important factors influencmg loca

., . /., , . , , i„j... ..^ ,1.^ .rcU,a and abundance of the fishes, their
ethnoichthyological knowledge are tne vaiue ai.u auu.,«».^.^ ^^ -

„,' ^^rr.^

usefulness in the fishery, and the frequency with which fishermen obse-e some

of the biological attributes (such as feeding habits) of fishes^ ^"* °/ *^!,
^°^^

knowledge agreed with observations from the scientific literature. ^^

J^^'^
'^^-

derstand the trophic relafionships among native and exotic f-hjeae anj they

know the mieratorv patterns and the habitat preferences of the nios valuable

Such
knowledge

is important for improving biological research.

Key

fishermen.

de pequena escala, estabelecida -en'e-e"
^
* * ^^fpLcaba possuen,

tern em: verificar o conhecunento que 05 p>:>i««"."
mnhecimento pop-

sobre a biobgia e comportamento dos peixes e comparar este

l<^^27sJJis
ular com as Informa^L cienMficas. R>ramf'«"!'»*',

"J^^f^pe^cadores
dequesHo„.iosbaseados™.o.ogra«asd e esp^^^^^^^

entrevistados apresentaram urn connecimeiuu -^
^.^roes mieratorios dos

dees, dist.bui?.o espadal e .e^pora^^
"f'tjs'oZs e de vL comercia,

conhecem
abundanciado que as especies raras. O valor e a aDunuc.u..a v. r

^^^^ ^^ atributos biol6-

o_pescador, bem como a observa.ao fre^^^^^^^^^
i^fluenciando o conhed-

Muitas Os
as e

cadores conhecem bem as rela?5es alimentares
r" }^

f^^Q^^i^is dos peixes

exoticas, bem como os padroes migratonos ^/^''"
4^^^ ^a estrat^gias de

mais valiosos. Estas informa^oes populares podem c

J^grias tropicals de

manejo da pesca. Estes resultados demonstram que mesmo pesca
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pequena escala e estabelecidas recentemente sao importantes como um re

cultural, que deve ser utilizado para guiar e auxiliar na pesquisa biologica.

RESUME. La zone de retenue du fleuve Piracicaba soutient une recente pech<

echelle. Cette etude a pour but de determiner la connaissance des
cheurs

connaissance

pecheurs en utilisant des questionnaires

I poissons. Les pecheurs interroges ont
connaissance

repartition geographiques et temporelle, et de leur mode de reproduction et de
migration. Les pecheurs connaissent mieux les poissons ordinaires et les poissons
commerciaux que les especes rares. L'ethnoichtyologie locale depend essentielle-

ment de la valeur marchande et de I'abondance des poissons, de leur utilite pour
les pecheries, et de la frequence avec laquelle les pecheurs observent certains des
attributs biologiques des poissons—modes d'alimentation par exemple. Les con-
naissances populaires correspondent en grande partie aux observations scienti-

comprennent

connaissent
I'habitat prefere des poissons les plus prises. Les resultats de cette etude montrent
que les connaissance populaire dans les pecheries troDicales de Detite echelles

recherche biologique.

pechi

INTRODUCTION

Ethnobiological studies have been furnishing new biological information
about insects (Posey 1983), reptiles (Goodman and Hobbs 1994) and fish (Johannes
1981). Such information, if properly interpreted using a biological sciences frame-
work, may be useful to biologists (Johannes 1993). Biological folk knowledge re-

mains little studied, and is being threatened by the disappearance of indigenous

Yongvanit

influence of urbanization and
(Johannes 1978; Posev 1983; Wester

There are two ethnobiological theories dealing with the basis of folk knowl
eage. i ne utilitarian view argues that people should know useful organisms with
more detail (Hunn 1982). The mentalistic view states that folk knowledge is pri-

marily influenced by factors other than the usefuhiess of the organisms, such as
their abundance in the environment (Berlin 1992).

Ethnoichthyological research provides evidence that both river and marine
small-scale fishermen have well established knowledge of fish biology and clas-

sification (Begossi and Garavello 1990; Johannes 1981; Paz and Begossi 1996).
Comparative studies show that folk knowledge is usually in accord with scientific

data^ (Marques 1991; Poizat and Baran 1997). For example. Pacific island fisher-
men's information regarding marine fish reproduction helped scientists in the
management of fish stocks (Johannes 1981). Northeastern Brazilian fishermen
mentioned that the eshiarine fish Arius herzbergii eats insects (Ephemeroptera)
during certain months of the year. This information was investieated and con-
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stomach content analysis, thus revealing a new food chain

?s (Marques 1991).

al research alone may
manage most tropical

In such cases, fishery

butions from fishermen's knowledge (Johani

in tropical freshwater environments, such

American ri^

information

ethnoichthyolo

agement tool, bringing to light information which may serve both as guiaeimes

for biological research (Marques 1991; Poizat and Baran 1997) and as a quick and

inexpensive way to assessing biological data (Chapman 1987; Johannes 1981,

1998).
^ _..,.:„. ^

Southeastern

fishermen

located near urban centers (Castro and Begossi 1995; Silvano and Begossi 1998;

Vera et al. 1997). Such villages can be regarded as small "cultural umts, subject

to a distinctive set of political, economic, social and ecological characteristics The

small scale commercial fishery at the impounded Piracicaba River is of relatively

recent origin, as it started around 1962 with the creation of the Barra Bomta

Reservoir (Torloni 1994). This fishery has been threatened by environmental mod-

suchiiiedUUllb SUCH dS Ucllll LUil&LiLH^i.i'-'*i/ ^^^^——
•.

i. 1^^^ r^C

gossi 1998). It is likely that the fishery will decline, with a "«™".^"' °^
°

folk knowledge; this has already happened in the polluted upper P'"™;''; R':^"-

(Silvano 1997^. We believe that suA knowledge should be documa^ed cons d-

ering its potential usefulness for Hsh conservation. The mam "l^-^f
'«= °f *"jP^

sent shidy is to document the knowledge of Piracicaba Rrver
f
heme" ^^^^^'^^

bioloev and behavior. We also intend to investigate the basis for such knowledge

to compare it with ichthyolo

ethnoidithyological informati<

METHODS

The Piracicaba River in

dischar

a with

River

, We carried out this shidy in two o

Maria da Serra (Figure 1), inhabited

These
southeastern Brazil, ror ut^i

Many
the study sites see Silvano and Begossi (1998).

"TZrand^^c^^^^^ (Silvano

belong to tourists, being visited only during weekends and

^^^^^-
1.. fi.h now or had fished in the past. We

We interviewed men and women who tisn ^ow ^ ^^^_

questionnaire
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FIGURE 1.

Serra

fishing

The

:e, habitats, reproduction, and migratory movements. The
a manner understandable by the interviewed fishermen,

swer in as much time they wanted. For each fish, a color

in the same randomized order for all oeoule interviewed.

1) What is the name of this

2) What does this fish eat?

3) Which animals or other 1

4) Where does this fish livp

on this fish?
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TABLE 2.—Comparison of the number of doubts among ten fish species (x
0,01) and six biological attributes (x

9; 0.05 57; p<
5; 0.50 120; V 0,01).

Fish species

Astyanax himaculatus

Hoplias malabaricus

Liposarciis aff. anisitsi

Pimelodus spp.

Plagioscion squamosissimus

Prochilodus lineatus

Rhamdia sp.

Salminus maxillosiis

Stcindachnerina inscidpta

Tdapia rendalli

Number
of doubts

9

8

11

9

8

8

23

12

9

36

Biological attributes

diet

habitat

migration

predators

reproduction

seasonal occurrence

Number
of doubts

23

4

23

4

66

13

When is this fish found

6) Does this fish move along the river? To where?

Duration of interviews varied, depending on the knowledge and objectivity of

the interviewed person. We selected ten fish species for study among the 43 reg-

istered in the Piracicaba River fish landings (Silvano 1997). They represent a wide
range of fishes that are common and rare, native and exotic, great and small in

size, valuable and discarded (Table 1). Comparisons along these gradients should

knowledge. The number
mamtenance

some people could not com
We compared fishermen's information with data from
ollowing Marques (1991). All fish mentioned in this s

The zoologist Ivan Sazima^ identified the mammals
ators, which were not collected.

Answers given such as 'T do not know" (DNK) were .

knowledge. Considering that fishermen should best know t
ological aspects with the smallest number of DNK, we com

square test.

chi
u t

RESULTS
1

We mterviewed 17 men and 5 women, corresponding to about
dent fishers in the two villages. The common and scientific names

studied
lom

Jtna {Plagioscion squamosissimus [Heckel], Sciaenidae
{Tilapia rendalli [Boulenger], Cichlidae) are exotic to

ure 3]) and the
uuipia yiuapia remain [Boulengerl, Cichlidae) are exotic to the Piracicaba River
basm. Considering the great variety of answers gathered, we show only those
mentioned bv at l*>act 0(\ol r^( ;^t.^^.imterviewees

Factors Infli

about Tilap
more doubts (less knowledg

9; 0.05 57; p which
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FIGURE 2.—The cascudo, Liposarcus aff. anisitsi t

1
+

FIGURE 3.—The corvina, Plagioscion squamsisslmus.
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FIGURE 4pA simplified model of the food web in the Piracicaba River, following fish-

snond rfl"'""^
^^^'^°"^'^^"'^ ""''' '^'^ P^^^^^^'-^- Numbers inside small boxes^corre-spond to the percentage of mterviewees that mentioned the respective trophic link Below

iterrre :^"to :r'
"^

rTp
°^

'"T ^'L'''
^""^ "^''^ reported in the scie^ntific literature;

letters refer to sources: (a) Fugi et al. 1996; (b) Bistoni et al. 1996; (c) Braga 1995.
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rare and of low economic value (Table 1). Some of the best known fish species

are of high economic value, such as the traira {Hoplias malaharicus [Bloch], Ery-

thrinidae), Plngioscion squamosissimus, the corimba {ProcJiilodus Jineatus Steindach-

ner, Prochilodontidae), and the lambari {Astyanax bimaculatus [Linnaeus], Chara-

cidae), or are abundant in the fish landings, such as the mandi {catiish-Pimelodus

spp., Pimelodidae; Tables 1 and 2). Considering biological aspects, fishermen had
more doubts about reproduction than about fish habitats and predators (x^ 5. 05

= 120; p < 0.01; Table 2). ^
I

— n

Comparison of Folk Knowledge with Biological Literature sim

for the Piracicaba River fishes was constructed, based on fishermen citations re-

garding fish diets and predators. Each link of the food web, represented by ar-

rows, corresponds to a certain proportion of fishermen's responses during inter-

views. The width of the arrows reflects tfie proportion of citations referring to a

particular feeding relationship, hi Figure 4 and Table 3, the fish diets according

to scientific literature (letters referring to the sources) are presented below the

fish scientific names. There are four levels in the food web: primary consumers,

primary carnivores, secondary carnivores and top predators, allowing the assign-

ment of feeding guilds for the fishes. It was possible to distinguish food specialist

(one or two kinds of food) from generalist (three or more kinds of food) fishes.

Specialists were piscivorous {Plagioscion squamosissimus, Hoplias malaharicus, the

dourado [Salmimis maxillosus, Valenciennes]) and detritivorous {Prochilodus lineatiis,

Liposarcus aff. anisitsi) species. Generalists were omnivorous fishes such as Pime-

lodus spp., the bagre (a catfish

—

Rhamdia sp., Pimelodidae), and Astyanax bimacu-

latus (Characidae).

Fishermen mentioned

mammals, the most cited being represented in

^ectivelv 35, 26 and 17% of fishermen, viranhas

[Kn

turtles (Phrynops geojfroanus [Schweigger] and Hydromedusa tectife

most
studied

Fishermen mentioned a great divers

which could be separated into lacustrine

Tilapia rendalli), stream

eralists (see Table 4).

>, Pimelodus

mentioned

We observed that fishermen distinguished among migratory

kinds of fish migratory movements, from
tions (Figure 6). Accordine to fishermen's

answ

common during spring, whereas P. lineatus

and S. maxillosus were most abundant in summer. The

mentioned

and S. maxillosus was associated with rainfall

characteristics. In spite of this, fishermen
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FIGURE 5.—The piranha, Serrasalmus spilopleura

mention that the majority of Piracicaba River fishes reproduce during summer.

which

DISCUSSION

factors ,nftue,.in, Fo/. K„<™.*.-Our results

lfX:Z:TJ°L^°^Z
of Piracicaba River fishermen is more ^ «- ^^^abu^^^^^^^^

^^^ ^^,J^ ^^^_
commercia

fishermen

1995; Begossi and Garavello 1990).

With regard to biological aspects, information c

be difficult for Piracicaba River fishermen to acquire,

infrequently in time. Furthermore, knowmg when

to the fishery. Conversely, information at

^ricaba River fishermen, as a good_ eaten
usefulness

•esearchers

knowled
tuarine fishing strategies (Chapman iy«/,

^^^
^ ^^^.^^^ heteroge-

niques of attracting wanted fish species by
^^^'^^^'^^^^ northeastern Brazilian

neity were documented for fishing communities
^^^ ^^^.^ maritime

estuary (Marques 1991), African lagoons (Hem and a
^^^^^ _^ ^^^ piracicaba

Such

River ,erhaps due to "^/«^''"' """
„,edse about the saguiru

fishermen showed a good knowieage
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Marginal Lagoons

Piracicaba River

does not migrate

upriver during floods and

down river during receding water

H. malabaricus (45) a

T. rendalli (38)

L. aff. anisitsi (36)

S. inscufpia (^6) a

Rhamdia sp. (32)

P. squamosissimus (24) c

Pimelodus spp. (20)

P. lineatus (80) a

S. maxillosus {11) a

Pimelodus spp.(65) b

S. insculpta (55)

A. bimaculatus (52)

L aff. anisitsi (45)

P. squamosisslmus (38)

Rhamdia sp. (32)

T rendalli (24)

//. malabaricus (23) b

?. //Wea/iAs (20) d

between

river and

martiinal

lagoons

Barra Bonita Reservoir

P. lineatus (20)

FIGURE 6. fisherme

in parentheses are the percentages of interviewees that pointed out the movement for the

respective fish species. Letters refer to the scientific sources that agree with the information

given by the fishermen: (a) Vazzoler and Menezes 1992; (b) Godoy 1975; (c) Peh-ere 1985;

:ostiivho

nerina

ru

catch

1985 and 1986, declining afterwards (Silvano and Begossi 1998). This decrease in

abundance suggests that saguiru could have been more abundant or important

in the past. Besides this, knowing the habits and behavior of a prey species hke

S. insculpta can help Piracicaba fishermen to find larger piscivorous and valuable

fishes, such as Hoplias malabaricus, Plagioscion squamosissimus and Salmmus maxil-

losus. Amazon fishermen usually track small prey fishes in order to find the want-

ed piscivorous ones (Goulding 1979).
, , -,\ i u u

Fishermen also know in detail fish diets and predators (Table 2), although

such information may not be directly useful, as Piracicaba fishermen usually do

not use bait. Information about fish feeding relationships may have an indirect

value in the fishery, however, as the diet of a fish is usually related to its habitat.

Furthermore, fishermen can minimize
Notwithstanding such

observed detailed folk knowledge

relationships

stomachs

irved eating
ethnobiology

utility and observed criteria suA as color and morphology could mHuence o^

biological classification, being associated aspects of the same process. Perhaps this
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conclusion could be also applied to the Piracicaba River fishing villages studied.

There, the acquisition of folk knowledge about fish may be associated with the

frequency of observation of biological events, whereas diffusion and maintenance
of this knowledge possibly depends on its direct usefulness for the fishermen.

Besides exploiting a recent and constantly changing environment, Piracicaba

River fishermen exhibited a developed knowledge about fish, even for exotic spe-

cies, sucli as Plagioscion squamosissimiis and Liposarcus aff. anisitsi. This indicates

that folk knowledge has been diffusing in quick and efficient ways among such

small fishing villages in southeastern Brazil

Comparison of Folk Knaivledge with Biological Literature.—Piracicaba RiverKnaivledge with Biological Literature,—Piracicaba River fishermen

trophic relationships among fishes. Such relationships form a

), with approximately four levels and several links. Marques
(1991, 1995) also recognized complex food webs, with five le\^els, based on the

information

)lex and diverse trophic relationships (Lowe-
McConnell 1987). At least some of this complexity is revealed throueh ethnobiol-

com

research, which indicates aspects deserving

chain

primary consumers
Prochilodus lineatus and Liposarcus aff. anisitsi (Figure 4, Table 3). This agrees with
biological studies, which show that detritivorous fish, such as prochilodontids and
loricariids, are the basis of many tropical aquatic food webs, being important in

Thus
ethnoichthyological information

undisturbed wetlands

River fish and fisherv, as observed in

The predatory fish Serrasalmus spilopleura was the main fish oredator men
River

interviewees). The
liferation of this fish may be an effect of Piracicaba River damming
mids often increase in abundance after a river is dammed (Santos 1995; Sazima
and Zamprogno 1985). As mentioned by Piracicaba River fishermen, S. spilopleura

was observed feeding opportunistically on a variety of other fish species, muti-
lating the fishes and biting off pieces of the caudal fins (Sazima and Machado
1990; Sazima and Pombal 1988). At the Pantanal Wetlands, the serrasalmids exert

communities

Machado
similar ettect ot i>. spilopleura predatory behavior on the Piracicaba River fishes,

which inhabited a dammed river.

The otter. Ultra longicaudis, was also quoted by most of the Piracicaba River
fishermen as a fish predator. Emmons (1990) observed that L. longicaudis is an
aquatic mammal that feeds predominantly on fish, with diurnal and nocturnal

inhabiting clear water and running

known
and

such
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men's information indicates that populations of this mammal species may still

in the dammed
conserve

the Piracicaba River Basin, through reduction m water pollution ana protection

of the riparian forests.

Piracicaba River fishermen associated the seasonal occurrence of large migra-

tory fishes with the rainfall period, thus using climatic clues to predict fish tem-

poral abundance. In fact, an increase in rainfall is one of the factors that releases

the reproductive stimulus and migratory behavior of these fishes (Agostinho et

al. 1995; Welcomme 1985). Climatic factors, such as winds, floods and tides are

essential clues to assess the migratory movements of the fishes that sustain es-

hiarine fisheries in northeastern Brazil (Cordell 1978; Marques 1991) and even for

a maritime turtle fishery in Nicaragua (Nietschmann 1972).

Piracicaba River fishermen also mentioned some unknown biological features,

such as the timing of reproduction of Pimelodus spp. and Tilapta rendalh the mi-

gratory movements of Rhamdia sp. and T. rendalli, and all the biological charac-

ro.;cf.Vc ^f 7 ir^nanrru^ p,ff nvkit^^i. We also obscrved some contradictions between

fishermen'
known

mentioned Astyanax himaculatus as migratory (Figure 6), although it has been re-

Menezes

search could be conducted

fishermen's assertions match

CONCLUSIONS CONCERNING ETHNOICHTHYOLOGY AND

FISH CONSERVATION

River
As discussed previously, inrorniduuii ^^^^^^^^ ."-

n^^^^^irP esoe-

men about fish biology is generally supported by the
^^^^^^;^ll,

dally regarding fish diet and habi.^. E.^—™«„*^^*:Ltnce be-
with the same genus or species from other rivers, ^ne uu»

_r,,Ki,, .r,.

tween folk and scientific knowled

proaches biological reality, and provides usehil ^^VVortior^s^^

We
conservationbe useful for hsh conservation auu ii^.^ex;,

^^r^^" , ,. , ^j^ration and hab-

and other rivers: seasonality, effects of exotic fishes, and fish migration

itat.

Quick Appraisal of
-Folk information about the seasonal

occurrence o nsn --";
"t.eement indicates that an ethnoichthyological survey

mg one year (Table 5). This agreement m
^^^^ ^^ere is not suffi-

may be a useful way to momtor h P-- ^bun
^^^^^^^^^ fish samplings.

hme or money
obserx^ed fishermen folk knowledge wi

(mental fishing surx'ey concerning the

temporal distribution of African estuarine
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Estimates of the Effects of Exotic Fislies on Native Fish Fauna.—Invasion or introduction

of fish into tropical rivers and reservoirs had been often prejudicial to the native

ichthyofauna, which usually suffers the adverse effects of predation and compe-

tition from exotic species (Lowe-McConnell 1993; Stiassny 1996). Human induced

environmental changes, such as the damming of a river, could favor the prolif-

eration of exotic species (Crivelli 1995). Currently, there is lack of biological studies

directed to the interactions with native and non-native fishes for the majority of

Brazilian river basins where fish introductions have occurred. The corvina {Pla-

gioscion sqtiamosissimus) and the cascudo {Liposarciis aff. anisitsi) are exotic to the

Piracicaba River basin, originating, respectively, in the Brazilian Amazon and Up-

per Parana basins. While the former was intentionally introduced with the pur-

pose of enhancing fishery yields (Torloni 1994), the latter possibly had invaded

the Piracicaba River. The abundance of the corvina and the cascudo in the fish

catches on the Piracicaba River increased respectively after 1986 and 1993 (Silvano

and Begossi 1998). The dissemination of these exotic taxa probably had been af-

fecting the native fish community, yet we do not exactly know the nature and

extent of those effects. Although P. squamosissimus was studied by Braga (1995),

the biology of L. aff. anisitsi remains unknown. In the present study we provided

folk information about the biology of these two species. We believe that such

information, if properly interpreted and checked with scientific findings, could

help in the understanding of the interactions between exotic and native fish spe-

cies in the Piracicaba River basin.

According to the majority of fishermen interviewed, detritus is a main food

source for the exotic Liposarcus aff. anisitsi and the native corimbata (Prochilodus

lineatus), suggesting that these two species may have been competing for food.

This information should be tested through biological studies, considering the im-

portance of the corimbata to the Piracicaba River fishery (Silvano 1997).

Small characiform fishes, such as Aslyanax bimaculatus and Steindachnerina in-

scidpta, were mentioned by Piracicaba fishermen as important prey species for

piscivorous fish, including the introduced Amazonian fish, Plagioscion squamosis-

simus (Figure 4). Braga (1995) conducted a study of the P. squamosissimus diet

through stomach contents analysis, observing that A, bimaculatus was one of its

main food items. This feeding interaction was also mentioned by 75% of the

Piracicaba River fishermen interviewed. Furthermore, respectively 80% and 45%
of fishermen mentioned A, bimaculatus as food for HopUas malabaricus and Salminus

maxillosus, two native Piracicaba River piscivorous fishes (Table 3). This study thus

indicates that the introduction of P squamosissimus may have been adversely af-

fecting the native Piracicaba River fish community, both through predation pres-

sure on the A. bimaculatus population and competition for food with H. malabaricus

and S. maxillosus. In other tropical freshwater habitats, such as the African lakes,

the introduction of predatory fish species severely disrupted the fisheries and

caused the extinction of many native fish species (Lowe-McConnell 1993).

Information about Fish Habitats and Migratory Behavior.—Piracicaba fishermen fur-

nished information about fish habitat preferences and migratory routes. A con-

siderable amount of effort is necessary to assess this kind of data through biolog-

ical research. Piracicaba River fishermen mentioned that the aquatic vegetation is
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a habitat for Hoplias malabaricus, Liposarcus ait anisitsi and Tilapia rendnlli (Table

4) plus Pla^ioscion squamosissimus (19%), Pwchilodus lineatus (15%) and Steindach-

McConnell

Zamprogno 1985), which reinforces the need for biological studies directed at

corroborating or refuting the suggested importance of riparian and submerged

River

There

other Brazilian rivers. Our results may help in filling this gap, as Piracicaba fish-

ermen mentioned nine
between

and mar
Menezes

moving to the river when adults (Agostinho

men's answers indicate

in the Piracicaba River

should be verified through migratory studies, in order to support management

measures
commercia

tudy demonstrates that ethnoichthyological knowled

which harvest

millennia

knowled
such

whichaegraaanon ana ludiKei ^JLK:^^^^^,
^ i . j^^„rr.^nf ?inrl infer-

bi also the fishing comn^unities. ,. is an imperahve task ^ ^ "n^^^"' ^1 -'«.

fishermen's folk knowled
conservm

both the fish and fishing culture.

NOTES

designates
nrrciiuiii. Ill L111& aiLn-it, "!»- v^-"> -- -

interviewed in the Piracicaba River fishing communities.

; A .t H.P fish collection of the Museu de Zoologia da Univ-

^ ^-^-;P--;-
TmZUSP CP 4^^^^^^^^^^^^^ Sao Paulo (SP), Brazil. Only Salminus

ersidade de Sao Paulo (MZUbi J, ^1 ^zo^% ^^^ '
. ^v.r^fncrr;inhs

maxillosus was not collected; it was identified with color photographs.

. A 7^o1n^ia and Museu de Historia Natural, Universidade
^ ur. ivan ^azima, Departamento de Zoologia a^ia ^^seu

Estadual de Campinas, C.P 6109, 13083-970, Campinas (SP), Brazil.
^ Dr. Ivan Sazima
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Eastern archaeologists

certainty

archaeological research

dam
rich

same time, new archaeobotanical

us sobering recognition

domesticates and in inte

reassessment

proach

ricultural

CoUedge's book is a revised and carefully edited publication of her important

typical

reaches the hiehest standards of archaeobotanical research

serves

accessible source for her data and extensive statistical analysis of plant remains

from
environments, paleoenvironmental

dironological periods and subsistence economies that marked different periods

(Chapter 1), Colledge reviews the current debates on taphonomy that have so

shaken archaeobotanical reconstruction of subsistence and plant economies

ethnography

er-forager campsites and suggests interesting approaches

agriculture through weedy rather thar, domesticated laxa In Chapter 3, she pro-

vides details of ^te archaeology for each of the nine Jordanian and five Syrian

sites included in the analysis. In a chapter explaining the methods of sampling

and analysis, Colledge provides details of the inevitable d'S^epancies among

sites, excavatton strategies, assemblage sizes, and identification criteria Appendix

1) when using samples acquired from different '"•="* Py°lf^- "''?"" '*

lections include 145 samples from Jordanian sites, to whi* she has added the

results of van Zeist's and Bakker

knowledge, the resulting study (

study of its kind in the Near Ea
such as density

ipter 5). While

^ one cannot alvv

readily admits some Umitations to these7«*°"
f„t;;;f ^Hifferences-her

know whether pre- or post-depositional achvities ^«°""' "^

guesses are reasUty
""f^^f^^ "^pt-:: oCriula/rfesp:-

bility. In Chapter 6 the reader learns what the presence u ^
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dally edible grains, nuts, and tubers, means in terms of diet, seasonality, and the

spread of agriculture over time and space. The truly innovative core of this vol-

ume, however, is Colledge's exploration of taphonomic composition of weedy taxa

(excluding cereals) in Chapter 7. Here she uses correspondence analysis to explore

how landscapes and resources were exploited. Her efficient text surely disguises

many hours of painstaking exploratory trials, the results of which clearly dem-
onstrate influences of geography and chronology on weedy associations. The sta-

tistical arguments are easy to follow. Through Colledge's exciting analyses, one

can actually recognize the evolution of weed floras through the neolithic and
identify the first areas of cultivation, Colledge draws compelling conclusions

about the earliest locations of cultivated fields in wetlands adjacent to sites and
the expansion of cultivation to other habitats as occupation continued.

There is little that detracts from this volume. It is most likely to interest a

special audience of archaeobotanists, but its conclusions are important for any
scholar of agricultural origins. Unfortunately Colledge omits the bolder statement

her work deserves, for this analysis represents a real breakthrough in tracine the

ricultural practices. The editine seems

between

seems an overly modest summary
eadi chapt

In short. Plant Exploitation on Epipalaeolithic and Early Neolithic Sites makes sev-

eral very important points. First, (and buried in Chapter 6) one finds the earliest

morphological domesticated glume wheat (emmer or einkorn) at the Jordanian
site of Iraq ed-Dubb. Colledge rightly wams us about chronological implications

of a single radiocarbon date. Nevertheless, the fifty-three fragments of diagnostic

einkorn /emmer chaff from epipaleolithic and earliest neolithic contexts (pp. 153,

150) provide some of the most convincing evidence to date of a domesticated
cereal at about 10,000 BP.

Second, the analytical techniques offer exciting new prospects. Colledge's

work puts correspondence analysis at center stage in the statistical exploration of

The approach

ri many missmg variables (zero occurrence of taxa

Such data tend to be non-normally distributed, mak
' statistical methods unreliable. Furthermore, bv as

admirably

ems
Finally, the results provide a wonderful breakthrou

ipment of agriculture. This analysis supercedes typical ''origins of agriculture

domesticate

archaeobotanical

changes

about which ecological habitats were first used and manipulated for planting and
tending crops. Specifically, this study provides strong evidence for the long-held
supposition that people used floodwater and high groundwater in seasonally in-

undated lands to grow crops adjacent to the earliest sites. The ramifications of
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such

imDortant place in

Joy McCorriston

Department of Anthropology

The Ohio State University

Columbus, OH 43210-1364

Mammals of Ancient Egypt. Dale J.
Osborn and Jana Osbornova. The ^

History of Egypt: Vol. IV. 1998. Aris & Phillips Ltd., Warminster, En

Pp. 224. $75.00 (paper). ISBN 0-85668-510-0

This is the fourth volume of Aris and Phillips' The Natural History of

The volume

archaeozoology to provide a comprehensive summary of our present knowledge

mammalian taxa. Osbom is a mammalo
Land Mammals of

Museum
researched

The

The discussion of each

important contribution in itself because significant confusion exists in the

This

nomenclature for the taxa of mammals known

Egypt, and, while minor disagreements still remain (e.g., Dama '^^^'^'^^^^^^^

DaZ mesopotamica L.?), it provides the scientific and common names that should

be used in future publications.
. tv,^cp

Mlowing each nomenclature segment is a descnpfon of the axon These

descriptions form the basis of the authors' *ntificat.ons and ,nfor„ th r nt^^^^

carvings

and temple

concerning

Osbom
inspire a rare sense of confidence m me reaaer wxu^. a -";----

{e.g , the representations of the oryx, gazelle, and of one felme) may arouse some

icism

-^T.e discussion on *e vanousjreeds«
^^^^^^^^^^

fascinating and particularly useful. The treatmen or uiu
^^^^..K^ ., ..

ichneumon
confusion

ichneumon

^vo taxa bv the sculptors. Perhaps the most entertaimng section is enuu.u
two taxa Dy tne scuip r

catalogue misidentifica-

"Errors and Discrepancies In ^^is sec on^^^^
^^ .^ ^^^ ^^^

tions and errors in nomenclahire
T^J^^f^J^X^ the domestic dogs,

but the errors and discrepancies for the canids, parncuid y

most useful
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While the book is well conceived and certainly well written, a numbe
small irritating problems stand out. The nomenclature discussions, although v
able as a whole, are very variable in detail. Some include short explanations
the etymology of the scientific names while others do not. The sections dea
with the nahiral history of each taxon are also variable in quality. Descripti
of the environments in which the taxa might have occurred in ancient Egypt

the Nile Valley, thus m
^tandable. The lavout of

mesopotarnica) , for

inhabited thickly

clumsy and forces the reader to shift back and forth between paees. The

animals
which is located at the end of the chapter some twelve pages later. The

Houlihan
are cited, yet, since they lack further differentiation in the text [i.e., Houlihan (a)
V. Houlihan (b)] it is difficult to tell which reference is being cited.

With the exception of these minor errors, this is an outstanding text. The
volume synthesizes an impressive amount of information from at least four some-
hmes-disparate disciplines. What makes such a synthesis such a valuable resource
IS the comprehensive literature review coupled with flashes of insight. Given these
criteria, this is an extremely valuable resource for anyone working with mammalsm ancient Egypt It belongs on the shelf of every archaeozoologist working in
North Africa and the Middle East and most certainly on the bookshelf of every
Egyptologist. ^

Richard W.

Museum
University of Michiga

Ann Arbor. MI 4810

erican Bamboos. Emmet
J. Judziewicz, Lynn G. Clark, Ximena L(

Margaret
J. Stern. 1999. Smithsonian Institution Press, Washingt

London. Pp. 392. $49.95 fhardrnvpr^ tc;rm i c^noo c^n n
^

The histories of humans and the bamboos
at^^fT.^. f ., , : ^ "'^ L/aiiiuuus nave pusned and pulled at one

?ror^ npn I T""^f ^''''- ^""'^^^ ^^^^^ *« P^^^^^e deep-seated responsesfrom people in North Amprir;i V»o^^i,c^ u ;. : •..^. . , ^. , ^ ,

Many non-scientists are frequently stunned to learn that bam

anyone

w Vau u
° .''' "^^'''"^ hemisphere, never mind

World bamboos rivals that of the Old. As this text i'

some basic understanding of the nahiral
of these false impressions. More impor

more general audiences while

;, it will

a combination is rare.

ghthil, and useful for the most accomolished botanist. Such

American bamboos and basal grasses follows five chapt
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text. These chapters, in just 134 pages, cover bamboo anatomy, bamboo in the

American landscape, the use of American bamboos by people, the techniques of

growing bamboo, and recent and historical thought on the definitional character-

istics of bamboo. Accompanying the chapters and scientific key are over 200 color

photographs, maps, and drawings of the highest quality. Four appendices cover

the themes of the geographical distribution of the bamboo genera, avian special-

ists of understory bamboos, bamboo common names, and commonly cultixatcd

bamboos in the United States and Europe. A glossary, particularly useful for

newcomers to dimorphic key reading, completes the text.

Bamboo anatomy can be a bewildering subject; yet, understanding the anat-

omy of this unique plant group is critical to understanding its evolutionary sig-

nificance, taxonomy, and human use. The authors painstakingly walk the reader

from node to internode, from root to culm, and from flower to seedling with

exceptional grace, and they provide boldface type for important terms, detailed

anatomical sketches, schematic views of habits, and even scanning electron mi-

crographs in accompaniment. For some, the treatment of bamboo anatomy may

be a bit too detailed, but those who proceed patiently through the chapter will

be rewarded with a true breadth of understanding. For many, in fact, this may

be the most useful and relevant of all chapters.

Chapters 2, 3, and 4 are easier reads, but no less brilliant. "Bamboos in Native

Landscapes" provides extraordinary detail of the subject matter, in a way that

could only come from decades of fieldwork and an incredible handle on the avail-

able literature. Although the entire text will be of use to the ethnobiologist, the

third chapter on the human use of bamboo is obviously the most relevant for

readers of the Journal of Ethnobiology. The thematic and chronological categorizmg

and describing of human uses of bamboo provides an excellent mtroduction.

More detail on these topics is somewhat wanting, but, considenng the overall

breadth of the text, the coverage is reasonable. The discussion of the use of Guadim

angustifolia Kunth in construction among the peoples of western Colombia and

Ecuador is particularly well informed. The fourth chapter, on cultivating bam-

boos, is a logical development of Chapter 3 and captures the interest of an entirely

new audience. Although just fifteen pages in length, the chapter does an excellent

job summarizing the methods of cultivation. The authors' treatment of evoluhon

cladistics, and bamboo phylogeny is superb and insightful and summarizes and

The 200-page key is in some ways

chapters provide the tools and backgr

ineful. Each genus is treated with great

resentanve species, v^i-v. »."•
-i /

-

Stem frequently appear as plant authors, which

Judzi

tudy
achievement

and p^^ p ;mbe treated as texts themselves, the book w.ll cer.ain4|^mspj

many' future bamboo enthusiasts as it has done w.h *- ---^ T^e b^

or e

ethnobiologist

ionary

Ick^r.edgSTnllhe'r^ors express .heir wish to have followed
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footsteps of the great American bamboo experts—the Floyd McClures, Cleo Cald-

er6ns, and Thomas Soderstroms of the world—and without a doubt they have

done so.

Darron Collins

Latin American and Caribbean Secretariat

World Wildlife Fund
Washington, DC 20037-1132

*

lague of Rats and Rubbervines: The Giov
Yvonne Baskin. 2002. Island Press, Washin
appendices, notes, index. $25.00 (hardcovei

Non-indigenous species can cause great economic damage, irreversible eco-

logical changes, and significant public health impacts. Executive Order 13112 of

1999, which established the National Invasive Species Council, has placed invasive
species issues firmly on the United States' domestic policy agenda. In addition,

invasive species have been elevated to the internafional trade and environmental
policy agendas through a variety of international agreements, particularly the
World Trade Organization's (WTO) Sanitary and Phytosanitary Agreement (SPS).

The National Research Council of the National Academy of Sciences (U.S.A.)

(2002) has recentiy published a volume on invasions of non-indigenous plants and
plant pests. International non-governmental scientific organizations like the Sci-

entific Committee on Problems of the Environment (SCOPE) have also made in-

vasive species a priority. Baskin's book had its origins in the desire of SCOPE'S
Global hivasive Species Programme (GISP) to produce a volume that could com-
municate these issues to the broadest possible audience.

The aim of the book, then, is to provide a fresh, com^
lems of invasive species. Specifically, Baskin em
ive species problems—especiallv in relation to i and

devotes considerable space to the search for creative means of interdiction
control of non-indigenous species. The book is intended for a very broad,
specialist audience.

The book's coverage is quite comprehensive, including chapters on the hi<

im
environment

research on oredictine invasiv

There are also chapters on quarantine

studies

The
recommendations

the book achieves its desired aim. thoueh vi^hether it in
remam

very appropriate for its intended audience. Baskin
quotes from interviews enhances the book's appeal
IS teaching is concerned, tiie whole book mieht be \
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honors non-majors' environmental science course or an undergraduate topics

course (with supplemental readings from the primary literature). Portions of the

pecially Chapter 6.

gned

REFERENCE CITED

Research Council. 2002. Predicting Invasions ofNonindig^

anal Research Council, Committee on the Scientific Ba:

Potential of Nonindigenous Plants and Plant Pests in

iemy Press, Washington, D.C.

Mark C. Andersen

Department of Fishery and Wildlife Sciences

New Mexico State University

Las Cruces, NM 88003-0003

diversity and Traditional Knowledge: Equitable Partnersftips in i

rah A. Laird (ed.). 2002. People and Plants Conservation Series

Piihlir;,tinnc T.td.. London. Pp. 288. $40.00 (paper). ISBN 1-85383-

The primary aim of this outstanding book is to provide a broad overview,

synthesis, and open discussion of practices and processes concemmg fairness and

equitable partnerships between north and south in biodiversity research and bio-

prospecting. The book is primarily oriented toward the applied social and natural

scientists. The authors stress the need for addressing the practical use of concepts

of equity developed in recent years and understanding the dynamic, rapidly

changing contexts in which these concepts continue to evolve. The authors do not

downplay the complexity of the issues. ,» a "M^,*.

The authors address quesHons such as: "What does =^'P"y ^''^^^^^^ """

is equity practiced?" It is not ar. ir^struction manual but rather a ^Y^^'J
informaHon for informed experimentation, planning, and learnmg by s'^kehoUers

involved in the practice of ethnobiology. The chapters consistently provide vv*

written balanced perspecHves with thorough discussion of the issues, and they

demon^trat a fine'hrned development of ideas. Clarity °^7-7" -^„*^
"^^f

of well-defined policy '—logy make the bo^^^^^^ ^11—"lb!
and

hopeful at a time when some are exiting the bioprospecting "^'^ ""-"'-

^The section on biodiversity research relationships-the 'onge '" the ^ok

lavs the foundation for much of what follows. It covers topics sud, as codes

research

ing

ity researchers and bioprospecto

standards and to participate in tl

Many sidebars and case shidies

international
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section very well, while real life discussions of experiences by field researchers

1 as William Milliken, greatly enrich the usefulness and liveliness of the text

The section on research and prospecting in protected areas examines the issue

low research programs can be integrated with and complement local infor-

ional needs. There is excellent and insightful advice for protected areas man-

rs anH other relevant decision makers. A section on commercial uses of bio

information

much
commercial

The book also includes useful information on core elements

search relationships, the need for written research agreements,

funds, international agreements, and the development of nationa

purposes

holism

studies that make it interesting and informative

more
reements

would certainly have been a useful addition.

Biodiwrsity and Traditional Kncnvledge is an excellent work that should be re-

involved in these fascinatine and com

REFERENCE CITED

Benefit

i

Mark Plotkin

Amazon Conservation Team

Arlington, VA 22209

Darron Collins

Book Review editor
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Announcement

Society of Ethnobiology

26th Annual Conference

Ethnobiology and Sustainahility

University of Washington, Seattle

March 26-29, 2003

The Society of Ethnobiology is now accepting abstracts for its 26th annual con-
ference in Seattle at the University of Washington's Center for Urban Horticulture.

The Society last met here in 1984. Seattle is on a wedge of land between Puget
Sound and Lake Washington, encircled by snow peaks of the Olympics and Cas-

cades. On a clear day (there is a chance) the volcanic peaks march past from
Baker to Rainier (aka Tahonia). Seattle is the namesake of a Duwamish chief. His

spirit haunts us still. The University of Washington is an elegant campus. The
cherries on the quad will be in full bloom. The University is well known for its

outstanding Environmental Anthropology program, schools of forestry and ma-
rine affairs, and the Burke Museum—^featuring at this time a new exhibit: Out of

the Silence: The Enduring Power of Totem Poles—venue for our conference ban-

quet. Our conveniently located conference venue is the Center for Urban Horti-

culture, known for cutting-edge research in ecological restoration.

Keynote speaker: Dr. Fikret Berkes, author oi Sacred Ecology, Professor, Natural

Resources Institute. Universitv of Manitoba, Canada Research Chair

Program

Wed. March 26 Registration and evening welcoming reception.

Thurs. March
Paper and poster sessions

Evening keynote address by Dr. Berkes

presentatives

March 28 Paper and poster sessions

exhibit: Out of

^f

Evening banquet at the Burke Museum
entertamment

March 29 Field trips: One-day and ovemi

March 30 Overnight field trips conclude.
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Paper/Poster Submissions: This year's conference theme is Ethnohiohgy and Sus-

tainahility. We encourage submissions relevant to that theme, or of general eth-

nobiological interest. Members must submit their title and abstract, along with
the registration fee and accompanying proposal form to Eugene Hunn by Feb-

ruary 14, 2003. If a special session is planned, the organizer should contact Hunn
by February 1 with a proposal including a thematic description and a list of likely

participants with titles.

Registration: Advanced registration is $70. Student advanced registration is $45.

The late registration fee (after February 14) is $90, $55 for students. (New members
may register and join the Society at a bargain rate of $100.) The registration fee

covers all events except the field trips and banquet, including a tour of the Burke
Museum on Friday evening preceding the banquet. Please download forms from
the Society's website online at: http://www.ethnobiology.org.

Field trips: One-day field trips, Saturday, March 29, are planned to points of
interest in and near Seattle, the Cedar River watershed, and the Skokomish Indian
Reservation. Over-night field trips TBA. Details will be posted on the Society's

website at: http://ethnobiology.org.

Accommodations: See our website.
f

Websites: Society of Ethnobiology: http://ethnobiology.org; University of Wash-
Seattle: http://www.washington.edu/

Hunn
ment of Anthropology, Box 353100, University of Washington, Seattle, WA
3100, USA, hunn@u.washineton.pdu.


